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beam o'er the hu e of the water may glow
While the tide runs in darkness and coldness
below,
So the cheek may ho tinged with a warm sunny
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]ir..ducts of In- farm, moie especially.
'.:.i high pr;
and will lead many to enter
irgi i\ up' ii their pro hiciiun the eomUii: -eu-'01
and potat*.
Let tin rbe * demand
t »r
any one pro 'met. and eons.-pienl high
I'
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for instance a road is to he Imilt for
>upp
ho distance ol one mile, running through five
dilV'Triil >oi! ; the tirsi to i,.. gravel, the second
'i.nd, the third clay, the fourth swalcv with a
hard pan near its surface, the fifth muck,
('•oumoneing with the first section. 1 would
io i''o. and there w ill genera!iy !•
a
rush the vi n;
all obs;ructi*.ins,'iieli as rocks orstuinps,
! L oving sear for id largest production, and
then I would plough in the centre turning the
furrows
inward to the width of thirty feet, al•N't
\ -urplus will be
dug "t tin tiling.
lowing the road to be fort}' feet wide. After
tl
nm
glut the markets and render it ploughing
sufficiently. I would take a pair of
drug
ii
!. -y
good horses with an iron scraper, end scrape
rop is an * \- eption to this.
oni tin* siih s .it the road on to the entro, conits iuer»—e is iioi -o ea-ily brought about
thine ploughing and
•rajunguntil the centre of
ate the other crops.
Hut our next leading
the road is from n- foot an ! a half to two feet
e
idllv on r.-i-ed, h\
ipie. the potato, call hhigher Ilian the side ditclii", bringing it into a
tnii' ball
in-ir from the bottom of one dit 'll to
Ligle r cultivation and nmr. breadth.
We |»re’Ik mliev. The object of ploughing in the eenbel a largely increased area, t he coining >i ar
ii.
iho road i' so that it will settle even,
! Noted to tin- production ot this tuber.
if \ iug no
ad!e hole' for the water to stand
n.
! would then harrow it thoroughly with a
I'liother
-earei'y «.f proto.-tin: now.
‘n avy harrow, and after removing all stones of
with the -e\ ere NN itlte 1* all I deep fl e/.iug "f the
aii> a. aunt. I would go over it twice with a
-“i, nn ii] tend
render tin h iy crop of thi- bii'h. so as to level it if necessary.
"i
I’d. s.vni*. This I would plough and
N'ear. -mall.
Three recjui-ite- are important
scrape as in the first section, until the centre of
to
go-d hay harvest—.1 uvt fall, a stillieient | the road i> raised one foot, than I would cover
*r.tion ot -now. and an early
favorable it ten or twelve inches dt ep with good gravel,
j
Two of the-.• w
have not had. i bringing it into a true half circle, as in the last
art mi spring.
section, harrow and hush in order to level, as
\
favorable May and dime may make some
I before mentioned.
intends, but it ean not wholly compensate for
Six', b-1. < 'I ay. In this section I would cover
'.he other two conditions.
Tanners arc carry- i the bed of the road with small stones to the
depth of one foot, and lothe distance of twenty
.ng all the stock tlieN call through this winter,
feet in width, tluis leaving sullicicnt room to
hoping tor higher prices the coming spring and i*''*ugh and scrape from the ditches to the edge
■: tin stones on --a.di side, then l would cover
thiline
summer.
great
reductionm
Though
111•
sione to the depth of fifteen inches with
Join- been made, thsur- ;
n.-i remain111
g"od oarsc gravel, in order that the water can
plus in the country and with a following short
11 tbrough the. gravel an*I stones and run inH
!o the lit.dies, harrow and bush as before until
rop "| hay. must keep the prices d wii.
re- ; the road is brought into a half circle as before
are ghd to notice au increasing de-ire t
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idea.

rarely
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equally

well each year:

a noted ye ir of productiveness,
<pert to ivali/e hut smail results in
this lme. Ir i> noted fact that small crops, in
ai
>f scarcity. often pay a- w<-||, and soini1:
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large crops in years ot
Farmer' should give increased utt.-nuy.
rtoii to fruit culture, and this coming spring i-.
very favorable time to begin an out-look.
The I test way for farmers is to pursue a
oufse of evenly* balanced mi v d husbandry,
in such a climat*-. and undev tb
present con'lb >n of market* and facilities.
doing,
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that throws
and our woes.

One fatal remembrance,
Its bleak shade alike o'er our joys
To which life notbiug darker or
For

John Randall’s Troubles.
“Will you let

j

have it, John ?”

John Randall uttered his refusal of his
wife’s request very decidedly, as if he felt
the request was unreasonable, and yet
there was an undercurrent of grieved impatience in his voice, a look of perplexity
and self-satisfaction in his eyes. He proceeded very slowly to unbutton his overHe wanted to see his wife rise
coat.
from the breakfast-table, and thereby signify her acquiescence in his decision, before he went off for his morning’s work
at the mill.
Georgy, however, did not rise. Her
looks did not express acquiescence. She
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Thoughts

<

'They

House

Painting.

are a
number of things concerning
am possessed of profound ignorance.
Among these may be numbered the line arts.
With regard to the course arts, such as house
painting. 1 have recently learned a few lessons

Fhere
which 1

apiary,

experience.

from

thorough teacher;

I consider experience a
but his charges for tuition

perhaps rather high.
Maria Aim said wv must have tin* house repainted. and as what Maria Ann says must be
and generally is. I :it once went and made a barHe said lie would
gain with a house painter.
send his painters round. The next morning I
inv
breakfast
and
started
got
out to earn my
bread by the perspiration of my classic brow.
I opened the door and put my foot into a tin
pail full of paint. Then L took’itout and set it
on tin* hall door mat.
Maria Ann assisted me
from there, and 1 took a flying leap over the
painter to the sidewalk. The painters painted
t iie fence and the front steps this forenoon. All
who came to sec. us either painted their hands
on the gate and left prints thereof on the chairs,
or else printed their soles on the
steps, ami
tracks all over the parlor carpet. The cat laid
down on the steps to sleep in the sun, and the
paint dried so fast that when she got up one
side of her was bald-headed.
are

ngin

;
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morning iue men c:line ueiore any
one was up, and begun to take out all the windows.
During the entire day they were working around tin* window casings. One of them
\\ "Ul I *l,md
by the open kitchen window, and
then they would talk about the Painters’ Union,
about tip- picnic, about the price of Hour, about
the girls—about all the while. The retirement
which is among the charms of domestic life
did not characterize our house to any great extent that day. The next
about live
o’clock, I heard some one walking into my bedroom.
I sprang boldly from the bed, grasped
a boot m one hand and a
pitcher in the other,
and determined to sell my life as dearly as posunless
sible,
I got a chance to run down stairs,
Said f. “Who is there?” “Oh.” replied the inu nder, “it’s me. the painter, T am
takingdown
the blinds.” I felt much relieved; Maria rather
seemed to be out of patience. She told the man
what she thought about him, and made pointed
comments upon his manner, bis appearance
and the probabilities lie ever enjoyed of a comiii«-

Water-Proof Glue.
Immerse common glue in »•<•!<! water until ii
becomes perfectly soft, but st ill retains it-» form :
then put it into common raw linseed oil. ami
apply a gentle beat, until it is completely dissolved by the oil. It is then used like ordinary
glue. It dries very soon, and water has no efit.

next

morning*

J

j

|

:

j

school education. The painter

wedded
to his art, and paid no attention to the prattle
of Maria Ann. With the window and blinds
both out, the interior of the house was somewhat exposed, and the task of getting dressed
was attended with some embarrassment, especially as the painter seemed to be at. work at
all the windows.
While we were eating breaklast one of the painters came in with an armful of towels and remarked that he found them
hanging on the clothes-line, and he supposed
Maria would have no objections to his using
them to wipe oil'the doors before he grained
them.
Maria stated her objections in detail,
the man withdrew. The next morning I
j and
"'as up early.
the painters came in I
| volunteered to When
help them. “Come right along,”
i
shouted, “let's take off the clapboards and
|
paint diem. Let’s take up the cellar and paint
Let’s take down the
| that m-ide and out.
I chimney and paint the bricks. Let’s paint the
hole the cellar leaves. Let’s-”
They assum'd me that I was
planning more work than
was necessary, and as
did
not
act as
they
though they needed 1117 help I went to breakmon

was

While all other domosti* mimals are regular
ly supplied with salt, the hog is generally m-g
lected.
He requires, however. t<> )><■ a> <on
stantly supplied as the ov. the horse, ur tin
sheep, and suffers as much from privation a
either of the above named animals do.
111
food is almost invariably given to him in L
fresh unseasoned state, and to this fact we nia;
doubtless attribute many of the violent and fa
tal diseases to which lie is
subject, and whirl
stagger all remedies, however promptly am
skillfully administered. If the food be not re
gular seasoned, there should be a trough or bo>
in every sty, in which salt
may be deposilct
regularly for the use of the animals. Season fast. next time the
'I he
hou.<*n wants painting I
the
of
food
the
as
ing
hog
mentioned above lei
will move into the back
and send the
it be understood that salt
only is here alludec house down fo the shop, yard,
where the painters
if
for
to,
any person should try seasoning wit!
can swarm around it at their pleasure.
pepper, they will make a greni mistake; for a
much pepper as will suflire for a man's dinnei
will kill a hog. [Maine Farmer.
A gentleman crossing a narrow
bridge,
said to a countryman whom he met: “I
Ointment for Animals. Take white pint think this narrow
causeway must be very
pitch, rosin, beeswax and honey, one outlet
each; fresh lard, one half pound; melt well to dangerous, my honest friend; pray, are
not
gether over a slow lire; stir quite thick, so tlia
people lost here sometimes ?” “Lost!
the psrts may not settle and
no, sir; I never knew anybody lost here
separate. Thi;
makes an excellent application for harness gulli
in my life; there were several drowned,
cuts, and sores of all kinds.
but they were all found again.”

orderly

But Georgy did not belong to the factory element, although sfie had married into it.
She had been brought up by a relative. upon whom she had been left dependent, and whom she called Aunt Appleton. Aunt Appleton lived at the other
end of Appleton—the west end—among
the Haliburtons and Dilloways and

iiij;

-.

Salt for Swine.

me

“No, Georgy, 1 can’t.”

'•

Maine Fanner.

no

Like a dead leafless branch in the summer's
bright ray;
The beams of the warm sun play round it in
vain,
It may smile in his light, but it blooms not
again.

■

tamed.

balm and affliction

stav.
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A glue which will resist water to a considerable degree is made by dissolving common glue
In skimmed milk.
Fine levigated chalk added
to the common solution of glue in water constitutes an addition which strengthens it. and
renders it suitable for sign-boards and otliei
things which must stand the weather.
A glue that will hold against tire and watei
may be prepared by mixing a handful of quick
lime with four ounces of linseed oil. Thoroughly levigate the mixture, boil it to a good thick
ness, and then spread it on tin plates in the
“'bade; it will become exceedingly hard, bill
niiiy be dissolved over a lire, like ordinary glue
and is then tit for use.
V here glue is to be
exposed to the weather,
common glue,
protected by a good coat of oi
color i- superior to the above.
If both are com
liim d (that
the water-proof glue and tin
paint) u much greater advantage may be ob

no

can

profuse
beauty,
peculiar,
graceful
suggested
simply
great

1

tins -f- tifui. 1 would cut tIn- side ditches four
wid ami two feet dorp, removing the muck
fi
toward- the centre, then I would cover with
c-.wsr gravei until I considered it deep enough
to make a dry road, harrow and level as deu "iicJciMp falls aiiol 11'Uipcii-a!' ', if one scribe*!; in ease that any part of this happens
to be higher on one side than the other, there,
rop i> k.w in price, another coiinlrrlrdanrcs
slum Id I*-* a culvert umler the road
.being high. 1:' tin y run fo *pe. i dtlies, or niche- in the clear, the water in the sideeighteen
ditches
:idea\'or to i.ii-i‘ .something that will be m
to be let oil' at all convenient places.
We will
t!i» ir opinion the most profitable, the chance.* now call this mile of road completed, and with
a little repairing yearly, it will stand as a model
if against them.
Olleii a crop that did poorly
road for years to come.
In repairing this road,
last year, gives high results tlii-. and to run
it ran be done with a road scraper, which tills
after that wliieh now Fads in price, will prow the ribs ami centre of the road, and can be
drawn with two yoke of oxen at the rate of one
ur ;: n_ 'h
low
An even straighta* v aiu ;i'
lube an hour.
If this load is kept Weil turnforward e iiirsc. i\oiding extremes, with strict
pike.I it will need no stop water unless in some
attention to lui'in-'S, will gi\
the best satisfacextreme cases, such as long hills for instance.
A few ideas concerning road repairing and 1
tion in any business, especially so in that ol
will bring these remarks to a close. There are
Agriculture.
many serious obstacles in the way of the repair..1 'took i- of ready 'ale and always in deA few of these .I will endeavor
mg of roads.
mand.
li should l»c the tanner's aim to keep 1 to enumerate.
First, most of our roads, especially in the
all the stock lie .••in keep well, realizing that
country, are altogether too narrow, many of
•ne good animal consumes less, and is worth
them being laid out only twenty feet. Then
two poor ones,
to
li pays
keep stock in good ! again, tin* motley appropriated is a highway,
tax to lie worked out in labor instead of cash.
md it ion ; their fond then pa vs belter, their sale
I Our road surveyors are generally chosen bv
!■- 'Ur- rand at far bei t.-r pric;
and there is
Humiliation, and a great many of them are not
oi ibril’ imkiio.vii
satisfaction.
-killtul mad builders, cadi one of them having
payimr sen
certain amount of road to keep in repair,
to tin ‘I- an kind.'
-'•ill* of them live mile-, wliih the taxes assos< .roll r d' o_>
d< lining in
in 'late fro a
I. in ca ll 'bstiiet am according to the proiormer year's productions.
Ii is an imperain
which i' in the district,
in nearly all
ii-. ccssity. that a 'lock producing r. .;a*n,'hab
towui> there an
more or
villages, wherein
a great
In tll Y of t lie !;l<»-f wealthy citizens realso be a grass and irrain producing one.
\\
-id”, then ton- 1 do not consider the money
diink that th-re an- sign' of increase in grain
i.jtiailv distributed. For instance, a siirveyoi
in
Maine.
tJraiu
consumed
in
the country who is allowed only thirty dolproduction
crops
lars, lias p, compete with the surveyor of the
•ii the larm yiel.l a rieli manure and help sus! village, who is allowed live hundred dollars,
lin in
is.-.| stock, and these in turn help reboth having the same amount of territory.
■oicni'll our ne.- !v 'oils. <.rain production and I While simh i- the case, i- it
any wonder that
W” arc
stock rai'ing arc reciprocal.
obliged to travel over poor roads. II
the money that is appropriated by the towns
Another piecing- faruicihat presents its.-!i
"'as place.I in the bands of the selectmen, and
in an ouilook <.wr t!u- firming community, is
111e\ had the power t * choose their own surtil" increase of < dubs, and Agricultural inforeyors. should w« not have a right to except tv
an impr o euieii! in our mads within a few
mation among tie 11i
Agi i-obural paj>.T'
-ir-''Flint i-. it we could have a money tax
are
m-i'
•! "t a
increasing in number and circulation.
labor Tax. with good competent
<
-ni'\
and a cash tax. people would lit id
>]•-,
<
it tie
Farmer* are writing
tin
ip. re-ie
a-t liiilci'eie c i
our roads.
the public pr.
id tic
A-led
Old C\.
ui;tJ>df:s AND HILLS,
l-erieuee .-t ui-lmo tin.' b.cmo public propWhen ii j?, m e--:ir) to remove hills into low
rty. Farilici a!.- inw-1iiralliigy xpcrilii.-iil
pla< -. the most expeditious and cheapest man*
(bid
ie»?
tug
eiiltivaling-,
only tie soil, but theii icr i> to use the common horse carts, and
mind',
i'le !•• !•
marked and pleasing im- j when these low places are well drained and
gravelled, we observe dry and hard roads;
prowue nt over past times, and a desire for
where go.ui gravel cannot he obtained, soil will
*iill greater progress, observation, experi- an-wer a very good purpose, liridgss and culvertthat are to be be built across small
ment, and experience, by combination, t aki
streams, should in all eases be built of stone;
vast strido onward toward a better stale ol
the eo.-t in the Jirst place will be but a trifle
mere and will last for ages yet to come.
things.
Much
more might be -aid in regard to this
subject,
but 1 think the least -aid on a subject unless it
i- on
some important point, the better it is foi
Some
on Boo Culture.
V! concerned, and as a few acres well tilled arc
!
inure profit than a large hold poorly cultivat1 haw kept !••-. s ;l good many car*, and wi>L
ed.
it i- betti ;■ that a few idea- or principles
(ogive you '.me r -lie.-terns, th.* result*; of mv
be
shouh
trlv set forth and illustrated, that
b-erva’ ill and
l!l\o.
Wlletlicl
Xpenelic.
f
in* ha-tily presented and iiiiperihaf
a
am
I- x. <•;• any kind of patent, should not
ra-v
fbe ly considered.
*’•
Again l woubl recommend
*et n-arer. :<• each oiler than about four
the widening, gravelling and draining of all bad
fe.-t, n..r high, r from the ground than one foot.
then
let
lie
road-,
I! wdl tie n be more convenient i<» work
right man superintend, and
among
lie will put the right material in the right place,
(hem. and young queens will i. less liable to
mistake their homes and be lost.
should i Mass. Ploughman.

fect on

has

brighter

Oh! this thought in the midst ot enjoyment will

■

I--sheltered from storms and the sun.
Fvcry
hi\e should be raised from its bottom board
once or inn ice a month,
during the working
season, it at any iiioth-Nv.-nns found ther<- nmv
be destroyed. Tie be, -moth is the great pest
"f the
when the b. c-keeper is careless
and solveiily.
It i' parii.-ularly injurious to
vN' ak stock', and 'lu ll should be more
frequentexamined,
and
the worms de'iroyed.
ly
1 think bee-keeping i' a paying business, it
airied on right.
But hardly one farmer in a
hundred lakes proper care of his bees.
That is
tie- reason they lose their stocks, and leads them
to say bees arc unprofitable.
It I had a thousand stands of bees 1 Nvould bid farming good
lo e. tor I am satisfied I could then make
money
and have easy Nvork.
Perhaps bee-keepers
should be glad that all men do not like bees, for
if Uu y did wo could not get t.-n cents a pound
for hoiu-y, there would be so much made.
1
sold
hundred pounds last season, at
twenty-Iin cents a pound, besides having as
much as the family could use.
I nave three
kind' ••!' patent hives—Keith**, Beard's and
N an Zimmerman's, mid like them very well.
Patentees should furnish uts of thoar hives, as
we could then better understand the
description
of their inventions, and form some opinion ot
their value. [A. J. Brumlidge iu Am. Bee

bring,
which joy
sting—

slight,

|

better, than

—

darkly the

Sr'1. 4111. swii.i:.
With a hard pan near its
.'iirfaee, liable to be thrown up by frost.
was a pretty woman—very
tall,
This I would underdrain by ploughing up the
clear,
very fair, with
litre to the width of three feet, removing the
Resides
brown hair.
soil to the 'ides until I came to the hard pan, eyes, and
she had an air of delicate,
then 1 w- uld build two side walls one foot high her
and one foot apart, leaving outlets as near each
and
rather
composure
other as necessary to carry the water from the i a voice that
alto flute notes.
centre of the road to the side ditches; then I
the wife of a
For all this, she was
w >nId co\er the cuh ert with suitable stone live ;
Haliburton
master machinist in the
or six inches thick, then 1 would plough and
Print Works of Millville, and mistress ot
scrape from the side ditches towards the centre,
the ditches to lie three feet wide and as low as
one of the small, white
tenements,
the pan: lin n ! would --over it with coarse
whose
rows constituted
gravel to tlie depth of eighteen in. lies, leaving
Millville proper.
it in a half circle as in previous sections.
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an
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runs

one sorrow

mentioned.

and
we

ruin

to

while.
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place thi over-grown horse interest with sheepoi a better time for

a

smile,
Though the cold heart
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husbandry. 1’liis -peakthe fanning community.

lint to allow the Sabbath school lu
supand training, is
to run counter to the
appointments of
God, according to which He has promis-

plant home instruction

ed

«

need

we

The church owes a responsibility to the
children who are members thereof by the
ordinance of God, as well as to the children ol families not reached
by the ordinary ministrations of the gospel.

Veres.

Perhaps, under the circumstances,
Georgy might have looked a little higher
than John Randall.

good

But then John was

gold; strong, steady, manly,
true.
Aunt Appleton’s pretty, dependent
protege had the sense to rejoice at her
perception, and Aunt Appleton had the
generosity to give her a liberal outfit—
her furniture, a complete wardrobe, a
nice wedding.
It had been very agreeable to Georgy
to have these things.
She was fastidious
to the core. She enjoyed advantages of
position—her good clothes, her prestige
as

! among the wives of the other officials in
the Print Works.
She was fastidious—
perhaps a little too fastidious for her

place.

John Randall had reached his last button, a somewhat shiny button on a somewhat shabby coat. He had neither time
nor pretext for
lingering. At this last
moment his wife raised her eyes, clearly,
unflinchingly, fo his face.
“Why not?” she asked, in her cold,
sweet voice.
It is never pleasant to a man to be
called to an account about money—and
of course it was money Georgy wanted—
by a woman, and that woman his wife.
John’s face flushed a little, allot retort
; pricked the very tip of his tongue, but he
j did not utter it. He was a patient man
j naturally; and then he had that deep,
I sure love for his pretty wife which overreaches all slight shocks.
"1 have exceeded my salary every
mouth since we were married, Georgy,”
of January will he
j he said. "The first
j here in a few weeks, and 1 shall not be
able to meet all the bills that are due.
I
don’t feel that we ought to trifle away a
penny of money. I don’t believe you do

j

|

|

j

either, dear.”.

"I shall not say any more about it,”
she returned. “I ought to wear a new
pair of gloves to call on Paul’s bride.
But if you can’t give them to me, I must
do without them.”
John Randall’s grain was fine enough
to understand that this was not the acquiescence he wanted. He would have
liked to indulge her, but there was the
fact, that if lie began it, he should he al-

ways behind hand, always poor.
This was his fact. Georgy had hers
also—that she was always to be denied
and disappointed. She didn’t mind so
much about wearing the old gloves on
this particular
occasion; that which
troubled her, which was wedging itself
painfully into her conviction, was, that
she would have to give up all the little
luxuries and elegancies that she so much
craved ; that her future was to he a plain,
matter-of-fact routine, deprived of those
gratifications in whose absence she felt a
sort of moral starvation.
"It don’t seem as if you ought to he
disappointed, Georgy,” said the husband,
finally. “You know what my salary is,
and just how far it will go. \Ve used to
talk about saving something every year
so that I
might better myself one of these
days. I don’t like to deny you,”
“No matter,” she answered, rising.
She was one of those women who say
too little rather than too much, any time.'
John went off to his work. Bridget
(the girl of all work) came in to clear the
table.
Georgy dusted the parlor, and
made the pudding, fed the canary, and
then piaceu Her sewing-machine m the
window, facing the dull leaden light of
the November day, and sat down to stitch
wristbands. She had been married more
than a year now, and was making the
first shirts for John.
She was very
thoughtful, a (logged pain in her face all
the while.
•‘Perhaps I shall stay at Aunt Appleton’s to tea," she said to her husband, at
the dinner-table.
“You will come for
me if I do—won't you ?”
lie redacted a moment.
“I told you last night, Georgy, that I
should have to be from home an hour or
two this evening. There is a meeting of
the officials of the mill, at half-past seven.
I should be too tired to dress amigo up
to your aunt’s afterwards.’’
“I had forgotten,” she said, quietly—so
quietly that he thought she did not care.
When he was gone, she went to her
room to arrange her toilet for her call.
She put on the best she had, of course.
She had a genius for dress; and despite
the mended gloves, she looked as stylish
as she did pretty.
Just as she approached her stunt’s gate,
old Mrs. Iialiburton, in her velvets and
sables, and steeliest of steel-colored silks,
was being handed from her carriage by
her son. The Ilaliburtons were the owners of the mill in which John Randall was

train and point lace shawl. Georgy tried and found it locked, and asked her carenot to feel the least tinge ot envy as she lessly enough for the key, she flushed,
anti said she would get the paper for him.
looked at her.
But he kept true to the promise he made
Aunt Appleton had always a sense ot
gratitude towards her protege, for having to himself, lie kept on “lighting his way
forborne, to fascinate either of her own against it as best he could,” hoping with
four marriageable boys, and this gratitude j ft sick heart that she “might see it right
cropped out in active kindliness under j by and by.’
The months wore away.
The second
the exultation she felt over Paul's match. I
Georgy moved easily about the well- year of their marriage was nearly complefurnished rooms. Somehow she seemed ted. John had been very careful, as Georfitted for such surroundings. The sub- i gia herself, that there should be no outdued, well-bred manners, the faint per- ward and visible sign of misunderstandfumes, the relined faces and rich dresses, ing or coldness between them. No suspi- j
cion had cone to
were like a stimulant to her.
She need
any, that the second year
ed such quickening to be fully herself. of their married lile had been less happy
Iler composed, delicate beauty unfolded than the first.
Nor had he omitted to
to perfection in ibis atmosphere.
give her any little indulgence within his
She had been talking with one and an- power.
He had prepared a surprise for her upother, taking in shapes and trimmings
with her quick artist’s eye, and in a pause on the coming anniversary of their wedwas just reflecting upon the hang of the ding-day ,|a present of twelve guineas, his
new curtains, when a voice said near savings during the year.
The anniversary fell upon Sunday, ami
her:
“I seem not to lie aide to recall yon at so their little commemoration of the day
No
Vet 1 must have must come the preceding evening.
all, Mrs. Randall.
known you before 1 went away.
My allusion had been made to any celebration
mother lias just told me your name, and by either of them; but Joint lelt sure,
T have come to claim acquaintance, if some way, that she could not let the time
pass without some sign. For his own part
you will permit me.”
“I remen her you perfectly, Mr. Hall- lie had half unsolved to attempt some exI planation of their estrangement.
Anyburton,” Georgy returned, quietly.
was hardly grown up when you left us thing, he thought, would he better than
this chilling reserve, With his mind dilive years ago.”
“Five years? All, true enough ! Won’t vided between anticipation of relief and
you take this chair ? What a lovely lily! jealous dread, be went to the countinghouse that Saturday night to receive his
Why, it is not real!”
The cashier looked up, with a
“No these wax flowers are very like money.
nature, though almost a plagiarism ; don't certain embarrassment at his approach.
“Ah,Mr. Randall, the accumulation you
you think so, Mr. llaliburton
“Why, yes, it must lie quite diflleult to left in my hands? To be sure i And,
a
I dare say they bring
make them.
by the way, Mr. Haliburton spoke to me
to mention to you, that there were to bo
good price.”
Under her serene smile, a quick thought some changes made, and—and— but there
went through Georgy Randall's mind. he is himself, sir.”
She began to examine the gentleman beJohn Randall turned with a feeling akin
It
fore her with interest.
to desperation, to meet lus employer.
Stephen llaliburton was a gentleman had gone through him like a thunderbolt,
by habit, and a man ot the world by force as the cashier spoke, that he was to be disof circumstances. Hut nature intended placed. Stephen Haliburton simply said,
him for a diligent, pains-taking, persever- as John faced him, “I’ll not detain you
I shall call this evennow, Mr. Randall,
ing man of business.
If he was not a great or very good ing to let you know of the changes If feel
man, it was because he had so much time,
obliged to make."
Ho
so much money, so much flattery.
And the owner bowed and left him.
was spoiled by his opportunities, yet he
With the money in his nerveless hands,
needed only the light touch to elevate John llandall walked homeward like a
lie was thirty years man dazed. He was to lose his place!
him beyond himself,
old now; he was past the age when a
For what reason he found it impossible
But to conjecture. But to lose it, was to lose
man disdains to be led by a woman.
Stephen llaliburton had never disdained reputation, courage, everything. He had
lie had always been led by the keen- never imagined such a possibility as that.
it.
eyed, beak-nosed woman in the steel The money that he carried, he should not
silk, who, as Georgy talked with the heir, dare to make a present of it to Georgia
sat holding her wine up to the firelight, now.
He might have to wait for other
not far off.
employment. It might be needed for their
The heir seemed to like Mrs. Randall's hare every day needs, before lie got work
talk; perhaps because there was so little again. A death-like chill struck to his
In return, he was rather unreserv- soul.
of it.
ed—gossipping about his plans and prosGeorgia evidently had not overlooked
the recurrence of their wedding day. The
pects
to
home,
He said that he was glad
get
cosy rooms of the little cottage all wore
lie meant to settle down at Millville now; a little air of festivity. Some slender vaslook alter his factories and operatives; es held the gleanings of the flower-heds,
introduce some improvements. He want- chrysanthemums, ldood-red, white, and
ed a better class of work, more tasteful purple—verbenas and scarlet geranium.
Slie came to the door that night to meet
designs. He hadn’t a pretty print from
the factory.
Did not Mrs. Randall agree him, one of her “company” dresses on,
with him ?
some knots of velvet fastening her collar,
It was a and seeming to give a glow and brightYes; she agreed with him
strange basis for parlor gossip—oils, ness to her white skin. He took her hand,
chemicals, designs for calicoes. He was she raised her lace, and with a wild heartsurprised to find how much she knew hound, he kissed it, as he had not for a
about it, and she—she was a little sur- year before. She was coming back to
prised herself. The delicate pink began him ! Her infatuation, if such it had been,
She was his own once
to flush Tier cheeks, the irises of her eyes
was at an end!
grew into great black Hakes, full of lus- more. And then, close upon this new haptre. All at once, at last, she turned a piness, came the dreary recollection of his
casual glance without the window.
lost situation. He thrust the money in
hi> pocket,
By and bv he would tell her
“Why,” she said, with a slight start,
“it is almost dark. And I believe il is all.
You will not mind waiting supper for
raining. I must go at once."
i..r an h<mr, will you John ?” she asked,
Silo stepped towards tile window.
a- she led him in.
“1 am going to give
Great splashing drops were falling upon
-1
the flagstones. The dull Xovembcr day- you something nice, by and by, and
think Mr. Ilalihurton will lie in.”
was almost gone.
light
John Randall's blood froze once more.
Mr. Hulibuitoii rose also.
I
“Did you walk3" he inquired,
"bet It was not for him, then, that all these
! Georgia had
us take you home.
My mother will lie preparations were made
never spoken Mr. Ilaliburton’s name to
going soon.”
The little stir attracted Mrs. Appleton, him before, lie could leel that she was
who, most of the guests having gone, j embarrassed, as she did so.
•■I want you to dress, John,” she added,
was devoting herself to Mrs. llaliburton.
!
“I have laid everything out
“Stay to tea, Georgy,” she suggested. eoaxingly.
“John knows you are here, does he | tor you.”
It seemed to him that he would have
not ?”
but that he felt so hro“Y'es; hut it is raining. 1 think 1 had | turned upon her,
better not stop."
j ken by the thought of losing his place,
“1 have been asking Mrs. Ramlall to and resented her gaity. her indillcrenue,
take a seat with us, mother,” interposed her secrecies—all that had made him so
But he
miserable through this long year.
Stephen llaliburton.
with con- had not the spirit.
said that
“Ah,

yes,”

lady,

tracted nostrils and prolonged lips again.

“I shall be happy.”
Ami then the keen eyes overlooked
Georgy, as if to ask if there were any
cause why the. llaliburton horses, and, it
might be, the llaliburton heir should
traverse the length of Millville to take
home this young person who had married
one of the Hall burton's employees.
Georgy stood unmoved, a little concerned as to whether her last dress and
bonnet should walk or ride, not at all
concerned as to her own disposal.

ceived, and nodded slightly.

“It is that young person whom Jane
Appleton brought up. She is married
now to one of our men, I believe.”
Georgy found Paul Appleton and his
bride holding a sort of informal reception.
The rooms where her own wedding had
been a year before were
quite filled with
guests. A very dainty and graceful bride
was the new Mrs. Paul, in her lavender

Ilalihurton and his wife sat side by side.
It was rare indeed to see Georgy’s fair
Her cheeks were
face so illuminated.
glowing, her eyes sparkling.
As for Mr. Ilalihurton, he was always
the quiet gentleman, with no sense of being out of his place, no apparent suspicion of what was rankling in the heart of
his employee.
What a nice little supper Georgia had

ready !—yet nobody ate.
Finally it was over. They went back to
the parlor.
Georgiadisappeared lor a moment, and
as the carriage of his employer stopped
at his door, and his wife stepped from it. returning, approached her husband, glanclie did not, however, overhear her say to ing shyly at the same time at her guest
brightened beyond its wont as
Stephen Haliburtoii, “if you will come in whose faceher
eye.
to-morrow afternoon, I will show you he caught

The factory bell had done ringing, and
John Randall was in sight of home just

“We

what I mean.”

mean

to make it all very formal,

I see Mr. Ilalihurton thinks 1
pleasant afternoon ?” her John, but
husband asked, by and by, as they sat at might as well tell it at once in my own
way.”
the tea-table.
She paused, and a sober pallor over“Very pleasant,” she said thoughtfully.
spread her husband’s face.
“It was very polite in Mrs llaliburton
“What was coming?” his eyes asked,
to bring you home.”
“Yes; I should have spoiled my new with no faith that it was anything to light-

“Had you

a

dross.”
It was with some ellort that John Randall got his wife to talk, and she seemed
peculiarly sclent to-night, and absent as
silent. Her eyes were brighter, too, than
He
common, her cheeks a little Hushed.
was too generous, too unselfish a man to
begrudge her even a happiness in which
he had no part; but something in her abstraction filled him with uneasiness. The
uneasiness was not decreased when reaching home a little before the usual hour
the following afternoon, he met Stephen
Haliburton just leaving the house, nor
when ho found Georgy with the same
brightened eyes and heightened color as
the night before.
That was the beginning ol John Randall’s troubles.
It was not so much common jealousy—
a man’s instinct of revolt at another man’s
admiration of his handsome wife—as it
was a fear, a desperate, death-like fear,
that Georgia needed something he could
not give her to make her happy. He could
novel- give her luxuries.
lie could never
say such tilings as he fancied Stephen Haliburton must be able to say to women.
But he loved her so! Oh, heavens 1 he
loved her so 1 How could he endure that
anything should come between them !
“I won’t wrong her and tease her with
my suspicions,” he said to himself in the
depth of the night. “I’ll just fight my
I’ll keep
way the best I can against it.
steady; perhaps she’ll see it right, by and

employed. Stephen, the only son, had
just returned from a five years’ residence by.”
abroad. These two facts caused Georgy
Poor fellow 1

to scrutinize the mother and son somewhat closely; and, doing so, Stephen
Iialiburton raised his hat to her.
“A pretty face,” he remarked, carelessly, to his mother. “I suppose it is some
one I have known, or should know.”
Old Mrs. Iialiburton, with her keen
eyes and beak nose, glanced sharply back
towards Georgy, whom she had not per-

He went to dress, as site had asked him.
When he returned to the parlor Stephen

own

was
on

he did not realize how his

determination implied that her heart
turned from him. He raised himself

his arm to look at her as she

slept;

and all through what followed ho retained
the expression of her pure, calm face, as
it pressed the pillow, whitened by the

moonlight

that

glinted

the frost

on

the

window panes and flooded the room.
She seemed to him cooler after this, and
ho kept silent.
He knew that sho met
Haliburton at her aunt’s; he knew that
she
went to the seaside the ensuing
when
summer, for a week’s visit to Mrs. Paul
Appleton, there he was also, lie knew
that she seemed to be living a life apart
from him ; and once—that was when the
iron entered his soul—when he went to
her little desk, a present ho had made during their engagement, for a sheet of paper

en

a

his burden.

Georgy folded and unfolded nervously
slip of paper she held.
“That is for you, John,” and she held

it

shyly toward him. My anniversary gilt!
I have been working for Mr. Halibur-

ton, too, this last year. And I have thirty guineas here—the price of the designs
I have made for the calicoes—”

“Georgia!”

I did not
“You never suspected it?
you to, till I knew whether I could
succeed.”
John Randall had no voice in which to
word his gratitude—gratitude for his restored faith, which though his wife did
not suspect it, was by far her most prowant

cious anniversary gilt.
She went on, “I could

always use my
you know, John, and it had
occurred to me one day, why I couldn’t
do something with it to profit?
I spoke
to Mr. llaliburton, and lie was so kind,
you must thank him John, he took so much
trouble with my crude attempts, he did
so much to encourage me.
And now I
am
fairly in the way of work. I shall
work better now that you know of it. 1
want to try design for carpets, by and by,
as well as prints; that pays so well—a percentage on the sale—”
She stopped short, suddenly conscious
of how much she was saying.
“I have my little surprise also, for you,
Air. Randall,” added Stephen llaliburton,
quietly. “1 hope it, too, will prove agreeable. The universal testimony of the millofficials as to your efficiency and trustiness makes me feel that 1 am not showing
a proper appreciation, and I desire to give
you a somewhat moro responsible position, with an increase of salary.”
The very glory of the heavens seemed
to be opening a way to John Randall,
out of all his trouble. “I am too happy,
Mr. llaliburton, to talk much,” he said,
“I
in his straightforward, manly way.
have been depressed lately, the sudden
removal of all cause for low spirits—”
I le stopped short. Two big tears rolled
down his cheeks.
Stephen llaliburton
alone perceived what Georgy had never
that
her
secret
had made her
suspected,
husband jealous. He grasped John’s hand.
“My dear fellow, it is too bad ! I feared
it a little once or twice. Of course I
could not hint it to Mrs. Randall.’
pencil nimbly,

1871.
“What,
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John?

What,

ton ?”

Ilalibur-!

“Nothing, Georgy;
were

that you will ever

alone together, by and by,

with their now found

happiness.' Perhaps

equally relieved that there
need of mystification.
“What made you ever think ot it,
Georgy?" her husband asked.
•‘Why, John, it wa3 that day about the
Georgy

[ From the

was

was no more

Sunday

School.

Editois Gazette : An article appeared
in the columns of your journal, of December 9th, 1870, on the subject of “Political Preaching,” and c ommenting specially on the late Thanksgiving discourse

|
j

|

belong all the descendants of Adam. irreproachable.
1 he following is cut from a late copy
[Editor Journal.
of the Bellefontaino Republican :

class

“A son of one of our farmers in an adjoining
town, a little boy five years old, idler repeated
entreaties was permitted to sleep up stairs with
the hired mail, one night, tin coming down in
was
acknowledged to be the deepest hole the morning, his parents asked him if he said
in the world. The St. Louis hole is now his prayers on going to lied. He frankly anbeaten by one in the vicinity of Potsdam, swered he had not. ‘Did Jim say his prayers?’
was the next inquiry.
‘Oh, no !' replied the
in Missouri, which is drilled-to a depth of little
fellow, with the greatest simplicity, ‘lie’s
more than 5,500 feet—more than a mile
a Demoerat !'
into the “bowels of the earth !”
ComMr. J. Q. A. Campbell, the author and
menced with the intention of boring an arpublisher ot the above, is Superintendent
tesian well, it now serves a much more of a Sabbath school, and it is not difficult
interesting purpose. At the depth of .'100 to tell where the boy got bis training.
feet a mighty stratum ol rock salt was dis- We
suppose the large and respectable decovered. which has not yet beei, pierced nomination which
placed this bigoted
entirely at the immense depth of 5,500 Pharisee, Campbell, at tho head of its
feet. Other holes, distant several hun- school, will
expect Democrats to rush
dred feet, have been bored in order to asfrantically up with their children and put
of
circumference
the
salt
certain the
bed, them under his tuition.
and everywhere salt has been struck at a
Those who charge us with being op500
feet.
of
about
depth
posed to Sunday schools, and witTi destroying the influence of the Christian
A Great Scoundrel. The Litchfield ministry because we expose their efforts
(Ct.) Enquirer has this item: “A shock- to instill their political ideas into the
ing case comes up for trial before the minds of our children, are guilty of gross
next Superior Court from Cornwall
misrepresentation. Tt is their political
Bridge. Joel W. Perkins of that place is and un-christian influence we wish to debound over to answer to charges of in- stroy ; it has been too long submitted to.
cest with two daughters. His bonds are We
only ask what wo are entirely wil$0000 in each case. Three of his daugh- ling to grant to others equal privileges
ters are encientc; in two of the cases the
iu and out ot the church. We again reguilt of the prisoner seems clear; in the peat, let faithful Christian teachers and
third case the prisoner claimed that the preachers be encouraged and liberally
guilty party is his own son, brother of supported, but do not place means in tho
the girl, and he was allowed the benelit hands of the unfaithful to he used for our
of the miserable doubt.”
destruction.

When the work of drilling the great artesian well at St. Louis was abandoned, it

Mr.
T. Watson, of the Baltimore
Bulletin, relates the history of Bret llarte’s

one

goin<j

blessing.

How Bret Harto's Famous Story Slruok
the First Readers.

of the Bellefontaine clergymen.
It is a matter ol suprise that the political preaching of late years is not oftener
gloves. 1 sat myself to considering why publicly criticised and denounced. All I
you should have all the toil and I all the who desire the restoration of peace and
indulgence. 1 pondered how I could harmony in the church will unite with
make or save something.”
Justice” in condemning a course which
“I am happier than I ever thought I has a tendency to drive out, and
keep out
could be again, dear.”
of the pale ol the church, all the mem“Do you know that I have fancied that bers of one of the political parties which
you were unhappy, lately, John, because composes about one half the population
We do not charge all the
you thought I was longing for things you of the country.
could not give me? I could hardly wait clergy with having more interest in the
for to-night to tell you all."
Radical party than in the church of Christ.
There is still a remnant (divided in polit“My darling.”
And he folded his arms about her, and ical sentiment) who are striving to preach
hid his face on her shoulder; and in the God's gospel in its purity.
But every candid observer must admit
brightness and silence of the room, with
its odor of flowers and glow of leaves, that a majority of them are too active in
they felt their way through the com- politics to be useful in the church They
ing future, safe, confident, out of the are prompt in attendance at every Radireach of any bitter trouble, sint^c they cal caucus, or convention, whether the
loved and trusted one another.
nomination be lor Congressman or vili
lage Councilman, and often support the
worst men in their party for nomination,
Cain’s Wife.
and anybody at the polls, who may be a
candidate ol their party. Having become
From the Christian Union,
enlisted in politics, they easily drift with
December 17th, isuo.
| it from the polls to the pulpit. A preach“Itev. Henry Want Beecher—Dear Sir: er has the same right to advocate and
Please to inform me who Cain’s wife was, and vote his political sentiments, as anybody
A Reader.
oblige
else. We can meet and answer him on
There is no record of Cain’s courtship
the stump, on the street, or at the polls,
or
However
wedding.
interesting to the but he has the advantage when he lii cs at
parties themselves, it is of no interest to us from the pulpit. How unlike the venus, except upon the supposition that the erable Dr. Alexander Princeton, who
account in Genesis of the creation of said he did not cast a vote for
twenty-live
Adam was designed to exclude the sup- years, “lest it might offend;” and how
that
had
beeu
unlike
the
created.
who
would not
position
any people
Apostle Paul,
If Adam and Eve were the sole progeni- even eat meat, lest it caused a brother
tors of the race, then Cain and Abel, it is offence. The evil influence of the
“politiinferred, must have married their own cal parson” was experienced, a short
sisters—a connection which is shocking to time since, in a neighboring county
by
the sensibilities of the whole race, at a the mother of a
brighteyed little boy.
The bulletin boards announced the comsubsequent stage of development.
But many of the Fathers of the Church ing of a theater, in flaming poster's, to endenied that Adam and Eve, and then tice and allure the young.
“Little Edchildren, were the only people on the die" was all excitement on the subject of
to the promised entertainment.
globe. They affirmed that the text in
Genesis very plainly implies that there “No! no, my son; good people don't go
were other inhabitants besides Adam’s to theaters.”
“Why, rna, President Linfamily. They allege that verso 11, ot coln was killed in a theater, and our
chapter 4 of Genesis, plainly implies that preacher said he was a great and good
the earth was already widely populated. man, and had gone up into heaven.”
li
For, when God declared that Cain should has been deeply and feelingly taught byl
be driven out from his family, and made politicians, clergymen, and Sabbath selioo
a vagabond in the earth, Cain
deprecated teachers, that the spirit of Mr. Lincoln
the sentence and replied that
“everyone immediately passed into the realms of unthat findeth me shall slay me.” It was speakable glory, from the private box in
plainly not his family connections that he Ford's Theater, where the fatal bullet did
feared, for he desired not to be driven its sudden and murderous work.
iortli Ii'om tiicin.
It was the people that
The people have imbibed this teaching
he should meet when a wanderer in the though the countless poems, sermons,
earth.
Who, then, were the people and speeches. It is lamentable to add
whom Cain feared to meet when he that the corps of Sunday school-book
should have gone forth into the earth ?
writers have undertaken to incorporate
It is also reasoned by scholars that the the same idea into their books,
l'or exmost natural method of soothing hi* fears ample: A little Sunday schoojbook, latewould have been to tell him, "There are ly published by a daughter of Professor
no other
people on earth except your Phelps, of Andover, thus refers to the curfather’s children.” Instead of that' the rent belief, in speaking of heavenly
! Lord is represented as falling in with scones: “I wonder if lloy (a soldier who
Cain’s impression respecting the popula- died without having joined the church)
tion of the world, and that lie set a mark has seen President Lincoln ? Aunt Winford
upon Cain, lest any finding him should says sitt: does not doubt it. She thinks
kill him.
(Cen. iv. ID.) Still further, it all the soldiers must have crowded up to
is said that Cain, separating himself irom meet him; and ••()!” she mills, "What a
liis kindred, went to the land of Nod, east glorious sight to see!" We ask it this not
of Sodom, "and lie budded a city, and blasphemy? Happy spirits in heaven
called the name of the city after the name crowding up to meet who? The savior of
of his son Enoch.” The Fathers very their souls? No, Abraham Lincoln, who
pertinently asked, Where did the people j was not even a professor of religion, ami
come from that lived in this
city ? That who died in ;i theater. The belief has
would be an extraordinary state of tilings j sometimes been announced from the pnlwhich should have enabled Cain to fill up t pit, that all the soldiers of the "Union"
a city, however small, with his own chilin heaven.
Ami indeed, during
j army are
! And it is inferred, therefore, that the war, when recruiting was done in the
dren
!
I
there were other people ill the land lie- churches ; w ten political harangues were
sides the immediate posterity ot Adam. substituted for the gospel of Christ, and
If Adam was the only progenitor, Cain war-songs for the melodics ot Zion, the
must have married his sister.
If there certainty of future bliss lias more than
were other lines of people, other Adams once been held out as an inducement to
as it were, then Cain
might have married eidist in the "sacred cause of the Union,
into another stock.
ami ot freedom.” Concerning the presWe do not express any judgment in the ent condition of Yhraham Lincoln, or the
matter.
We give our correspondent the soldiers slain upon the battle fields of the
opinions that have been held in the early j late war, or any other war, we can only
days of the Church, but with the statement I judge by a knowledge of their inner lives.
that almost all modern Christian writers For “lie that hath the son. hath lilt
have rejected them.
and he that It ith not the Son of (foil, hath
Ilut as the origin of races lias in our not life !”
It is sometimes claimed by the Radical
day assumed an important scientific development, ami, as very able scientists clergy, that tlm exigencies of the times
hold to a variety of original stocks, it is ought to excuse the many ugly tilings
interesting to know that those views have they said during the war. it may next
been held before, and upon supposed be asserted that the way of salvation, as
Biblical grounds.
clearly taught in the Bible, was temporaBut are there no more questions about rily suspended “during the war.”
We
I Cain ?
Does nobody wish to know his advise and exhort parents to read care; wife’s name ? Does no one wish to know fully the Sunday school books and papers
the mark was which the Lord ailix- put into the hands of their children, and
j what
ed to Cain? Does no one wish to know to attend more diligently to home train| how Cain died ? Questions must he ing. The vast Sunday school movement,
I scarce to leave such points untouched. If the children’s church, lias dropped Us
Cain is to bn raised, lie surely ought to lie original characteristic feature as a missionary enterprise, and is being received
thoroughly dealt with.
as an easy substitute for the
divinely apof family instruction.
We
The Mosaic account of the creation, so pointed system
love the Sabbath school forthegoodit
far from excluding the supposition that lias done, and may
yet do, if the manaany people had been created before Adam, gers can be induced to return to the good
old times. There are many pious Christseems to favor the theory that the world
ian men and women engaged in these
was peopled before Adam and his rib beschools, who desire, and ought to receive
gan that work. The account of the la- the sympathy, support and prayers of all
bors of the sixth day, in the first chapter Christian people. But while wo approve
of Genesis, states that God created man, the good, let the bad ho condemned,
whether in books or in teachers.
male and female, with the injunction to
During the political campaign of IStW,
and
the
earth.
Whether a female teacher put her hands over the
multiply
replenish
they did so or not, we find, after the con- mouth of a little boy on Main street, Belleclusion ot the seventh, the sanctified day, fontaine, and told him it ‘‘sounded very
to hear a little Sunday school boy
the statement that “there was not a man ugly
hurrah for Seymour.”
"Yon!must hurto till the ground." The probability is rah for Grant,” she said. The boy could
that there were men, but they were afllict- not be induced to return to school the folwith laziness—and that it was into this lowing Sabbath, ami his parents would
not, and ought not. to compel him to reunthrifty family that Cain married. It is turn to snob a teacher, who is unfit for
expressly stated that he found his wife in such a position either in Sunday or Union
the land of Nod, which was of course the schools.
The child was instructed to “hurrah
home of a sleepy-headed race. It is not
for Grant,” who is not a professor of reuntil toward the close of the second chapligion, and who spends much of li is
ter that we find the account of (lie creation time with fast men and horses, and
of Adam and Eve, who were speedily smoking line cigars; and who has been
driven out of Eden, and told to work for charged by Rev. Tilden, Lieut. Gov.
Stanton, and other high Radical authora
living. It would seem that the Lord ity, with drunkenness on several occacreated two classes,—a race of idlers and sions ; while the character of Governor
a race ot toilers—and that to the latter
Seymour, for morality and religion, is
ol

bestow His

teenth century.
The old ways, fragrant with the blessings of God for centuries past, are the
channels through which His mercies continue to flow.
Observer.

Logan (Ohio) Gazette.]

Politics in

know.”

They

Mr.

to

Ordinances whicli the Lord lias **ivou
are not susceptible ol improvement, even
in the advanced civilization of this nine-

first

“ten

strikes”

as

follows:

To the many curious instances of obstacles besetting the first appearance of
works which have afterward become famous, tlie story called The Luck of Roaring Camp”—now recognized as the best
American sketch of its character, and the
lirat of a series of contributions to the
permanent literature of the language—is
to be added.
The Overland Monthly had
reached, we believe, its third number. It
was pub’.shed
by the California firm of
Roman & Co., and printed by a firm
which may designated as Bacon & Co.
Frank Bret Harte was editor. The proceeding numbers had been received on
this side of the continent with singular
cordiality. The critics raised a cry of
welcome, and proclaimed the new star
which had arisen in the West.
In California each number was received and examined with that sort of solicitude born
of local pride and something of provincial sensitiveness that prevadesthc family
upon the appearance ot an infant. The
manuscript tor No, I! of the magazine was
sent to the printers, and "The Luck of
Roaring Camp,” and its leading story,
was set up.
A young woman was employed in the firm as proof-reader, and to
her the first proofs were handed. Sinread the first column, and laid it down.
“This is not fit for a lady to read
she
bristled ; “it must lie sent back to the publishers.” And it was. Mr. Roman was
out of town, sick,
liis excellent man ot
business—a sagacious Scot, with tin* same
notion of literature that a cricket lias ot
conic sections—looked at the naughty tale
and shivered.
What should ha do ! Mr.
Roman’s property wavered on the brink
of destruction, at the hands of an impureminded editor. He sent bv stealth for
the literary critic of the leading newspaper, and an ardent friend ot the magazine. The literary critic stood appalled.
The shocking tale would never do. The
business manager recounted the story to
Mr. Harte. That gentleman said the tale
must go in.
The literary critic—and eke
a gospel
minister—repaired to Mr. Harte
and strove with him—yea, he wrestled.
But the tale must go in. The heart of the
business manager quaked; but Mr. Roman could not be communicated with, and
the magazine came out.
It fell Hat and cold. The literary critic
was
magnanimous. He only mentioned
the title of the. objectionable article. The
discerning News Letters passed by on the
other side.
The religious weeklies fell
shrilly foul of it and misused it sore.
Three weeks must elapse before the Atlantic press could be heard from.
I'he
united critics cast up their eyes and shook
their heads. California was about to receive an awtul mauling.
But they, at
least, had been merciful. They had spared
to strike, but they had tacitly condemned.
In a small place like San Francisco, possessing a single literary bantling, the
•went was an interesting one.
First gun
from the National: “We do not know
why this may not be tanked the finest
tale that has appeared in the magazines
*
*
of the year.
It is a
contribution to permanent literature.”
Second shot from the New York Tribune
; and the Springfield Republican. And then
the roar of a cannonade. From New (>r| leans and Mobile to Boston and Milwaukee, “The Luck of Roaring Camp” was
reprinted and bepraised as no other such
sketch in our time has been. And yet
; Mr. Ilartekpopular reputation has been
made bv a quaint copy of verses which
appeared in the Overland, some five or
| si\ months ago, entitled “The Heathen
Chinee”—a title which is one of the bits
o: small
change now current in the circulating medium of newspaper expression.
; Its quaint lines—the “ways that are dark
! and tricks that are vain." and the “smile
that was childlike and bland”—are of
daily use. The remarkable popularity ot
the “poem” is thus seen; and yet so indifferent was Mr. Harte’s estimate of its
i quality, that he kept it several months re; garding more as a bit of the by-play of
; leisure work which most authors of this
j kind are wont to do in their spare hours,
; and allow to accumulate iti their portfoof serious regard. Ilapj lies as unworthy
! polling to want a poem for the Overland.
and the “Heathen Chinee” being the only
thing available, he almost determined to
write one; however, he .submitted tin*
“Heathen” to a friend—a person, forj tunately, one of the soundest literary
! judgment, saving at the time that he did
! not like to use it for the magazine, as it
was of too light and
trilling a character.
The critic’s verdict was rendered, short,
sharp, and decisively in its favor ; and in
the ensuing number the since famous
verses made their appearance.

|

Was it a Rkkmomtmn ok Dkatii ? It
stated of Doe Simmons, the engineer
who perished at the late tragedy on the
Hudson River Railroad, that in all his
conversations with railroad men he would
never advocate jumping from an engine
in a time of danger. “No" said he on
I would squat.”
one
lit1
occasion,
meant he would squat behind the boiler
and trust tor going through whatever
might obstruct the track. That was undoubtedly the course he took on that fatal Monday night.
Nearly all of his comrades on the Hudson River Railroad think
he was foolishly brave. They argue that
after the patents were pulled and his engine reversed and throttle opened, he had
performed all the duty in his power to save
the train, and then he should have jumped to save himself.
He leaves a little
child behind in Poughkeepsie. She was
his daughter by his first wife, and In* visited her every Sabbath regularly.
Fpon
the Sabbath previous to the accident lie
called to see her, and when they parted,
as was his custom, he kissed her fondly
and bade her goodbye; having gone it
little ways he returned, and again and
again bade her by by. Could he have
had a premonition that that was the last
time he wouid see her? All the locomotives
on the road are draped in mourning out
of respect for his memory.
is

Butter and Cheese Product of Maine.
1850 Maine produced 8,243,811
of lintter. and 2,434,451 pounds of
cheese, and in I860 was second in rank of
the Now Kngland States, being only exceeded by Vermont, which produced 15,000,359 pounds, while of cheese it yielded less
than either.
In I860 Penobscot county
returned the greatest amount of butter of
1,231,600 pounds;
any one county, viz:
Kennebec standing second with 1,228,721
pounds, York third with 1,106,686 pounds,
and Cumberland fourth with 1,062,512
pounds. Oxford county produced the
most cheese, 294,328, pounds; Androscoggin next, 250,103; Kennebec third, 223,654, and Somerset fourth, 214,438 pounds.
Yet notwithstanding this, Maine does not
produce the butter and cheese which sho
Hence efforts are making in
consumes.
all parts ot the State to organize butter
and cheese factories. Our readers will
recall the directions which we have
previously given for the construction and
management of these factories. [Lewiston Journal.
In

pounds

A few of the old lirst families of Porthave in their cellars some very
choice Jamaica rum known as the ‘‘Admiral” run, being part of a hogshead of
the article picked tip at sea many years
since, and which gave evidence of having
“sailed the wide ocean” for many years,
ft is said to possess immense strength,
which, like Barbar’s snuff, is not apparent when lirst taken.

land,

I,

The Prussian

Triumph. Entry

of Paris.

I REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
|

Paris. March 1. The Prussians, cnterParis at last, first appeared at the Arc
THURSDAY, MARCH 9, 1871.
do Triompho at a quarter before 9 this
morning. They took possession in the
usual Prussian manner: first, came one PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
uhlan oilieer. Lieutenant Bernardy, of the
—11Y—
i'li hussars, then two more, then six
avthe
II. SIMPSON.
mreast.
WILLIAM
Advancing leisurely up
aue, ilie grand armv of uhlans reconEDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,
■itered. went all around the arch vainly
St' inscription TERMS. In advance, $2.00 a year;
“a mg to
pass under, and then gftl loped within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the
Another year, $3.00.
iek to report
ditlieulties.
For one square, (one
Advertising Terms.
•.ui]) arrives and repeats the same ma- inch of length in coiumn,) $1.25 for three week?,
I'.evre, with evident disappointment at ami 25 cents for each subsequent iuscrtlon. A fraceing unable to pass under. They tin ally tion of a square charged as a lull oue.
gallop at full speed down the Champs
Administrators. Executors and Guardians
Kiysoos. A; a considerable distance in
published in the
tlii’ n-ar comes a dense blue-black mass, desiring their advertisements
Journal, will please so state to the Court.
which is the advance guard of the thirty
thousand. The crowds which during the
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
state the Post Office to which
doge usually gathered about the army papers changed, mustsent
as wel! as to which It is
have disappeared. This morning only a the paper has been
to go.
u-w women, and perhaps fifty men, apparently artisans, are to be seen. There
43-S. M. Pettengill & Co., 0 State St., Boston
37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized
are no shouts and no
gestures when the and
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
uhlans appear: there was only the sar- I advertisements.
lie <-ry, when the Prussians failed to I 43“ S. R. Niles, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court
St., Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements
pass under the arch, “Don’t you wish j for
this paper.
''1
you could
Seeing the head of the
43“T. C. Evans, 105 Washington Street, is an
>lumn enter 1 hurried across the Champs authorized agent ior this paper.
New
43“ Geo. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park
Llysces, over the Pont des Invalides to York, will receive advertisements lor thisRow,
paper, at
the esplanade of the same name. The the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
In attention.
line was guarded by gendarmerie.
121 Washington St., Boston,
43* Horace
the square, fronting the hotel, were troops Is an authorized Dodd, lor the Journal.
Agent
in line, and gardes mobiles grouped iricgularly, awaiting orders. Their othSubscribers are requested to take notice of the date
ers were astounded at
learning that the on the colored slips attached to the paper. It is the
I’m -da's had already entered, and could only form of receipt now used. For instance, 15
May 71. means that the subscription is paid to that
-arced \
Xieve those wiio had first date.
When a new payment 1? made, the date will
be immediately changed to correspond, and thus a
brought them the news.
In a few minutes the news had spread, receipt in lull is sent with every paper. Subscribers
in arrears are requested to forward the sums due.
creating great excitement, but there was
43“ In
money, state Til K POST OFFICE
no
demonstration, though the officers to which sending
the paper is sent.«?4r
were discussing the probability of a col■i"ion. Troops were strongly posted in
To the Friends and Readers of the Jourfront of the Foreign Olliee, and gennal.
darmerie
the
of the
■
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occupied
of Deputies

courtyard

and Pont de la Con'number
At the foot of this bridge, on
>rde.
('humps Llvsees. was a double barricade,
.insisting "f empty artillery caissons in-

<

VTiaced ;

anu

anoiner

oarncaue

Occupation

The

Oup

of Paris.

on
the 1st, the final acknowledgement
that the foot of the conqueror is on her
nock. Fast the triple lines of her surren-

dered fortifications, under her arches of
triumph,and through the long vistas of her
splendid avenues, marched the solid,massive legions of tier hclmctcd conquerors.

remembering
realizing

all that France had been, ami

is, wept

what she

No

bitter tears.

won-

der that her streets were deserted, and

draped in mourning.
magnitude of the last prize

the statues
The

which is

tin; reward of the Prussian courage and
enterprise, can scarcely lie overrated, ll
the best defended

was

far

so

city

in the

immense

it is enclosed

by

an

ty and practical good

until within the last ten years. This fortification cost nearly thirty millions of
As additional

there

presenting the Journal, as we do
day, enlarged form, and made more
in

was

to-

at-

■

■

|

■

Havre has gone to
|*.\ms, March
Versailles to-day to demand the immediate
evacuation of Paris by virtue of the
The barricades
terms of the convention.
in the Belleville and Montmartre districts
:tre still maintained, although no disturbances have taken place since the occupation of the city by the German army.
The Boulevards are crowded with people. but a sad and melancholy silence
prevails. All the shops, cafes and newsand the entire
paper olHc« s arc. closed,
business of the city is at a stand-still.
1 he feelings of depression among all
classes is greater than at any time during
when starvation was immithe

siege,

nent.

The Arkansas Trouble
Little Rock, Ark., March 4.
managers to-day rethe House that they were unported
able to find any evidence on which to
I,am* articles of impeachment against
Gov. (Mayton, and offered a resolution
that further proceedings be dispensed
with. Gov. Clayton subsequently sent
in a message resigning his seat to which
he was lately elected in the U. *S. Senate,
and recommending the House now to
turn its attention to the proper and neec-sary subject of legislation.
The

impeachment
to

of the United States Circuit
Boston, has adjudged the Boston, Hartlord * Brie abroad bankrupt, on petition oi
sv-tli Adaiin.

Judge Shepley

< 'ourt.

at

sense

lias the confidence of

our

candidates for aldermen

security
sixteen huge detached forts lying outside
the wall.
Hut still, great as was the
are

able

are

of

of uis lather,
people. The

unexceptionability.

integrity and
state of things the Democratio

as men

In this

We can build from Burnham to Canaan; haw
subscribed $*>()»0(H), which is not one foil rib of
what we can do. (applause ) We can make it
it otherwise would. We
pay three times what
arc lugging business to .skowbegan continually.
Hold on live years, and 1 will agree to lease it
Ten men in Show began
one year at $40.u00.
can ami will build a r*»ad from Skowhegan to
former
place has an immense
Canaan. The
water power, is but .>0 miles from the open sea.
and with railroad facilities might become a
Lewiston. She wants a clump inlet for corn,
You will make
iron, salt and all heaw goods.
an awful mistake if you lease to the Maine
If you don’t lease, when you get to
Central.
1 am ready to
Canaan voiir troubles are over.
contract for $10,000 worth of freight ibis war.
only hold on where you arc, and you arc all

of

living,

now

men

Prussians

entered Paris,

shall,

during

late war, as synonymous with the party
in power. Those who were in favor of

and each time

bearing with them the memory of wrongs
to be avenged.
Tin* First Napoleon was

brave but unfortunate Marshal

who

Ney,

ly hung
justice until

ous

it

measure
was

of such obvi-

too late.

We shall

get rid of these outrageous robberies until the present dominant party is

never

out ol power.

j

horses had been shot under

he marched

11 ill,

on

foot with the advance

city.

>f those iron men, until the column molt'd to nothing before the steady lire ot the

;

«

>.

■

-.

■

s.

|

pleasant
yourself
loading

with the cry “On to Berlin!” Bv a series
if achievements :tnd victories which have

of

wars

good

days for wonderful achievement,
nit there is little in modern histon which
for rapid, complete and surprising success,
>ther

exceeds the

war

which closed at Paris

A curious suit is

pending before the SuAir. H aines
preme Court of Piscataquis.
lias a pretty daughter, of which fact Mr.
Nutting, “bavin" eyes to see,” became
lie

sel

by

He haunted the

pointed intervals;

premises;
regular and

at

lie

pleasantly

came

with

thought
spoil

long.

discussing

pictures

policeman, having disprowling burglars in that
city, warns them, by a paragraph in the
Reporter, that they will he arrested if
they persist. Wouldn't it be better to ar-A (lardiner

covered

ire

aphorse

were disposed of in the
paternal barn; lie had luncheons ot cider,
cheese, doughnuts, popped corn, etc. ; In
sat up at night, by the
cheering warmth
of good hard wood^fires; lie basked in
smiles of the lady and th
light of the

some

them first, and tell of it afterwards?

rest

and vehicle, which

Thompson, Esq., of Bangor
from paralysis of the right
side.
Mr. T. is proprietor of the extensive printing establishment in that city,
and was formerly publisher of the Daily
—Wm.

is

sulVering

Times.

tires aforesaid, until ever-so-much o’clock.
And after :tll this. Nutting was so bad a

-('apt. Oivutt,of sch. Georgia,of Bel-

was arrested in New York last week,
decline to marry.
As a consefor going into dock and discharging cargo
the
<■]lienee
paternal Haines brings :t suit | without the usual examination by the
at law lor the value of refreshments furhealth ollicer.
She was from the West
nished, horse feed, fires, and comforts Indies.
generallj7, to the amount of $90 in federal
-Ambrose Wilson, Esq., of Brewer’
Twelve good men, sworn
currency.
well known to many of tin* people of Bidwell and truly to try the issue, are to say
died on Tuesday morning last, of
whether or not the claim is just and right. fast,
llw was a kind-hearted,
rheumatic fever,
If the unmarrying swain is cast in damwhose loss is greatly
gentleman,
genial
ages, 3'oung men will be c ireful how they

nut

fast,

to

as

■

go

business.

ful recreation
balance.
One
was

deplored.
they
The editors of Maine, New Hampdelight- shire, Massachusetts and
Vermont, proof courting trembles in the
pose to join in a grand excursion to Lake
George, Montreal and the White Moun-

philandering excursions

on

mean

(»l

the

unless

The fate of the

the acts of tin; lale Congress
of a territorial

establishment

government for the district of Columbia
a community
over which Congress lias
hitherto
Whether

or

guardianship, and
spoiled child of the lamily.
not, the preponderance of

a

negro votes has caused this

move,

cannot

man

say.
brother has

cidedly
ot

an

Hut

begun

since

the

to feel his oats

so

as entitled to all the considerate

dens

American citizen, then? has been a
fear ol a local government pat-

that he had been

speaker, stating
delegated by the Democratic members to offer
It passed with but one
the resolution.
dissenting vote, that of Mr. Mungen, of

summer.

-The Republican .lourual passes iis cat’s
foot with the claws drawn in, over the hill of
Shcrill <«rose, for hantrinj?( lifton Harris. [M:icliias Republican

Yes,

we “pass.”1
What will become of
Republican when it is “ordered up,”

the
on a

like occasion ?

-In Portland,

we

and

lurking

< )hio.

tains next

exorcised

made it rather

admiring

American

was

moved thitherward

nearly

gentlemen

daily

drawn toward the damthe irresistible magnetism of human

nature.

bangs
guests

by eating

kept

aware,

neighbor

can,

Kingsbury, RepubliMayor by .‘>.‘32 majority.
seven wards are also repnbli

is elected

Four of the
can.

-Dick Busted

express
If lie
to

cont empt

imprisons persons

who

for his court in Alabama.

Lhe whole country will have

persists,

be locked up.
-Gardiner and Camden have

live

grasshoppers, as well as Belfast. If this
thing goes on, the grasshoppers will be a
burden,

even

in winter.

talizing us by telling of
caught 575 pounds of trout

a

party

in three

that

days.

-Hon. Lot M. Morrill lias arrived at
in

Washington,

an

improved

state

of

health.
-Mr. Hicks, of Bennington, fasted
31 days to starve out disease.
lie suc-

ceeded, and
-We
son,

was

are

buried

Hon. A. <i. Jewett said It regarded Llii> as a
critical time in the history ol Belfast and of this that, enumeration of the best is a ditlieult
section of the State. Mr. Abbott had taken, he
task.
But
among the most striksaid, the wind out of his sails, (applause) j
is a forest interior
Archouhach,
From the bottom of my soul I thank him for
what he said.
I never know him so near right
“The
Rosa Bonheur, Two
before, (applause) He did not propose, that
Roman
one
Hunt, the other
those Kennebec men should serve this road as
they had one over there, and steal it. In pro(’.
II.
Williams.
our
were
to
have
charter—not
to
posals they
and Grief by Diaz. 'This latter
control, but to own it. It is simply saving to
us
“stand and deliver.” (applause) Mr.
rested on an easel at one end of
the
Jewett, referring to diagram, shew
But none of them
Huropean ami North American road, with its the
connections westward. AYe are
miles tous better than two New
sketches,
ward
it.
Sleepy Hollow has dug out.
the ether
Laughter) The Central lias always opposed the one “Near Dover”
at. Aucrossing of their line. They told me
Fisher. The coloi
“Concord River”
gusta, w hen our charter was granted, and that
we couldn’t cross.
I said, then we’ll have a
ot both was
cheerful and et
tight. It is peace or war, as you please. And
skies
feetive, and the soft, blue,
said—Let
us
have
they
peace, (applause) Our
charter alone is worth a million dollars, and
seemed to smile down upon the
those Kennebec gentlemen proposed to take it
waters that flowed beneath. A Salmo 1
and our road besides for £35.000 per year.
That charter authorizes the issue of live
Brackett also received much attention,
millions of preferred stock. In Rice's hands,
sides,
with its sleek,
they will issue as much stock as they please, as il
and soon there will be none but Kennebec
as well as eye.
the
directors; then Judge Rice becomes the repre*emuuve oi worn roaus.
ihii.
on say,
111<*i.•
I'All: AT MI SIC IIALL.
is a contract to pay us £ff*>,t)0o
year.” Yes.
last week Music Hall
has
but the new power over our road will pass a \ ote
to annul that !
He would say 1" our friends
a
It
horn
fair.
from up country, don’t he anxious. 'Phis city is
was in aid of the
to show its hand next. Monday.
Home, a
We are to
have an election, and even a constable can t be
benevolent institution established in this
chosen who is in lavor ot accepting the offer
Dr Cullis, as a retreat for homemade. The legal situation of affairs respecting
our road has not been understood.
He had
less individuals alllicted with this terrible
been associate counsel for the road with Gov.
was so meritorious
The
Crosby, who is now ill. Recently lx* had gone
carefully over the contract for a lease, and he that its success was insured from the first.
found we have as good a ease as we can have.
Ah good a lawyer as 11. (>. Alden agreed with The decorations were a little different
him. There is* no doubt of our ability to sue
-ecu, and it was gen
from those
and recover.
We can choose whether to enthe week that
force the contract or sue for damages. The
remarked
contract is perfect.
1 have, as counsel, advised
Hall
never looked
Music
the Direetors to recall their offer.
We have
their agreement to pay six per cent on the mad
measure attributable
this was in a
as fast as built, and no limit as to time, except I
ot beautiful ladies who acted
to the
on the lower section.
After having come on
their knees and begged tor tlx* road, they now
We heard one
re.
as saleswomen.
refuse to take it on account of a few detective
in
and women are
sleepers. It is like refusing to take a house markbuilt under contract, on account of a defect in such cases—that she never remembered
tlx* pig-stye!
at one time so main
to have seen
Our friends from Canaan offer us £150,000, or
dressed holies.
beautiful and
a
road that costs that, to be ready by Novem- young,
with her,
It will add immensely to business on our No one we think will
ber.
witnessed as
road. When it gets to Abbot, it will be worth or that
five dollars where it is now worth one dollar. fashionable and
an audi
We are going, God willing, into the country.
seen at such
cnee as is
And we are going to have our rights. I hum
entertainment. Galleries, tlonr and
some *real estate here, and I will mortgage
Looking
everything 1 have to raise money to pay our form seemed
and the
at
rather
than
to
that
concern.
Our at the gay
debts,
yield
taxes will be higher for a year or two.
Hut tractive decorations, listening to the delicwc are going to live, and treat
Rice well,
sweet strains that Gilmore's Band
if he conies here. Hut we have a lesson to
the
forth, and
teach those gentlemen. I advise the Caiman
people not to expend one dollar until this ques- breath of the odorous tlowcrs, one
tion is settled, and they are sure there is to be
themselves
in a
have
no cheat.
We mean to be direct and plain, and
realm.
damned be lx* who don’t come up to his agreeOTHER ITEMS.
ment on their part.
W. 0. Marshall, being called upon said that
are
The sermons of ltev. Mr.
there had been so much said and to tlx* point,
to tin*
in
that he could add nothing to it. He recognized to he henceforth
after their
book form the next
the needs of the country above, aixl of ourselves as being reciprocal. We have the nearin Park Street Church. James
est tide water, and they have rich agriculture
& Co. arc the
and
It.
and manufacturing region. They desire to bo
the first sermon is issued
rid of dependence on the Maine Central, whose
be
at
ten
sold
cents per
copy
is that the
and will

perhaps

ing

by

on

Friday.

indebted to Warren John-

State School Superintendent, for

a

copy of his Annual Report.
Mr. l’cters, of Eastport, tired of the
troubles of this world, applied a razor to
his throat, and passed to the other side.
—

-Gold mining at Tobique liiver is to
he among lhe Provincial excitements for
the coming year.
-Walter Brown, the celebrated Portland oarsman, is dead.
The battle of life
is not always to the strong.

..

Manx >* ti-s
-traiiger made a special dexvit!i ibaiikiulndinnposit of hdi sjn i.
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the people were made for the road, and not the
year by subscription.
road for the country and people. No language The sermon to-day contains a grand comis severe enough to denounce the treatment we
pliment to the press.
have received from the Maine Central. When

ltev. Mr. Fulton assured his hearers
here striving for this lease, they stigmatized
each other as bands of thieves. If that was yesterday that a portion ot the world had
true, we have now a double band of thieves to been elected to be saved the rest to be decontend with. Mr. M. made statements show- stroyed, and proclaimed himself a detecing the unfavorable effect on the business of the tive of each
portion. No amount of
road resulting from the Maine Central tariffs.
He said—I believe we should stick to our origi- prayer or pleading would save the unnal lease, and take no other, provided we can fortunate ones, and he had got so he could
get along with our finances. If the contract is i tell which ones to pray for. We guess
not binding, no binding agreement can be made. Mr. F-never saw a mirror.
Tf we can push this road, by all means let us do
The Fair in aid of the French will open
it.
We then shall extend our business and
build up the city.
If we can do better, I say, at the Boston Theatre April 10th. The
in God’s name don’t yield one iota.
wealthy ladies of Boston are making exSeth L. Milliken, in behalf of the Directors, tensive
preperations for it, and it will unsaid that all that was done at Portland, or prodoubtedly be a very grand affair.
posed to be done, was to get the best offer and
Peucie.
bring it home lor consideration. He would
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Byrun!, Esq.
majority,
worthy gentleposiMayor

Mayor
places

reduced, and the eapitol occupied.
accustomed to look at the
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comprise
parlors.
large parlors
library,
might
bee^
together by
sliding

May-

asking
position

quire
speaks

imazed the world, the French armies and
•hnperor have been captured, the fortified
are
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*>

long

private
flight
granite
gentlemanly

plaster

six months ago, the army
set out from Paris, headed by the Emperor,
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containing
occupied by
majolica plate, Japanese

Scarcely
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Mayor

But this time with no allies
uid that is the sorest reflection for French

>laees

<

engravings.

he walls.

We
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sterling

Monday
majority.
knowledges

[English guards. Nov lived to be shot
ike a dog beside a garden wall in Paris.
And now, after the lapse of half a
•enturv, the Prussians march again within

!>riile.
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Seavey,
Bangor,
having achieved honor and fame under
ids
the Emperor, swore allegiance, to Louis
right
by
Lhe Eighteenth. Being sent to oppose tin
faculty
College
idvance of Napoleon, alter the escape
foreign
from Elba, lie fell under the old fascinacharge,
tion, and joined the Emperor. At Waterloo he headed the grand last charge, upon
charity begins
which the fate of Napoleon depended.
happy
After live
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Mr. Barrett, of Canaan spoke at considerable
the wevitllh and resources of
Canaan, which desire business connection with
-Dr. ShurtletV,
of Boston, Belfast. But if vou lease this road, farewell to
advantage.
at the solicitation of the
government, you and our mutual
Mr AVebb, of Maitland. said lu filin' rather
ot his “His- to lu-ar than to talk. His town had felt a deep
has furnished the
of interest, in this road heretofore, when the talk
torical and
was that we were to have an independent line
It has been to
Boston” tor
promote business here and m the interior.
lbr
at the
distribuThey had not expected the. sad mistake of a
expense,
I lease of this road, whereby it would become ;
tion. The work is one of
interest, the vassal and slave, of another, lie hoj-ed now ;
it would not be suffered. But notwithstanding
the labors of a
the past, we are glad to meet you, it you an
residence.
You ascend the
of facts
a
honest in a desire to come to u>. A\ c don’t
the bell.
of
steps and
know what to think or say. But this is true—
-Folks over at Brunswick don't mind stick to
A
man opens the
door, to
your road and you insure prosperity ;
into
give it up and you are damned. Canaan i< a
A
show your card, and receive a
whom
< a mantown.
Hartland
you
wealthy agricultural
ot the way in which
get out is thus ufacturing town, with great water power, in
You Ibid
invitation to come in.
the dry season of last summer, Mr. Linn ran
related by the
in
a
hall,
AYe have a
lii.s factories without interruption.
Walter Boss.while crossing the river to Topstanneries, ten stores, with a great deal
room
to a small
ham side, on Monday, broke through, coming factory,
immense
There
are
tract.’,
of
freight each year.
where you may leave your out.-ide wraps
up where the ice was thin; coming up he felt woodland which a road would bring to market.
the ice over his head ; lie broke through with
AYe must depend on railroads to develop Reit you choose, or retain them if otherwise
his lists and telling Mr. Wilson, his companion,
state, or else it must go down.
not to come to him, broke on until he came to
Mr. Tuttle, of Canaan, said they wen visited inclined, and bo ushered at once into the
linn ice and then threw himself out.
by a delegation from Belfast, who s: id that if
The club-rooms
two
Now we
we wanted a road we could have it.
-Since the
and a small square room,
are here to say that if you want us to build
the favorite recreation at
is fish- from Burnham to Canaan, we will do it. (Ap- | which
all
have
a
we assure you that if you cut \
the ice for suckers. On Fri- plause.) And
means of
loose, we will build it. You have : beautiful ! thrown
an old
named
city, bay and harbor. It was designed by na- doors. The floors are covered with a
At Bn Miham yen
ture for the country above.
while
in this
soft neutral tinted
and the walls
have just reached the base of a grea business.
If you stop and let the Maine Central have if,
and came near
broke
and
lead color,
are frescoed a
You
to
Belfast?
will
be
the
ju-f
good
whereas
drowned.
There is an old
to the rooms a
artistic
a feeder, and will be ruined.
fable of an entertainment given by the lion in
and
the effect of the
in a
-Dr. Calvin
of
den to which all the animals were invited. look,
All went except the fox, who hal ed outside.
letter t>» the Democrat, asks
what
upon the wall-.
many rare
“Are you afraid to go in?” asked the lion—“see
The
of these are further enhanced
of Bowdoin
the
admit a the tracks
of all these who have gone in before
from the numerous
great many by the brilliant
born negro to the medical lectures you.” “True,” replied the fox.
in—the trouble is. I uon’t see any
have
more
and intense
made
free of
while all the white stu- tracksgone,
gas
coming out!” If you accept the offer of
In the centre of
reflectors.
dents are made to pay.
The Doctor the Maine Central we shall never see your
tracks again.
Nothing ever wort in there and each
is a
table
thinks that
at home.
The charter was given for ncame out again
as well as you, and it is wrong t > deprive us of
framed
of the
-We are
to be able to say that
it. Mr. Tuttle continued at length, in a very
are
Lewiston continues to be a Democratic forcible speech, showing the business to come on exhibition. In the room
from an extension of the road, and the disasa number of
cozy arm-chairs, upThat
Democrat, Dr/Alon- trous result of its control by the Maine Cenholstered in crimson leather, and a
zo (lareelon, was on
tral.
elected
Mr. 11 ay ford, President of t ie load, gave a
table, covered with the same maThe Journal acor, by AS
to
take
over
of
the
attempts
freight
history
deteat, and trots out a roost- the road to points on the Maine Central, terial, holds pen* ink, paper, newspapers
diserin.inalion made bv
and of the
and bound volumes ot rare
in' or the most forlorn aspect.
There was t!ie latter. prohibitory
The tendency of sreh control as the
Maine Central could exercise .vas to draw bus- Two niches on one side of this room an*
no choice for
in Auburn.
iness away from Belfast. Air. II. gave details
cabinets
valuable
-A young mun with little brain power, free of facts and figures.
from the corruptions and damning influence of
bowls, and
At this point, (ien. \Yebsl.er, bring called
rum-drinking, is a long way in advance, in the away, resigned the chair to > ehemiah Abbott,
other curiosities.
Bas-reliefs,
matters of practical life, of tin' brilliant young Esq. Mr. A. said lie never d uihlcd that it was
man whose brain is beclouded with the fumes
casts and
are upon the walls and
had policy to tie up this road for 50 years. Il«
of whiskey.
Journal.
was happy to see our friends from tin* interior
[Kennebec
and beautiful
mantle, and the
here. And he had very decided opinions about
Will i( be
too much, if \vc inof Gobelin tapestry taken from the Dealie would
the late oiler of tin Maine Central,
from which
our
not accept it.
lie didn’t know as he would to
con bouse,
upon one side of this
save his life—certainly not t.' <-.ive his property.
/
It
is a gross insult.
After getall lovers
room.
The
are
(Applause.)
—The election of Samuel
ting us to build to Burnham, and getting the
of art. The ladies are in their most atbenefit of the road ns a feeder, they now say
K,r»
of
as
Rockland, by
they are not bound by their contract. Can they tractive costumes, and the various hues,
afford to insult, us in this v ay? Can tliev afa competent and
ford to bring themselves in collision with the woven into the sheen of silk or the warp
men and a
Democrat in that
whole state? AYe want to perfect our railroad of wool, blend
in the eye.
A Democratic
tion.
ot Rockland ! system, and carry it forward, and it will be
are no less faultless and
done as surely as the sunrises. (Applause.) The
Well, the world does move!
It will goto the Lake within 15 years,
Ap- fastidious in their dress, and all move
plause.) Tliev prevented a charter to Bangor,
Mr. Blethen, of Dover was made
in mute
about the room,
but 4hey can't do it again. It isn’t Christian,
clams, and thinks lie but i feel something like revenge. (Applause.) rapture, the collected treasures of art, or
very sick
I am provoked at our l'Mreetors for offering Unhit shell-lish too
Ii is
their merits m subdued whisroad at £40,000. Let us make our connections,
that the same treatment will
beef and promote a parallel route, AYe can do it.
The present collection of
pers.
Let its see if they can with impunity attempt to
steak.
With
communication with rob us of
and
£650,000 in the titty years, and put it embraces 7*J
Belfast, there is no excuse for bad clams. in their pockets. (Applause.)

Resolved, That in view of the difficulties incoal monopoly, which at one time looked volved
in the performance of the duties of
like a success, failed in the end. A hill Speaker of this House, and the conspicuously
courteous,
able,
dignified and impartial distotally repealing the import duty passed charge of those duties by the lion. James (1.
in the house by the very decided vote ot Blaine during the present Congress, it is eminently becoming that our thanks be tendered,
145 to 40, but was killed in the Senate. and
they are hereby tendered therefor.
The bill would liave succeeded, had not
Mr. Cox followed the presentation with
the majority party in Congress obstinate- some remarks complimentary
to the
on a

!

length concerning

changing the administration, were classed terned after that of Hayti, in which no
as
being “against the government.” white man is permitted to take a part,
And by perpetuating tito term to a time Much as
they admire negro suffrage and
of peace, the Journal virtually acknowl- j
and negro majorities, just that manifestaedges that it had a party signification tion of them wouldn’t be always pleasant.
only. In that sense, we think there is a So the Districts to have a Governor, apdetermination to “overturn the governpointed by the President, with a Legislament,” and that the fears of the Journal ture and a Delegate in Congress, to be
The league is strong
are well founded.
elected. Henry I). Cook, an eminent
in the South, it is powerful in the West,
banker, has been appointed Governor,
and growing in the North. The advice
and the other officials will soon be chosen.
to Congress concerning the need of
“going
slow,” is of the right kind, but it comes
Just before the expiration of the late
The government
too late.
of force
Mr. Cox, of New York, preCongress,
and fraud is doomed.
sented the following, Mr. Ferry acting as
tern—
The attempt in Congress to break the speaker pro

back

i

j

for (ho best interests of the city.
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have the victorious

G E N E R A LI TIES.
Correspondence.
say, as to the former proposition to go t<> Hartlaud ami St. Albans, that when tlu* Pittsfield 1
Win;. Ohio, girls haven pleasing lwbit of
Maksuai.i..
<J.
I.'sr—
V»'.
To
authorities e.amo to subscribe, they wished to
ki -mg strangers in the street, ami then wildly
Tin* undersigned. citizens, voter" uni
put in a condition that the road should stop
s- rlining. '•■>!!, my! I tb
gilt it was cousin
there, which could not be agreed to. He be- pavers in Belfast, irrespective of political i-n
Charlie!*’
bftlieved the hand of Providence was in the I ties, having the fullest ••-.•nli-len •< in yom*
C Ii
'. of Phipsbnrg, about two years
placing of this roadju.it where it is. At New- i tv and integrity, respectfully ask that you will
was
unfortunate a- to havsome trouble
port we were stopped from going further. At. 1 allow your name to he u>cd in th ■_ doming
Kendall’s Mills, if they had chosen to h iv* re- ! municipal election, as candidate tor .Mayor, an ! wiib her --ir.
Measures adopted for her relief
h ive
slide in tin expulsion of a beetle bug,
pudiated the lease, we should also have been pledge you our hearty suppo?-'.
Pkk-h >\
line- -quarters ol an ineh in
iSiiiM.u h\
stopped. But now the whole country i- open
lengtli.
before us, and we are in the best position.
V»'m. .Harman, a miner, was killed by tbi.
a
dih
i
•.
M
n
Bki.i
\sr.
then
with
three
The meeting
adjourned,
wing in of a Sueeor mine, near Silver City,
nMM. ,.f ihe
! am tully
(*t:\n.KMitN
V
ida, on the 2nd. II wasnative of Maine.
cheers for the extension of the railroad. honor conferred upon me by th r* ipn
ol
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management of our city affairs at this
was among its two millions of inhabitants,
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and further resistance was madness.
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tractive to the eye, we have but followed
manuscript
most merciless in his exactions from the
the requirements of what seemed to be a
Topographical Description
northern nations. And when,
conquered
The
publication.
evidence of appreciapublic want.
in 181-1, France was crushed between
tion which has come trom too many and
printed
city
the armies of Wellington in the south and
great
diverse sources to be doubted, as well as
the Russians and Prussians in the north,
embodying
the unsolicited increase of subscribers,
painstaking
and Napoleon abdicated, the latter armies
during
long period.
gatherer
give assurance that in the production of a
Paris.
And
when
occupied
Napoleon,
newspaper we have hit the popular taste.
escaping from Elba, broke like a thunder
The favor that it has been our fortune to
sample
getting
dangerous places.
cloud upon the peace of the world, Paris
receive, we shall endeavor to retain and was
they
the objective point of allied
again
strengthen in the future. The enlarged Europe. Upon the field of Waterloo the
Telegraph—
dimensions of the paper will give opporstar of the French Emperor set forever,
tunity to do better justice to the public and
again the long lines of the invaders
and ourself, and to give more in detail
marched through the gates of the French
matter that we have been hitherto obliged
eapitol, and the half savage Cossack
to condense or omit.
A glance at the
picketed his horse and slept by his campthat
sheet will show
while its compact
Legislature adjourned,
fires in the streets of the city.
The occutype admits a great amount of matter, the
Augusta
was then characterized by a feeling
pation
clear print enables it to be read without
of terrible bitterness between the conquer- ing through
fatigue to the eyes. With these improve- orsand the disbanded French
Murphy,
gentleman
soldiery, with day,
ments, no increase of subscription price
indulging
gentle pastime,
encounters. The most
frequent
personal
is made.
through,
being
impressive event was the execution of the
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p acod transversely across the quay of the
fadcries.
{'lie gates of the Tuileries
were closed, and soldiers were peering
lhrough the rails at the uhlans, who had
:<’\v reached the end of the
Champs Elysees. and taken their stations, three on
each side, under the group of statuary
called the Horses ot Marly. The faces of
the statues representing French cities,
v the corners of the Place de la Concorde,
win* veiled with black cloth, twined with
white.
The Strasbourg group was
v loon y, with faded garlands. The
group
i’1 ‘i eiitly placed in front of the statue, illustrating FI rich's defence, has been removed. In Rue liivoli, abutting Rue St.
Florentin, is another barricade of similar
construction, and others are placed across
Hue Royale.
Beyond these the Prussians
are forbidden to
pass. Not more than 50
French are to be seen in the Place de la
I'oneorde. The uhlans gallop about the
Place, recounoiiering the streets, bridges
and barricades. They expected to occupy Rue du Faubourg St. Ilonore, as announced, but upon attempting to enter j
We ask the attention of our friends to
Bu< Boissy-dWnglais were stopped by a j
•■"I’don of sentinels of the French line, tin* above facts, and request their aid in
and were obliged to fall back, pursued extending the circulation of the paper.
by derisive cries and shouts of “Vive la Wo do not ask for unpaid services, as the
Repub’hjuc !" the people on the Plata* de liberal offers advertised to
persons forfa Cuneoiale taking up the cry.
The
uhlans disregard everything: but the na- warding subscriptions will attest. It is
i■ i;:i 1 guards at the heatl of Rue
llayah* advisable that all who propose to send in
begin to bestir themselves, and one ofli- lists under the terms which we offer toe«
move- his men as if to clear the
should begin at once, as we desire to
When the uhlans reappear, the day,
■:iiare.
ii'-ailis recommence; but they themselves have returns made within the next, thirty
iii' time pul the
blackguards to {light. days, and may withdrew the terms after
Th* uhlan list no violence, and appear
that time.
amazed at the demonstration, as they
A word to our political friends.
In the
111i« 11 \ take tin* position assigned them.
Stronger I>odit • »f Prussians arrive and last ten years there has not occurred a
'•‘■ctipy a .1 sidi■u( the Place dc la Con- period so auspicious for the growth of the
»»■«!«* wiih pickets. and the plant is soon
Democratic party as the present. The
-orinkled all over with blue and red uni
enormous increase of
public expenditures;
lenii'.
1 wa- attracted by the sound <>!'
(i!<
and drums, and was encountered ly the hordes of useless office-holders: the
tht* patiiotit* r- proa *hi*s <»F a captain of extravagance, in every department of the
i!u* uaiioual guard, who wondered how 1
government, state and national; tin*
could !*e out to-day witnessing the eneburdensome taxation; the depression of
my's triumph, when every good citizen
business; the death of our ship-building
ought to 'lay in-do n -.
I advanced unmolested, passed the interests—all testify to the need of change
Palais d<* rimlustrie, and reached the
in lie* direction «»l public a flairs. The
iii t group of Prussians.
Tliere were
minds of people are ready for the recepill only a lew 1 renehmeii within the
im
of the Pru.-.-ians. and the latter had tion of different idea'?. They are ripe for
ifVr iriumphal entry thus far to themliange. There is no way i*i which that
-1 \ -.
Some women and elderly gentlelass can be reached so readily and cl\?*ctn
were making spiteful remarks, and
|
:in by a newspaper.
It drops in up•in* ol.l mail allmm-d that he had seen ; ually
on a man at his fireside in his every day i
t*ru-m;.iis enter for tin* third time, pro
'•fuming himself a relie of tin; old im- i life. He gathers from it ideas and arguperiul guard. The appearance •>(' the ments that go with him to his work, and
First eann* a!
troops wa- magniii* cut.
stay with him in his daily labor. When he
|na• 11■ -n of cavalry, with their bands of
titer- and drummer-, then the infantry of has thoroughly digested them, it comes
i!m* eh venlli corps.
The men were won- again, with new facts, and again attracts
derfully got up for the entry, all traces of Liu; man to their consideration. Presentiln campaign having been brushed away.
he sees with different eyes, and talks
No serious disturbance occurred. A rc- ly
with a new tongue. Political gatherings,
\ i‘*w of the >i\th and eleventh corps by
in
Emperor took place outside the torts, processions and speeches are well enough.
;bter which the troops entered and the
The}' excite, but seldom convince. As a
Fmperof return' d. The Palais de ITn- means of (‘fleeting political changes, the
dti.-iif- was occupied by troop;., and the
bill' li- adquartei'- were* established at tin* quiet, silent, and oft-recurring visits of a
Palais d’ Elysees.
good political newspaper are worth all
Tin* jnc- aution- against popular dis- other means combined.
While we intend
tii-iurbance:
ct-m complete and
almost
to make a paper that may read with pro11p< lliionTin* shops are shut, but
<■;ii/.<■ iis throng tin* .-.treefs in every diree- lit by even our political opponents, whom
Ni
The residents of Bellville and we have no expectation of converting, in
Vilctte grumble, but' show no disposition
consequence of their hardness of heart,—
io light.
In the (Tiamps Elysees, after
still our great endeavor will be to dissemi-ueeo-.-ivi* bodies of troops had arrived,
■iii'of tin* people almost fraternized; nate the political gospel.
willi tl cm.
On-- division stacked their
These suggestions are made with the
•:i• 111s and picketed their horses
opposite confident belief that we—and not us alone,
de r Industrie.
I *: 11: i s
t In*
The men
but, the cause—will receive generous rethrew themselves upon the ground, and
Parisian*. mostly the lower classes, gath- sponses from the people.
ted ahoui them, went up to them, examNeed of Care.
ined their aefoutremonts and conversed
with them wlin able. Tin; fears of pi 1The Kennebec Journal, after a review
!.e/c, which had been sedulously inculeati. the Parisians now begin to believe j oft In.- material of the new Congress, with
entirely groundless. One disturbance its increased Democratic strength, and
threatened to become serious. Near the the
ugly questions which the majority
Are de Triomphe, the crowds of people
must meet, concludes that the radicals
grew denser as more and more, soldiers
Mouses
entered.
predominated, the must move with great caution. It says—
wearers
Dropping from a majority of about a hundred
Imwing petty spite and curiosity down
to a majority less than forty, the republiin equal proportions. Throngs gathered
cans in tlie House require greater rare in their
about any soldier separated lrom his movements, and their constituents are remindnnrades. and savage cries were some- ed of tin* necessity of giving them a more generWhoever answered Prus- ous support than hasiVon considered necessary
time- heard.
in times past. Congress now represents the
i in <|iiestions was mobbed as a spy.
Union complete. Should the South organize
< hie man
giving explanations to the Ger- as a section
against the measures and policy of
mans was furiously attacked, and sought
tin! republican party, the North will he obliged
Then to stand togetiier in self-defence, and this fact
pi election among the soldiers.
-mne
workmen came up behind and should be kept in remembrance by both represtruck a soldier on the helmet. The or- sentatives and people. We cannot toll what
he brought forth during the life of litis
der to lire was given, a panic ensued and may
With the Blairs, Seymours, and
Congress.
The order Pendletons of the Nortli in
the people fled precipitately.
league with the late
relicts to overturn the government in the South,
t<» lire was at once countermanded, howHid- we have a revolutionary power to contend
ever, and a massacre was averted.
of no mean ability.
ing from flie Are «!e Triomphe to the against
The Journal undoubtedly uses t lie
Northern slalion, 1 found Liu* whole city
•
term “government” as it did
the
111i11. gloomy and orderly.
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Ward 1.

following gentlemen

Ward 2, Dr. John (1.
Brooks; Ward S, Win. II. Fogler; Ward
4, Sam'l Otis; Ward 5, J. II. Kaler.
No better ticket, for the interests of the
city of Belfast, can be constructed. Mr.
Marshall, who inherits the financial abili-

length, at such a distance as to make the
city secure against the best artillery known

dollars.
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world,
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City

Mil

Decidedly the liveliest meeting held in
The annual choice oi a city government,
which occurs on Monday next, will be our city since the inception of our road,
had without regard to party issues or party was on Tuesda}’ afternoon last, on the
lines. A largo majority of the Republi- occasion of the visit of one hundred of
with many Democrats, the citizens of Canaan, Hartlaiul and St.
cans ot the city,
have joined in a request to William C. Albans, in reference to the extension of
Hay ford
Marshall, Esq., to allow the use of his the railroad to those towns.
name as candidate for Mayor, and ho has llall was crowded with an audience comassented as will be seen by the correspond- posed of the visitors and our own citizens.
If a regu- Mavor I lav ford called the meeting t<»
ence published in this paper.
lar Republican caucus is called,the friends order, ami nominated Con. Webster to
of Mr. Marshall will control it, and give the chair. The chairman made some rehim the nomination. I’robably the same marks explanatory of the purpose of the
result will be reached in a Cit.zens’ Cau- occasion, and called upon Mr. Bun-ill of!
cus called for Thursday evening.
Those Canaan to address-the people—
who signed the request to Mr Marshall
Mr. Burrill said the town «*; Can.cm lnid no
road, and hoped Belfast would conclude to hold ;
propose, we learn, to support for Aider- to its road and not lease 1“ she Maine Central.

For Franco the cup of humiliation is
full. The last act in the tlrhma took plac e

No wonder that Frenchmen,
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I air l*i.av is Tin SoriAl. K\u.. Our
\Y'“stern cities arc greatly agitated with
the question of regulating “the social evil**
Specimen Copies.
with licenses, medical examinations and
Single copies of the Journal will be ; police inspection, after the Kuropean fashSi Louis is experimenting with the
ion.
sent to all who may write (or (hem.
Subscribers are invited to send (be names -v- tem, ('ineinnati is likely to adopt it,
and I'vrn Rochester is
discussing it. One
ol lrifimls to Whom thev de-ire
specimen ol “the victims ot tin* social evil” in the
copies sent, which will bit done without filter city writes her approval of the rogufition policy to one of the
charge.
papers, but
•ug::'cst that both parties to it should be
The Presque Isle Sunrise says that an iiwrn- regulated -that no man be allowed to visdiary attempt was made on the *j|-i in-tanf to it a “social evil” establishment without
destroy Mr. Sidney Cook’s gri-t mill, by placing a police pass, and that this shall he based
inside of a partition alight'd sperm e andle, at
the bottom of which were two ball- "1 wieking on a physician's certificate as to his freesaturated with kerosene oil. Over the candle dom trom disease, etc; such passes and
was placed a tin spout some two led in length,
certificates to he recorded in a book for
having holes punched in the sides to admit of public inspection. Why not indeed ? Are
sufficient air. In close proximity to this was
not both parties to the, evil
combustible material in the shape of paper, shinequally entigles and pieces of an oil|banv|. The lire was tled t o regulat ion and protection ? fSpriinr°
tield Republican.
speedily extinguished.

ensuing
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News

Women are to vote, if the Debating Club at
North Belfast can bring it about. They have
.ilist resolved that it ought to be.

of too County and City.

formed the radical side that if persisted
it would be resisted to the very borders
of revolution. Finally the Republicans
came to the conclusion that on the tariff
or tax questions enough of their own
number might vote with the Democrats
and thus cause this new rule to return
home to plague its inventors.
It was
one of the boldest infringements on the
rights of the minority ever attempted ii

The subordinate appointments in the Custom
Tennyson says:
House have not been made yet. There is some
In tlie spring a young man'-- fumy
hitch in the machinery, it is thought.
Lightly turns lo thoughts of love.”
Whi.-li m i\ he tlie ease in AIT* section, bul
Frank Cousins, charged with threats to.burn
w itli us it turns to thoughts of mml ami
lushing. the building of his father-in-law, Benj. S. PatV \t week the school vacation will
begin am.l terson. of Swanville, was before the Police
then tlie bovs will ask this conundrum : “w hieh
Congress.
Court last week. Failing to give $50.) bonds,
I 1 ruther do or go li'liin
Vml in a large lie was committed to
jail.
j
percentage ot ease* he w ill answer it in the afIn 1858 Ileury C. Carey wrote a letter
The crows put io an appearance in this vicinilirmutive. and a* In !l mini
iHind in I lie mud,
lost Sunday. They have been visiting their to President Buchanan, in which was the
ty
: will nuttirnil\
igg -is to him those other
Southern brethren. Wild geese have also been
billowing sentence:
from, >eis, rooml in the mud. and ii is to them
seen going north.
that we now intend to throw a line.
"Tile day is fast approaching. Mr President,
Our grasshoppers are dead, from pining after when not a single steamer carrying the Amerii n. e.-nied
I''ami pickles, the Flounder
can
the February field* of Maine, we suppose.
llag will float upon the ocean, except Gov:!l If 11 w ay' found in salt w ater. Whenever
ernment shiiis and the very few private ones
>ce
in
fresh
lie
i>
him
cither
Foxes
water,
have
been
you
put
unusally destructive in engaged in Ihe coasting trade, in which foreign
there to boil or else lie is some other kind of Palermo the past winter, having carried oil' $75 competition is wholly1 interdicted.”
sh.
>ur big dish of brim- contains tlHinders
worth of poultry. Mr. Alpheus M. Blaisdell
This prophecy has approached so near
tor all who care to seek them.
fulfilment as to excite the most serious
He i- not all of declared war against the invaders, and has traplie M/e; there i- m u.
of some of him than
ped uventy-two since last fall. The skins sell apprehensions of its total consummation.
The only way to prevent such a result is
■'
thei
1
r.
i.
l him by broad incus. for $1.50 each.
to relieve shipbuilding of the burdens of
i<
dgewise lie :> u thicker than a llapThe new hark Mendez will b* commanded
taxation in all the elements of •(instruciek.
\ medium one
about flu* shape of a
by Capt. Eleazer MeOilvery, son of the builder, tion, in tariff duties, local assessments,
We tern bed-lu; •. though lio! unite so large.
young gentleman of excellent qualities.
equipments, etc. The Newburvport Her1‘lie that is ril'd it inches long will not I», more
ald says: "Bast May a shipbuilder in
Lewis F. Butler and ('has. W. Davis, of
’em two thirds of a fool in length.
The\ dwell
this city was taxed $1300 on a new unRockland, are in the jail in this city, charged sold
u the
amm ami plow round like a go\ernship, and if we take that off, the
im nt dredgei.
The time they at best, is wliou
with hat ing robbed the store of John F. Brown, amount must come from
something else.
lie
ir.
a
hum rv. t'lm mm
at BlackingtonN corner—with
of lh at -HUeiire
strong proba- Now the
in favor of abolishing
argument
a" spoiled to pr*
s
tit* grammar. a> Wi
the national tax is that the British do so,
hility that the charge is true.
meant ih u lh-- best tiin. lo
;1| them, i; in enol
Horatio H. Carter and associates are prepar- and it would only put the American builW'Mthei, ami w <• nominate Spring as a good ing to raise the frame, of a schooner in the yard der on the same basis for competition.
j
But the argument is just as good for the
I, bo our p-'lit ieiaiis.ih'w e
a good deal
south of the upper steamboat wharf.
abolition of the local tax, as it would
< mml. and in w.u u w
un.-rta 'e !l:if—clam
NoiiTiti'oiu. At the annual town meeting in
.III.
In \'W "l rk I.:
only put the builder in Massachusetts on
people e ii thrill ally
Northport, on Monday, the following town offi- a lair plane for competition with the ship-, 'ml ill.
ii bin
there ire 11 tl.ii- lo do anycers were chosen—Moderator, R. W. Ellis; Sebuilders of New York and Pennsylvania,
! hing.
lectmen and Assessors, J. M. Stevens, F. A. which States do not tax ships in process
FI.id.
ar«? blaekis'i on the b.tek ami white
W.
J.
Treasurer
and
Auof
Dickey,
Greenlaw;
building. The first tiling for us to do
a tin- belly, wliieli is
probably caused by their ditor, Dan’]
Batch; School Com. J. R. Hurd; is to ask the Legislature to exempt all
■- -ell'
tanned
the
sun.
being
by
They swim Hat Constable ami
Collector, J. L. Witherlee; Town personal property employed in shipbuildw i-r like a fried potato, ami their mouth is
up
J M. Stevens.
ing from taxation so long as any States
Agent,
and down like the handle of a jug.
When they
in the Union do that; and then we shall
Whitmore
and
Clark’s
Minstrels
and
Brass
at t!ie\ hu\e to turn up sidi ways, w hi- li is a
bo prepared to go to Congress and ask it
Band, will give one of their entertainments in
bill'* unhandy, but no more so than to have
to remit duties in favor of shipbuilding
t!ii>
on
city
.Saturday evening. They oiler great so loug as Great Britain shall do. Let
-Hell large feel as to be obliged to get out of bed
attractions of a novel kind. Their former visus encourage ourselves and our own invery turn you want to turn over. They have
its It* this city, have given satisfaction, and they dustries and
small tiioiuh. all 1 a little food i- a good deal
interests, and then ask the
will no doubt have a crowded house. See ad- nation to do the same for us; put our
t" them.
I.ikt the rest of u«. they like clams,
vertisement.
own shoulder to the wheel, and then ask
and are even u illing to w allow a fish hook in
The old sunken raft of hard wood logs in Hercules to give us a lift.”
order to obtain a ta'te.
(loose Pond. Swanville, seems destined to imHere ar<
i.
oi things 11 hinders are good
mortality. We published an account of it three
!"i' i', side eating. A great many mot tiers take
or four years ago.
Tiie Agk of Mankind. Of one liunj
[Prog. Age.
t'e skin and patch the -eats ,,}• iheir little
boys
Then it has come to the surface only twice in a ! tired men who are born, fifty die before
i! ••user-.and it wears well. Tin back being dark
the tenth year, twenty between the tenth
dog's Age, which is not very often.
»nd tin brdy i:g!it. it will mat eh m< »st any cloth,
and twentieth, ten between the twentieth
Prospect. At the annual town mooting, on j
i ake them dried and they make a very neat tap
and thirtieth, six between the thirtieth
the following officers were chosen:
Monday,
and fortieth, five between fortieth and
ai a boot, and one Well applied
by a parent, will
Moderator, James Jl. Hillman; Clerk, Wilbur sixtieth, therefore, six
"Hen cause a blush to sutl'usc—not tic face of a
only live to above
(I rant; selectmen, Willard Mudgett, Isaac I.
the age of sixty, llaller, who recollected
naughty bov—but further down his anatomy
E.
lb
Smith,
llerriman; Treasurer, S. S. the greatest number of instances respectI’nt on the roof and sides oi a lions.-, in-t.-ad of
Trowtt; ( d lector, Henry L. Clifford.
ing the age of man, found the relative
hiugles, tin y make a very mail appearance and
duration of life to be in the following
The parishioners and friends of Rev. W. ()•
a ill turn
water w.ir-c than slate. Sew on a
Thomas made a donation visit at the parsonage proportions: Of men who lived from one
dumb to one o! a proper size and it makes a j
hundred to one hundred and ten years,
one evening last week, and left with him a
'til-able mitten.
the instances have been one thousand; of
purse of $100.
A
an appi user ot 1m igcr they an good.
It
from one hundred and ten to*one hunDon't
the
entertainment
forget
ievery night by dred and thirty, sixty.
a'way< a -.. idea To catch them before atProt.
at
II
ford
Hall.
He
Stone,
has
the
most
ay
tempting to cook them. After catching a mess,
■nd it they bite well, it will not lake morethufi J complimentary notices from the press in BanTo dodge the Civil Rights bill, the tickets isand
Augusta, anil we believe every one sued for the New Orleans Opera House are inday or two to get all you need, struggle home j gor
: “Contiact between the Opera Associascribed
who
attends will be amply repaid.
with them and proceed to skin thorn. Take oil' 1
tion ot New Orleans and the holder ot this
tic- skin just the opposite of pulling otf
Dickersou
is
Judge
Court
at
Houlton.
ticket. It is agreed and this ticket is sold with
holding
your ;
the understanding that the controller shall have
slnrt. that is pull from the head, as the nap runs
< arleton delivered his
very interesting lecture the
right to refuse admission to or expel the
that way. Decapitate tin in, ill otf the narra- 1 on the (Jreat North West in this
city on Tues- holder thereof upon returning the regular price
live, all loose bone- you see -ticking out. and
day evening. We regret that the crowded state of the same.”
loll them (the lish not the bom-si in me: I and
"f our columns will not admit of a more ex.
Hy to a nice brown in pork tat. Pat a dozen or tended notice. Mrs. Livermore will lecture on
Signs of the Zodiac.
A philosopher in |
liHceu, and take our word for it, you will lind Thursday evening of next week. Her
reputa- the West, grown iuto admiration of the Cherry
them good, and will have the edge of your apwrites Dr. Ayer for instructions untion as a lady of intellect and as a
pectoral,
fascinating der which
sign he shall he hied, which blister- j
petite turned considerably
-pcaker will draw a crowiled house.
cd, and which vomited, and under which he
As our paper comes out in new form this
W. W. Thomas, Esq. Commissioner for proshall take Ayer’s Pills for an affection of the
week, we don’t wish to monopolize too much
liver: also under which sign his wife should
moting Swedish immigration, was in our city commence
to take the Sarsaparilla for her ailace, and as our readers have floundered round
*n Wednesday, on his
way to Stockton to lec- ment. He adds that he already knows how to
long enough over this article, we will let them ture.
his
wean
calves under Taurus, change his nigs
won otf into deeper watei.
in Scorpio, cut his hair in Aries, and soak his
Si!<*ni Cake. How do you like our appearfeet in Pisces or Aquarius as their condition reAN < 'l
\ I I CAN
1 !
uf Lord V(■ 1
ance llii- week?.Those ladies who “have
quires.
"ii passed into history l- ng since, and it seems
Schoolmasters, start for Wisconsin, and visnothing to wear" should emigrate to the region
Mr. Ham when you gel there. [Lowell
almost a ii<urreetion
now to meet one who
that Du ('hail in spoke of, where an umbrella it
Daily News.
im32
u- hat
is full dress.Some small boys were
fought under the great Admiral Cap!. Wilmi 'Hater who now resides v\ ith his son. John
A
in
Dialogue
Wall
Street.
It
is
a
a vulending notice, tacked to a tree, of an “over
< i. Slater, in Belmont, served tor ten
gar error to suppose habitues of Wall street
skirt lost," when one spoke up, “Hello! some
years in
converse
about nothing hut stocks and gold.
Nelson’s Meet, ami took part in all the great bat><><Iv has lost his shirt!".Owing to the bad
Sometimes they talk about their health; and
which made the Admiral's name illustrious
date of the roads the stages are not running they all seem to have one trouble—billiousuess.
wear and
tear of speculation invariably
apt. Slater was born in Liverpool, in 1777, and
drictly according to the timetable.We un- The
tells upon the liver.
fourteen years ot age was bound a< an apl'Tstand that Dana Southworth has purchased
“How do you think I'm looking?” said a well
"ii board an Pnglish merchantman.
! rciitn
lie interest of Henry Parker in the Belfast known “Bull” to a friend in the Long Room, a
I'woor tlii* .■ >. .«■- -.n.TWMr i- ).•> (vm. •|o-—-“doi
ivvr.v < mnpany.'Phis moon is affording a few days after llie late smash-up in gold; **|)o
I look panic-struck?”
-aid the Cambridge man of war, and in her
jood opportunity for out door courting, if one
“No; by Jove!” was the reply “you look in
made a erui-e oil Brest ami up the Straits. II.
ias the requisite material for the
job.Winter trim to tight for a man’s life. Never saw you
was then transferred t<> die 71 gun ship Audaias concluded not to “linger in the
better.,’
looking
lap of
“Let me tell you a secret my boy,” returned
cious, under Neb.oi. and with him participated
Spring"—-unless it changes its mind.“Oh the
great operator; “1 drink no wine, no branin seven general eitgng.•incuts. am »ne wlii.'b
Canaan, swet Canaan, we're bound for the I dy, no bar-room stimulant of
any kind; but I
were the battle oi the Nile, the capture
I Coplaud of
a naan,” railroadly
speaking.Next ; just keep my stamina up with an occasional
of
dose
Plan
iation
and
tin
utb
(•!
I
atalear. where
Pie -day we are to choose a mate for our iron
Bitters; and if you’ll do
nhagi n,
me the favor to try it for that bile on vour stom1 *id Nelson wa- )•.iii-,d.
\! on lime, w liile in
m -*-; ii will be a
Mayoi .Don’t all move to ach you’Ve always complaining of, I'll furnish
lh< Bi ili-h na\ \. <-tl tie- cast ,,f Alri. a, lie and
ii (Jreat North West on the strength of what the margin for your next spec, if it doesn’t cure
ivtceii otli-is, while a-hore for water, wore
arlton says. He was very pacific—Northern you.”
The gentleman referred to (the initial of whose
taken pris m-rs amt sli-ipped naked by the naI’aeitie.Prof. Pierce is renovating his shop,
Christian name is not very far from the end of
i1 «"<•>.
ui tli" whole number, only I ur, « apt.
in
new
floor
and
and
otherwise
mtting
the alphabet) has unbounded confidence in the
ceiling,
and three other-, escaped alive.
ixing up.William Hatch has hadJa butterfly restorative; and his bright eye, linn nerves,
latched at. bis house which is only waiting for and wonderful powers of endurance, prove that
shortlv after the battle of' Ti afulgjir. ha\ ing
it is well-founded.
minnier to “go out on the fly.”.We underrved in the Pnglish n:iv\ more than ten years,
Sea Moss Karine from pure Irish Moss for
Lind
that
>. obtained bi- discharge, and in
the Masonic Library Association inism;
I
end giving a theatrical entertainment, to raise Blanc Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams, &c,
ame to this country and settled in the town of
<fcc. The cheapest, healthiest, and most deliWashington, in K»o\ county. Prom that lime ! uiid- for the benefit of their Library.Nearly cious food in the world.
hundred members of adjacent lodges visited
'.ess than twent> > e.u s :i!'<i. be followed the
Itjis a rare thing that Physicians give any
ib.- ''ii an
of the time.
It" has sailed j die Timothy Cha.se Lodge last Thursday evenleii
countenance to a medicine, thej manufacture of
in:1.
A substantial repast was furnished there, which is a secret.
a on ml tin
world a i.
has made tills vo\Tages
About the the only excepI
md a pleasant evening passed.
tie West Imlie-. and aftci all hi- rui-ingtion we know of is;Johnson’s Anodine Liniment.
This, we believe, all endorse, ami many of them
iml adventures is .-.;ilJ a tough, rugged, old
use it in their practice with great success.
The Old Congress and the New.
uaii, -i] j .111 lil IV gi.'i.l lor alloNuT .-cole ul year.-,
Persons requiring purgatives or pills should
Hi- iie iiiury of lie- :ir 1 v -rein-- of hi- eventful
Washington. March
I.
The 41st * be careful what they buy. Some pills not only
.!. i- a- i-lear, and his
descriptions of them a- j !..'ongrcss ended and the ti'd
cause griping pains, but leave the bowels in a
Congress
‘id, a- they wvre in hi- youth. Hi- wife. |
costive state. Parson's purgative Pills
u-ganized to-day in the presence of over- torpid,
will relieve the bowels and cleanse the blood
horn he man icd in Washington, dit-d two
of
and
an exsowing galleries
spectators
without
injury to the system.
soar- ago* at tic- ad'ale
1 age of eighty-nitie
.raordinary attendance on the floors of
Wounds from rusty nails, so often dangerous,
'tar.-.
II i-father. .'lark slater, was a ('aptain
die Senate and House. With the
IT
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Belfast,
Treasury Office, March 7, 1870.
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Cash Premiums Ottered.
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j
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For 5
For 10

on Railroad Bonds,
1870,
deposited for payment of
Coupons ou $614,000.00 Rail-
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sending.
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names

money.
of drafts,

Overdrawn,
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;

excep-

killed j lion id the non-admission of the Demo:
cratic Senator from Alabama, there was a
organization of the new Con< apt.
W in. 'I', dwell,
Northporl. wa- i completeTim
Senate being a perpetual
knocked overboard from .-ohooiior Holbrook, i gress.
of course elected no officers, while
if Holme- Hole, last week and drowned.
Hi- ; body,
that proceeding in the House was
merely
d\ was brought home, and his luneral on
1 ho ratification of the republican caucus
-iindav last, was attended by a very large nuin- !
nominations, which passed oft' without
r of bis neighbors and friend-, by whom he
any incident worthy of notice,
was highly esteemed.
wiim

J

rut:

Calvin

re-peeled
atiii*l
11

wa-

i\

*1

Ditcher,

one

w ar-

oi

ol

Now

ago.

reputation

1‘iteher

aim-

Hampshire,-ixty years

and lias resided here
arned

Mr.

of

t

>

ago,

since, with the well
good and useful citizen.

ever
a

wife, the daughter ol Noaii I’reseott, of
Searsmont, sun ive- him, alter lilt)-live years of
married life.
His

\ V11 a r s

iui

ni

A

Main

trailer, whose -tore was in charge of a
boy, made a (pieer di-eov ory, when he chanced
to look in at the rear window.
The boy being
ii-y behind the counter, a loaling old sinner
-food by a basket of eggs, hi- eyes fixed on the
dork, while his hand went from the basket to

-trect

pocket, as regularly as the swing of a pendulum. Opening the door noiselessly, he confronted the pilferer, whose only remark was
Mr. lb, what’s the price of egg-j'*’ The old
Ah-

fellow's fa/ e,

as

he

put that lien fruit back,

was

study for a philosopher.
Mrs. Lydia, wife of Joseph Woods, of Unity,
died on the third inst., at the age of HI. This
vi-norable couple were among the earliest setters of the town, and very line
specimens of
a

MISSISSIPPI

and most

Belfast, died in this city on
at the residence of Noah Mathew-.

citizen

Belfast, from
■

of the oldest

ANI> TENNESSEE
GATES.

DELE-

Democrats protested against the
admission of the Republican delegation from Mississippi, on the ground that
they were elected for the last and present
Congress on the same day, and received
certificates from the military instead of
The

the State authorities, while the Republicans objected Lo the swearing in of the
Tennessee delegates, on the ground that

they

were

elected

on a

day

not

named by-

law. The questions were fully
argued
and both delegations were then sworn in,
with a reservation that the credentials of
the latter members should be examined
and reported upon by the Committee on
Kind ions.

pitchfork, scythe, or by glass, or a severe bruise, are quickly relieved and cured
by
Renne’s
Pam- Killing Magic Oil.
using
(KSrCatarrh is u common disease, so common
that snufling and hawking” reach you at every
turn.
Your foot slips in its nasty discharge,
in the omnibus or in the church, and its stench
disgusts at the lecture or concert. The proprietor of I)r. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy offers
$500 reward for a case of Catarrh that he cannot cure. Sold by druggists or send sixty cents
to Dr. R. V. Pierce 133 Seneca street, Butlalo,
N. Y., ami you will receive it by mail. Beor

little sensation when
the live negro members appeared before
the Speaker and were sworn in. Three
was

quite

of counterfeits and worthless imitations.
The Genuine has Dr. Pierce’s private Government Stamp on it.

Consumption1, Bronchitis, General De-

bility. Caution. Hypophosphites. Fellows’ Compound
Syrup of Hypophosphites. As this preparation is entirely different in its combination and effects from all other
remedies called Hypophosphites, the public
are cautioned that the genuine has the name of

Fellows’ & Co. blown on the bottle. The signature of the inventor, James I. Fellows’, is
written with red ink across each label, and the
price is $2.00 per bottle. Fellows’ Compound
Syrup of Hvpophosphitks is prescribed by
the first physicians in everyYjity and town where
it has been introduced, and it is a thoroughly
orthordox preparation.

AN EARLY

ADJOURNMENT.

After the new Congress organized there
was a most emphatic vote in the House in
1 he good old stock.
favor of adjournment from next week to
Mr-. Ituih
Gardiner, an aged lady of this city, December. More than two-thirds of the
was seized with
on
while
paralysis
members voted for that adjournment, and
Saturday,
attending the Baptist Quarterly Meeting. She no doubt is felt of the concurrence of the
to
the
house of Gorham Lancas- Senate.
was conveyed
Before the House voted, Dawes,
who proposed it, was appealed to to withter, where she lies with no hope of recovery.
hold his resolution till the President’s
itev. Dr. Ricker, of Augusta, will preach at
wish could be learned, but tho House inthe Baptist church next Sabbath at
p. M.,
sisted and voted with the result named.
and at 7 in the evening. All are invited. Seals
The impression has been quite general
tree.
that there would be a session of a month
From the fuel Hint we received a silver quarter or six weeks, hut the tact that all the apof a dollar at par, as change, in a banking mpropriation bills were passed, materially
-titution of Ibis city, we infer that specie pay- aided tho vote for going homo at once.
ment is not far «if.
It looked like the good old
/V STAB AT THE MINORITY.
times.
dust before the old
Congress took a
recess early this
We noticed Mr. F. J. Siinonton in town the
morning the Republicans
an
made
effort
to
so amend the rules as
t.ii'rt of the week, looking over with his partner
their stock of dry goods, with a view to re- to retain the same power of forcing legisthe
lation
same as under tho old
through,
plenishing for the coming season. Their estabtwo-thirds rule, now destroyed by inlishment will keep up its well earned reputacreased Democratic strength. Garfield of
tion for excellence of goods and
moderate
Ohio, with the concurrence of leading
prices.
Republicans elected to the next House”
Messrs. Garter As Alexander but week fur- proposed a resolution that after a vote to
nished their customers with cuts from the car- order the previous question should he
taken, hut one motion, and that to adease of a moose.
journ, should he in order, thus preventMr. Robie F, Carter, a former citizen of Beling the minority from resisting the passfast, but for the past twelve years resident at
age or a bill through the usual
Champagne, III., is visiting his friends here. tary forms. The Democrats jumped to
Mr. Eben Tow n has just returned from Cali- their feet in fierce denunciation of the
fornia.
movement, and Brooks of New York in-

parliamen-
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Belfast, Wednesday. March X, 1871.
$3.00toll.00, Round Hog, 10 to 11
1.00to 1.05 Clear S’t Pork$23 to 25

1.25to0.00 Muttou per lb. 0 to
8
to 0.00 Lamb per lb.
7 to
y
1.00 to 1.05 Turkey per lb. 25 to
30
05 to .'0 Chicken per ib.22 to
25
2.00 to 2.V5 Duck per lb.
25 to 00
Marrowfat Peas.l.OOto 1.25 Geese per lb. 15 to
18
65 to 00. Hay per ton, $18 to 22
Oats,
05 to 1.00 Lime.
Potatoes,
$1.25 to 00
Dried Apples,
8 to
10 VVashen Wool 35 to
42
Goto 75 llnwas’d
25 to
33
Cooking, do.
33 to 35 Pulled
40 to
00
Butter,
20 to oo Hides,
7 7-4 to 00
Cheese,
27 to 00 Calf Skins, 16 2-3 to 00
Fggs,
50 to
Lard,
18to 00 ShecpSkins
$1
8 to 10 Wood, hard,$5 60 to 6.00
Beef,
Apples, Baldwin, 00to 1.00 Wood, aolt, $4.00 to 00
10to 00 Dry Pollock,
4 to
5
Veal,
tito
8 jStraw,
Dry Cod,
$8 to lo
1 .Oo

PLEASANT ROOMS TO

TWO
Street, enquire at
J.

$0L99

LIQUOR AGENCY.

CACCIOLA’S

tf35

Unexpended,

IIA It B M2 It

MIIOIV

Ain’t unexpended Mi.r. 7,18(59,
Rec’d of S. SI. Fuller, Agent,
A. D. Bean,
11

MARRIED.
Iii tliis city, 4th inst., by Rev. W. O. Thomas, Mr.
Nathaniel L. Jackson ot Ivuox, to Miss Elzira M,
Hatch, of Morrill.
In this city, Feb. 25, Mr. John C. Ford, to Miss
Lydia II. liuzzel, all of Belfast.
In Montville, Feb. 12th, Mr. B. B. Bennett to Miss
Addie E. Mosher, both ot Knox.
Iu Lincolnville, Feb. 25, Mr. Benjamin F. Monroe
of Lincolnville, to Miss Adelia M. Young, of Belmont.

In Liberty, Feb. 1 *.», Mr. Joseph Harmon to Miss
Julia A. Nash, botli ot' Liberty,
Also, ou the 24th
ihst., by the same, Mr. .lames W. Harrimau of
Appleton, to Miss Elnora L. Moody of Liberty.
In Augusta, March 2d, Dalphon Osborn ol Cambridge, Mass., to Mrs. Adalinc Pearson, ot Augusta
At Sandy Point, 23, by J. G. Bowen, Esq., Mr.
William H. Keene to Miss Annie L. Chase, both of
Stockton.

DIED.

Disbursed ou
S. M. F.,
Disbursed on
A. D. B.,

$1,023.25
1,100 Ou
1,800.00
$4,523.2 5

Mayor’s order
Slayer’s order

$924.73

STATE OF
Rec’d of State for

[Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and aye,
must be paid fur.]In Prospect, Eeb. 23,Mr. Rufus S. Bowdoin.aged

‘jo

$14,200.00

Treasury,

Schs

SAILED.
Empire, Ferguson. Boston; Jack

Downing, Patterson,

Rockland.
2.
Sch J. W. Roberts, Fortress Monroe.
4. Schs Gen. Grant, Johnson, Southport;
King, Frankfort.
5. Sch Banner, McFarland, Boston.

Interest

Brig George Gilchrist (of St. George, Me), Gilchrist, at New York from Matanzas, reports Feb. 25
off Hatteras had a heavy SE gale of 12 hours, during which stove cargo in the hold.
Sell Mary Farrow, Bagley, at Charleston from
New York, reports during the passage one of the
seamen had a remarkable escape, having fallen from
the main crosstrees to the deck, and was five minutes after attending to his duties, unhurt.
Pembroke, Me., Feb. 7. The Pembroke Iron Co.,

semi-annually,

Note, Oct. 18. 1870.

2

have hhd a crew of 80 men at work on the ice for
three days, and have succeeded in cutting a channel
through to the wharves of sufficient width to admit
a vossel. The sch Venus, which has boon frozen in
for a mouth,loaded with iron, went on her way

HOME
STOMACH

BITTERS!

prescribed by more leading Phyany other touio or stimulant
now in use. They are

A SURE PREVENTIVE
For Fever and Ague. Intermittants, Biliousness
and all disorders arising from malarious causes.

M.

FAMILY SHOULD HAVE
A BOTTLE.
JAS. A. JACKSON & CO., Proprietors,
105 & 107 N. 2d st., St. Louis, Mo.
Fer Bale by all Druggist* and Dealer*.

Total

AND VARNISHING.

Collector,

Papering Front Entries,
Sitting-Rooms made a
Specialty.
WITH “MACHINE,” IN OIL.

and
Parlors and

GRAINING
left

on

All work done in the best
Slate promptly attended to.

manner.

$25,000.00
51.65

2,191.81
2,457.07

Due

on

Taxes, 1809, including

abatements, E. Bicktord,
Collector,
on Taxes, 1870, Including
abatements, E. Bickford,

Due

Collector.
Due from State, School Fund.

Orders

State of

in his wonderful and

$2,177.53

Counseller $*

Laboratory

t«2

Attorney

$40
will be

40,453.74

Maine Bonds,

OFFICE. HAYFOKD BLOCK,
Belfast, Ma

l

amusing Experiments and

A PURSE CONTAINING

2,434.46

Total Assets,
Balance Liabilities over assets, Viz: On Municipal War
Loan account,
$10,157.48
Ou Railroad account,
082,497.49

at Law!

MARCH ‘Jill

Gift Entertainment !

Grand

1,335.83

Stock in B. & M. L. R. R.,
Stock in same for Aid Loan,

MIOKEHHOIV,

EVENING

Prof. STONE.

$46,543.05
14,200.00

...

H.

HAYFORD HALL,
THIS THURSDAY

$753,398.02

141.49

1870,

Shop over FRANK B. KNOWLTON’S Store,
Helfant, Me,
High Street,
3m35sp

Boston and Portland Steamers call here daily
within six miles of Railroad communication with
daily trains for Boston and Portland. One of the
most desirable locations in Maine, lor the Hotel
and summer resort, sold on account ot business In
California demanding the Proprietor’s immediate
attention.
If not disposed of at private sale prior to May 1,
1871, the property will be sold at Public Auction, on
the 10th day of May.
Full particulars as to terms of sale &c., on application to the proprietor.
W. If. MATHEWS, Searsport. Me.
9w35
By C. C. CHARY, Searsport, Me.

$682,497.49

Cash In Treasury
Due on taxes 1868, deluding
abatements, D. L. Pitcher,

^

i rc

$60,743.05
500,000.00
101,900.00
$002,643.05

IN

one

GREENBACKS

of the HUNDRED PRESENTS GIVEN
AWAY TO-NIGHT.

To-Morrow Friday Evening,

beautiful CHAMBER SUITE of FURNITURE,
and a hundred other gilts.
43"No Entertainment on Saturday Evening next
N. B.—PROF. STONE, will continue next week
every night (except Thursday.)

a

a

Company,
19

EAST SUNDAY EVENING, on
Church, High,
or M“lcr Sts., a Black Silk
Over-skirt. The fiuder
will be rewarded
by leaving the same at the Post
Office,
awS6.

DOANE

|

guest s.
The location is more accessible to all parts of New
York and Brooklyn than any other house n the
city. The Broadway «tagcs pass the Hotel every
three minutes besides various lines ot -ire. t ears,
one of which intersects every other route in New
York.
it being 'out two blocks from Fulton Ferry, makes
it convenient lor those wishing to
sit the “City of
Churches,” as from this Ferrv dive- ge-ill the principal railroad routes in the city of Hrklyn.

GEO. N. & H. S. TERRY, Proprietors.
tyrtl

SOLDIERS OF THE WAR OF

on

HAS PASSED A I.AW, (JIVING
A Pension ot $s per month to the officers and
soldiers of the War of 1812, who served sixty da'or over, and to the widows of such as have died,
thus doing justice to this brave and meritorious
hand of Patriots.
I have all the Rolls and Records of ibis service,
and they are not to he found at any other place in
the State to my knowledge.
1 will give every sol
dier the benefit ot my iv-mr.ls t<- establish his claim
to a pension and I will ..-Tst him in the prompt
and speedy prosecution ot hi- claim. If the discharge
of the soldier is lost, those re.-ords are invaluable.
The fee is fixed by law, at ijeq. No charge made unless a pension is obtained.
Application can he made, in person, at my office
in Bangor, or by letter giving name of Company,
Officers, date and length ot service.
<
I*
IBUOW V.
Office near D. BtlGBKE’S Book Store, on Kendus-

CiONGRESS

(lie Nature, Treatment ami Radical

Cure of Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrhoea, induced by Sell-Abuse, Involuntary Emissions, Impotency, Nervons Debility, and Impediments to Marriage generally; Consumption, Epilepsy, and Fits;
Mental and Physical Incapacity, Ac.—By ROBERT
J. CULVERWELL, M. L>., Author of the “Green
Book," Ac.
The world-renowned author, In this admirable
Lecture clearly proves from bis own experience that
the awful consequences of Sell-Abuse may be effectually removed without medicines, and without

dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments,
rings, or cordials, pointing out a mode of cure at
once certain and effectual
by which every sufferer,
no matter what Ids condition may be,
may cure
himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
THIS

LECTURE WILL PROVE A BOON TO THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, on receipt of six cents, or two postage stamps
by addressing the publishers.
Also, DR. CULvERWELL’S “Marriage Guide,"
Price 25 cents.
Address the Publishers,
CHAS. J. C. KLINE A CO.,
12? Bowery, Hew York, P. O. Box 4,&80.

Iyr8

NOTICE !
A

SON,

CARRIAGE

:iino8l3

THE MEADOW KING

cause

having entered into
JTOWL
partnership for the purpose of carrying

18127

ATTENTION !

keag Bridge, Bangor.
Bangor, Feb. 20,1871.

Published, in a Sealed Envelope. Price six cents.

A Lecture

Hotel,

FULTON AND WATER STS.
A.
NT-.au Fulton Fkuuy.NF.W YORK.
This well known ami favorite Hotel has recently
been renovated, remodel- d and furnished new and
elegantly throughout. It is kept on the European
plan, and has ample accomodation for four hundred

MOWER !
MANll-ACTCRKI)
]!V

Gri-eirs Plyer& Co.,
Til (IMA NS U l 'HO, X. y.

HUMAN MISERY.
Juat

For sal*trnos'G

ST.,

lyrll

THE great

Boston.

United States

BOSTON,

•

1^0 8 1-!

Earth Closet

d £

!
!

driving.

5,000.00

Liabilities,

buy an Earth Closet., which Is a substitute for
the water-closet or common privy, and places within reach of all, rich and poor, in town and in the
country, a simple means for providing, in the house,
a comfortable private closet, affording comfort,
neatness and health. Friecs
to $35. Send for
Circulars to

to

fmblic,

5,000.00

ACCOUNT, VIZ:

ASSETS.
this day’

l'APElMIANGINtr, GRAINING, GLAZING,
WHITEWASHING, ENAMELING

EVERY

3mos34sp

2,500.00
5,000.00

Total,

A. CULLNAN,

in

BEMEFICIAL TO FEMALE9
Strengthening the body, invigorating the mind, and
giving tone and elasticity to tne whole system. The
Home Stomach Bitters are compounded with the
greatest care, and no tonic-stimulanthas ever before
been offered to the public so pleasant to the tasto
and combining so many remedial agents, endorsed
by the medical fraternity as the Pharmacopeia. It
coits but a little to give them a fair trial, and

2,500.00

Aug.
$509,000.09
Aug.
15, 1870,
45,000,00
II Temporary Loan Notes,
08,497.49

HOUSE PAINTER,

Appetizer

particularly

2,500.00

Railroad Bonds issued

See that the portrait of Dr.
Clarke is upon the label of each bottle. No other
is genuine. They arepuerly vegetable and will not
intoxicate.
tfsp

Painting
and Kecuperaut and in case of General
Debility, they have never in a single instance tailed
producing the most happy results. They are

$41,200.00

15, 1808,

no

Shop.

NO CAITALIPST IS TOO RICH
NO FARMERIS TOO POOR,
NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR

SEARSPORT, ME.

THE

GEO. C. GOODWIN & ('(>.,

by all Druggists.

SITUATED IN NORTH FORT,
one-half mile from Brown’s Coiner, on the shore road. The farm contains sixty
acres of land, hasa house, barn, shed, good well of
water, orchard, and two hundred cords ot standing i
wood, soft and hard, fills farm will be sold at good
advantage to the purchaser. Apply to
Mrs. ROBERT II. COOMBS,
tl.H
Belfast, March 1,1871.

OAKES ANOIER.

WELL KNOWN, Neitrfl|»ort House,
three stories high, finished in Modern Style,
and containing 35 or more large and convenient
rooms, is now offered for sale. Attached is a Stable
nearly new, 40x70, both House and Stable abundantly supplied with water. The LIVERY STOCK,
8 to 10 Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, Robes, &e.,
will also be sold.
This Hotel is the only Public House, in the place
is situated in the central part of vSearsport, at the
head of Penobscot Bay, one of tee most beautiful
bays in the world for fishing and sailing, which
renders Searsport a tine summer resort, one that
has already become very popular with the traveling
and whose patronage is constantly increasng. Fine roads afford every facility, for pleasure

If K STO R K I >
The best Roots, Herbs and Barks ei ter into tin*
composition «.f this Renndy, making it a simple
and safe, as weil a- an unfailing cute ’or all diseases
of the blood.

Wjjfrgcor.
1
!iil

Belfast, Me.

-o-

Railroad Bonds issued

Ask for Dr. Clarke’s Sherry Wine Bitters,
And take
other.

Are endorsed and
sicians than

IN

3,000.00

$70,900.53
OB RAILROAD

-—

Shop.

». A. RLOlIttKTT. having
lo oafed himself in his new Brick
Shop,onposite I.. A. Knowlton &
Co’s. Store, would inform lus old
customers and the needy
public, that,
he is ready to attend lo all jobs in Ills line, including Ship work and general repairing.
tiul
Belfast, Feb, .8, 1871.

A VALUABLE HOTEL STAND !

24,200.00

SPECIAL NOTICES.
--

Hartford, Conn.

NEW

Rare Chance for Sale

7,000.00

Total Municipal Loan,
Mayor’s orders outstanding,
Due School Districts,
Roll of accounts allowed this day,

yesterday.

This medicine is wit rout rue possibility of a doubt,
the very best remedy known lor the following and
all kindred diseases
fndipcstioii, < slice ness, Liver
('omptaint. Piles, Headache, Heartburn, Dyspepsia,
Dizziness. Scrofula, Salt fell inn. Lanyuo",Laziness,
Debility, Jaundice, ftutnlno'y, foul Stomach, *v*.
By the timely use of this medicine the blood is
I he system is
puritied. The appetite is restored
strengthened. The liver is invigorat*-I. The breath
is sweetened. The complexion is beautified.
And
the general health is

Blacksmith

5000 Best New Hampshire WHITE OAK AND
HICKORY SPOKES, from 1 1-8 to 2 3-1 inches
wide. Also a good Assortmnt ot seasoned HUBS,
I will warrant the above goods to be of the best quality and will sell at low prices. OW" Call at .ay store

l.ANdl.EY'S

day.
Other agents are making a clear protit of $>30 to
$40 per day.
We have a large assortment of Standard Subscription Books and we want energetic agents in
Send for our descriptive
every town and County.

Branch Vest

A V I) 111 IIS!

tf!3

I>11.

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS

THIK UNDERSIGNED, beg leave to announce
JL that they have opened a branch VEST SHOP
nt Monroe, in the store lately occupied by Timothy
Mayo, the hotter to accommodate their customers
and those wishing to work for them living in that
locality. There will be kept in connection with the
above a large and desirable stock of goods of all
kinds. Also the (Trover A Bakorand Hiirin
Hawing- Iflaclaino*. l>y upright dealings they
hope to merit the labor of an unlimited number
of good Vest Makers.
GwliL
POTK & QUIMBY.

AT

Buy mo, and I'll do you Good.”

A splendidly Illustrated Volume rioo pages.
One agent in Massachusetts cleared $15 in ouo

circulars and terms to agents.
BURR & CO., Publishers,

-GifAleo needles, oil and nil the fittings for both
Machines kept constantly on hand.
tl si»

1,000.00

$2,500.00

Interest semi-anngally,
Note, Oct. 18, 1870, 3 years,
Interest semi-annually,
1 Note, Oct.. 18, 1870, 4 years,
Interest semi-annually,
1 Note, Nov, 3, 1870, 3
years,
Interest semi-annually,
1 Note, Nov, 3, 1870, 4 years.
Interest semi-annually.
I Note, Nov. 3, 1870, 5 years,
Interest semi-annually,

The Uncivilized Races of lien in all Countries of
the World.

'MACHINES

$6,000.09

year,

1

WANTF.I

JUST RECEIVED.

Loan,
1 Note, Oct. 18, 1870,1 jear,
1

!

THE

No 1 Phenix Row.

SOLOMON
respectfully libels

( ourt to be informed that he was lawfully married
to his wife, Deborah B. Marshall on flic-day
ot July, l.Nii, at Port Latour, Nova Scotia, that
since there said intermarriage your libellant has b.

>

FLORENCE k HOWE

(^POHEIH

Total War

«

CELEBRATED

$314,943.03

LIABILITIES, VIZ:

GipseyJ

1

j

-o-

$6,857.39

Note. Aug. 23, 1802, 10 yeaas,
Interest annually,
1 Bond, Oct- 15.1872, 20 years,
Interest annually,
7 Bonds, Dec. 20,1363,20lyears
Interest annually,
3 Bonds, Feb. 15,1S64,20 years
Interest annually,
00 Bonds, Apr. 5,1805,20 years
Interest annually,

B. .MARSHALL of Belfast aforesaid,
and gives this Honorable

|

j

Carl & Morrison’s

$303,086.24

ARRIVED.
March 1. Sch Gen. Grunt. Johnson, Baltimore.
3. Sch Gipsey, King, Portland.
5. Sch Ann Eliza, (.’lark, Baltimore.
f>. Sells Benj. T. Crocker, Harding, Now Castle:
(Corn to Pitcher & Gorham; Lizzie Poor, Dickey,
Boston; Mazurka, Kimball, do.

To the Honorable, the Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court, next to be liolden at Belfast within
ami for the County of Waldo, on the first Tuesday
of January A. 1). 1S71.

one.

Leailing Healer*.

haved hiinsell towards his said wife as a faithful and
OF A GRIST MILL, and priviaffectionate husband, but that said Deborah, regardrun of Stones, two of them
less ot her marriage covenant and duty, in the
two Bolts; it i-* one of the best
month ot May, 1 Site, while ; oar libellant was abCountry Mills in the State, the lower part is constructed of Stone and Cedar. Also one Saw Mill in sent at sea, wilfully abandoned and deserted your
good repair with opportunities for other Machinery, libellant, without any justifiable cause, ami has conall the lumber manufactured linds a ready market, r.t tinuedsaid desertion to the present time,
W herefore y-»ur libellant piays that fie may be dithe Mill.
Also two Stores, Blacksmith’s Shop,
vorced from the bonds ot matrimony between him
House lots, &c., all situated in the flourishing \ iihis sai l wile.
S. I». MARSHALL,
and
of
which
is
distant
from
tide
or
water,
|
Monroe,
lage
Belfast. Nov. »», isro.
Belfast & M. I.. R. It. some six miles. Also in the
town of Jackson, several lots of valuable timber
W M.D-», as
;
lands, most of them containing a heavy growth of
Sup. .I lid. Corn I, Jan. leitii.l-Cl. y
Hemlock, Spruce, Hardwood and Cedar. The abov.
(>n the foregoing < >rderi d, That the libellant notify
lots lie six miles from the Mills in Monroe where |
the sai Deborah B. Marshall of the pendency there
the logs may be driven at small expense. Most ol
the land Is within four miles of B. & M. If. L. It. It. i of, by publishing an attested copy of Ids libel, and
The Hemlock Bark linds a market nt Plymouth which ! this ord* r thereon, three weeks successively In the
Is distant about ten miles, or at Belfast. For par
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, in
ticulars apply to
| tli-* County ot W’lihlo, tin- la.-t publication to be
before the m .M Da in of the Supreme JiiJOSEPH PALMER, Monroe Mills or BEN.J. j thirty days
B lfast. within ami for
ilieinl Court to he liolden
WILLIS. Bangor House, Bangor, Me.
tf30
i the County of Waldo on Ih-* third Tuesday ol April
next, that she may then and Jh< re appear and show
cause, if any she have, \\ iiy tho prayer of said libel> :
lant should not be grant* -i.
A
n.si -W. G. 1- RY K, Cl.kRIv.
ONE OR TWO BOOK AGENTS OF EXPERT
A 1 rue Copy ot libel and ord* r ot Court thereon.
ence and ability to canvass Belfast and Towns in
3»\33
ATTta
-W. (i ERYE, Ci.kRK.
the vicinity for

3w35

HARDWARE STORE,

every

J leges, with lour
(CONSISTING
French Burs, and

THE

HALE

on

1

of Belfast.

FOR

Unexpended in 1S69,
$08,814.27
Sales of $112,900 Bonds of ’68, 102,328.73
•*
45,000
>70, 40,007.74
Rec'd from Temporary Loans, 103,792.9c*

Stamp

Hold l».v all

IN THE TOWNS OF MONROE & JACKSON.

UNDERSIGNED, having been appointed,
by the Judge ot Probate for the County of Waldo, Commissioners upon the estate of Elijah B.
Crockett, late of Prospect, deceased, said estate having been represented insolvent. We therefore give
public notice that we will receive and examine claims
against said estate, and for that purpose will be in
session at the house of Nathaniel L. Littlefield, In
said Prospect, on the 18th day of March, 1871, and
on the 1st day ot April, 1871, from one o’clock to
lour in the afternoon of each day,
NATHANIEL L. LITTLEFIELD.

RAIL ROAD FUND.

WAS RETURNED.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

$28.

'MACHINES!

Bonds in

BELFAST.

$33. J STEERAGE,

$30,200.00

Unexpended,
l»OU'r OF

to

$2,440.98

$10,000.00

SHIP NEWS.

lm.il

SEWING

part,
99,358.75
Paid Temporary Loan Notes, 58,727.49

years.

Patent

$2,070.27

Exchanged for City War Loan Bonds,

Disbursed ou Mayor’s orders
for sub. to Stook. In lull, $150,000.09
Disbursed on Mayor’s orders
for Loan in aid of Road. In

NOT ONE

JOHN B. HARDING.

Equalization Fund,

9

Of 110,000 pairs sold last year by two leading Boston manufacturers, and warranted against ripping,

CABIN, $05 Nr $75, according to Location.
Tickets, $130, securing best accommo-

MAINE BOND ACCOUNT.

Wire

SHOES

Maine.

Prospect, March 1, 1871.

Unexpended,

VY»

Comfort, Elasticity, Durability and
Economy,
THEY EXCEL A_L OTHERS.

p

1,151.54

.,

Screw

BOOT*

Commissioners’ Notice.
39.86

LET, ON HIGH

I

District Court ok the Cm- ) |VI
lN ItANKUU‘“
ted Status. District of Me. )
In the matter of GEORGE A. PEA BODY, and
HOWARD L». CUMMINGS, Bankrupts.
DISTRICT OF MAINE SS :—A Wairant in Bankruptcy has been issued, by said Court, against tho
Estate both individual and partnership ol Geo. A.
Peaboilv and Howard D. Cummings, 1 the County
nf Washington, and State of Maine, in said District; they have been duly adjudged Bankrupts up
on Petition of their Creditors; and tho payment of
any debts, and the delivery of any property belonging to said Bankrupts, to them, or to their use, and
the transfer ot any property by them, are forbidden
by law. A meeting of the Creditors of said Bankrupts, to prove their debts, and choose one or more
Assignees of their Estates, will be held at a Court of
Bankruptcy to be liolden at Maehias.in said District,
on the loth day of April, A. D. Is.' 1, at J o’clock P.
M., at the office of Peter Timelier, one of the Registers in Bankruptcy ol said Court.
S.S. MARBLE,
2w33 U. 6. Marshal as Messenger lor said District.

MILES S. STAPLES, Belfast, Me.

FOR

Saturday,

and
and from

BANKRUPTCY NOTICES.

address

Cable

IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT warrants
have been duly issued to Ezra Bickford, a Constable ot said city, to notify and warn the inhabitants of this city, legal voters; to assemble at their
respective Ward Room on Monday March 13, l8?l at
9 o'clock in the forenoon, to give in their votes for
a Mayor, tor said city, and for one Alderman; two
Common Oouncilmen; one Constable; one Warden
and one Ward Clerk for each ot said Wards.
The Polls will be closed at said meeting at d o’clock
P. M.
The Board of Aldermen will be in session at their
rooms on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, March 9th,
loth and 11, from 2 to 5 o’clock, P. M., each day for
correcting the Check Lists and receiving evidence
of the qualifications of voters claiming the right ta
vote.
Copies of the Check Lists and the warrants are
posted as required by law.
Attest—JOHN II. QIJIMBY, City Clerk.
35
Belfast, March 0,1871.

4.86

Rooms to Let!

»

THE

$102.65

$35.00

can

GET A PAIR OF

NOTICE

$10,621.65

L' nexpended,

claims

*w34

STEAMERi

Wednesday

INTERMEDIATE,

$8,430.04

Appropriation ior 1S70,
Unexpended ior 1869,

ment

NEW YORK AND GLASGOW,
at Londonderry to land Mails and Passen-

City

8,335.04
1

BOUNTIES
due soldiers who enlisted between May 4, and
July 21, 1801 and were discharged for disability, not
having served two years.
Those entitled to the above, or any other govern-

are

Parties sending for their friends in the Old CounFor furtry can purchase tickets at reduced rates.
ther particulars apply to HENDERSON BROTHERS,? Bowling Green, N. Y., Or to COX & FIELD,
Insurance Agents, Belfast, Maine.
»5m35*

90.20

Mayor’s orders,

Soldiers

Cabin Return
dations.

$6,000.00
Appropriation for 1870,
State School Fund,
141,49
Unexpended Fund, 1869,
1,357.59
94.97
Repairs Dist. 1,
Raised by Central Dist.,
2,000.00
Dist. No, 8,
200.00
Rec’d of Central Dist. Agent,
707.60

MARKET.

10a 18c per lb.
Sheep and Lambs—Extra and select lots at $1 50
a? 25; ordinary lots $2 uua4 00; Lambs 0 OOaO 00, or
from 3 1-2 to 8 1-2 per lb.
Nearly all ol those from
the West were owned by butchers of taken at a
commission.
Swine—Store Bigs. None in market, Fat Hogs—
2000 iti the market; prices 8 1-1 a.8 3-4 per lb.

FIRST

$2,200.00

SCHOOL FUND.

Applying.

CATJLE

$125.74

Appropriation ior 1870,

Mailed Free to

ending Wednesday, March 1.]
At market for the current week—Cuttle 027; Sheep
anp Lambs 7.7'::’. Swine 20OU; number ol Western
Cattle si?; Eastern Cattle 30; Working Oxen and
Northern Ooo; Cattle h it over from last week 00.
Brices ot lteef Cattle, per loo lbs, the total weight
of hides, tallow and dressed Beet—Extra quality
$11 50a 1200; first quelito lo 75a 11 25; second quality
10 OOalO 50; third quality 0 OOa'j 75; poorest grade ol
coarse Oxen. Bulls, &>•.", $i» boats 5o,
Brighton Hides 7 l-2aSc. Brighton Tallow 0 l-2c;
Country Hides 7 l-2a8c; Country fallow tie per lb;
Sheep and Lamb Skins $1 7512 50c each; Calf Skint*

Mar, 2.

a

of them are black. In the choice of scats
three of them chose s;ats in a row
just in
trout of Gen. Ranks, while the other two
were sandwiched elsewhere
among the
white Republican members.

a

Mayor’s orders,

ware

TIIE COLORED CONGRESSMEN.

'There

by

[For tha

on

Ll.YE

f 1111E subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1
concerned, that In* 1ms been duly appointed
and taken upon himself tho trust of Administrator
of the estate of Ilannnh L. Higgins, late of Belmont,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; lie therefore requests all pursosn
who are indebted to said deceased’s e.niic to maku
immediate payment, ami those who have any do
mands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
3w33
KBKN l-'LA(i(i.

of the war of 1312, who served sixty days, or their widows who were married previous to Dec. 24, 1314, are entitled to a U. S.
Pension of $3 per month.

gers.
The Steamers of tills favorite line are built expressly for the Atlantic Passenger Trade, and fitted
up in every respect with all the modern improvements calculated to insure the safety, comfort, and
convenience of passengers.
Passage Rates, Payable in Currency,
TO GLASGOW, LIVERPOOL & LONDONDERRY

PAUPER FUND.

W. H. SIMPSON, Publisher,
Belfast, Maine.

BRIGHTON

every

Calling
$4,ttoo.00

Unexpended,

Persons
Address

$5,633.92

Appropriation for 1870,

Disbourscd

$2,00 per year in advance.

Specimen Copies

Sail,

HIGHWAY FUND.
Cash

conveyance.

Snliscriptiou,

AICHOR

$44,633.92

shape

PORTLAND,

Bangor,

WAR OF 1812.

Everybody Address with 15 cents,
R. M. D. MOOR,

3w35*

rpHE

Law & Pension Agent.
2m34
Maine.

No. I Main St.,

lUlJlJlJljljl

for

$4,392.17
Mayor’s orders,
on City War Loan, 3,012.67
Railroad Bonds, 37,229.08

tha

1

British Artillery ,-er\i<v. and
Dunkirk.

Disbursements

1870, viz.:

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
JL concerned, that In- lias been duly appointed
and taken upon himselt the trust of Executor of
the lust will of Thomas Shufe, late ol Stockton,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, an-: those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
3w33
LEONARD SIIUTE.

OFFICERS,

OR EAT

THE

$39,000.00
Disbursed on
Paid Interest

post office orders,
registered letters, or other safe

1

tlii

and

SOLDIERS AND SEAMEN, WHO
served sixty days in the War ot l»12, or the
widows of such married previous to ISIS are non
entitledtoa pension of $8 per month. I hate all tl e
rolls and records ol' such service, and superior advantages for presenting claims, can apply in p< raon
or by letter.
All persons entitled that want their
claims prosecuted promptly should apply to the reliable agency'
II. C'.
AOUITOY,

*l

CONTINGENT FUND.

must all

Send cash in

WAROF 1812.

WHITE!
THE OLD VETERAN COMEDIAN,
is
which
enougli to warrant them a full house.
Admission,.35 cts.
20
Children, under 12 years of age,
Reserved Seats,
50
Doors open at 7 o’elock--Commence at 8.
E. 1*. HARDY, Manager
O. S. HOLDEN, Agent.
lw

$14,000.00
Appropriation lor 1870,
Raised for Municipal Loan,
25,000.uo

9.00

time, with

one

11,

AND

18,420.00

Premiums to be deducted from
The

O I¥

|"HIE

nPIIE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
A.
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust ot Administrator
of the estate of James White, late of Bella t, iu the
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond us the
law direct*; he therefore requests ill persons who
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
3w33
WIL II. BURRILI

PHOIOGIIAPIIIC MATEIUAIiH.
4mos31

HANK

$371,126.48
2,177.53

For 20 Subscribers & one copy

cash sent.

HALL, Belfast,

CLARK!

Total Expenditures.
Balance cash in Treasury this

Appropriations

4 00

to person sending.

GRAPHOSCOPES,
YOSEMITE.
E. &. H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
5t)i Broadway, New Yoke,
Opposite Metropolitan Hotel,

The GREAT VOCAL CLOWN & COMIC SINGER

road Bonds due Feb. 1871,

$1.50

SLIDES

NEW VIEWS OF

CLARK & HARDY, Proprietors.
one of their origiual entertainments at

$373,304.01

and ono copy

to person

Also^
PHOTO LANTERN

and

SA T UR DA Y E VE., March

18,809,08

day,

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
JL cone* rued, that lie has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
ot the estate of John Seavcy, lute of Frankfort, in
the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as
the law directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor settlement
to him.
3w.J3
JOHN W. SKAVEY.

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

$308,086.24

Paid

f

Invite the attention ot the Trade to their extensive
assortment ot the above goods, of their own publication, manufacture and importation,

give

HAYFuRD

$373,304.01

Receipts,

Ordered, That, the said Kxecutor, give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County,on the second Tuesday
of March next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and «hew cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
ASA THURLOUGII, Judge.
A tru.-copy. Attest—B. P. Field Register. 3w33

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

$688,500.00
THORNDIKE, City Treasurer.

Minstrels and Brass Band.
Will

ance.

FRAMES.

WHITMORE & CLARK’S

FUNDS.

JAMES

CII ROMOS,

The Old Favorites!

60.00

$150,000.00
scription,
Paid Mayor’s orders, City Aid
Loan,
99,358.75
Paid Temporary Loan Notes &
58.727.49
Interest,

subscriptions and
forward, with following offer of premiums for yearly subscribers :

j

1,677.83
25,000.00

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
February A. D. 1871.
B. WILLIAMS, Executor of the last
will ot Rosannah Dodge, late of isleboro, in
said County of Waldo, dec* used, having presented
hi? first and final account ol Executorship for allow-

VIEWS,
ALBUMS,

HE’S GOT TO COME!

500.54

arrival of

STEREOSCOPES,

$545,561.95

The present Organization consists of 1 ComediMarch 6,1871. Paid Mayoi's orders
ans, 3 Clog Dancers,
Song and Dauce Artists,
Orchestra of 0 pieces, a full Quartette, Brass Band
$4,392.17
Contingent Fund,
of 12 pieces, led by THEODORE J. ALLEN, assist
Paid Mayor’s orders Highway
ed by HERMAN MILLER, the celebrated TromFund,
4,674,20
bone Soloist, re-engugcinent oi the celebrated ARMPaid Mayor’s orders School Fund, 8,335.04
STRONG BROTHERS, late ot CARNCROSS &
2,200.00
Pauper
DIXIE’S Minstrels, Philadelphia, who as Clog
Fire Dept.
Dancers have few equals and no superiors. CHAR874.50
Fund,
LEY AUSTIN, the great Song and Dauce Man
Paid Mayor’s orders Cemetery
MASTER JOHNNY, the Champion Single Clog,
35.00
Fuud,
EDDIE LINCOLN,the popular Balndist, THOMAS
Paid Mayor’s orders Liquor Fund, 2,070.27
i MA\NAKD, the celebrated Violinist uud Leader
$22,687 24 of Orchestra, JOHNNY ARMSTRONG, Elute and
School Committee’s orders RePicolo, said to be the best in America, extraordinary
95.00
engagement of MON S. GOROUX, the Great French
pairs No. 1,
110.25 Juggler and Dancing Barrel Performer.
Paid Pensions, State of Maine,
The ManPaid Interest on City War Loan
agers take great pleasure in announcing this artist
Bonds,
3,012.07 in connection with their Mammoth Minstrel Troup,
In all his wonderlul acts of Juggling, Dancing Bar$25,811.10 rel, Balancing, &c., in which he challenges the world,
the whole being under the direction of
RAILROAD FUNDS.
Paid Mayor’s orders, City SubGEORGE M.

Low Taxes

cure

$119,500.00

issue,

$246,129.37
Total

76,000.00

on

11,000.00

TIMO.

58.33

$112,900 Bonds, 1868 $102,328.73
1870
45,000
40,007.74
Temporary Loans, payment of
Subscription,
19,782.90
Temporary Loans, payment ot
84,010.00
Aid,

Markets, &c.

are

289.90

Sales of

Correspondence,
Paragraphs,

All persons

Total

$127,174.64

Editorials, News,

cratic,

Treasury,

$152.25

Received Int. and Ex. on Slate oi
Maine Bonds,
Received Municipal Loan,
Received City Clerk lor Licenses,

Sketches,

Politically

Maine, Pen-

$569,000.0n

$088,500.00

857.80

$

Agriculture,
Tales & Poetry,

406,000.00

Total,
$014,000.00. sold for
Held as
Collateral 63,500.00
In City

EVENING,

AT 10 O’CLOCK,
Express Train Irom Boston, for
Rockand, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Castlne, Deer
Isle, Sedgwick, So. West Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge, Jouesport and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Tuesday
morning at 6 o’clock, touching at the above named
landings.
For lull particulars inquire of ROSS & STUDIVANT, 171) Commercial Street, Or CYRUS STUDI
VANT, General Agent.
t(3i
Portland, Feb. 25,1871.
Or

TOTAL SALES OF SAME, VIZ
’OS, $569,000.00, sold for $505,554.21
Loan’70,
45,000.00, sold for 40,007.74

90.20

Received of State oi Maine, School
Fund 1868—09,
Received oi State Bal. of Equalization Funds,

devoted to

Local

Agt

FRIDAY

14.000.00
139,000 00

At a Probate Court hold at Belfast, within and for
the County ol Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
February, A. L>. 1871.
D. SAWYkE, widow of John G. Saw
yer, late ol Montville, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that an alIowa nee may be made her from the personal estate
of said eceasod.
Ordered, That the said it eh«l [). give notice to nil
persons interested bycuu.-i: g a copy of this order
to be published tlirei we
=ucci s-ively in
the
t Belfast, that they
Republican Journal prim*
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday ol March next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and shew cau.-e, if any they have, why the
prayer ot said petition should not be granted.”
ASA TilLJKLOUGH. Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3w33

RACHEL

!

WEEK.

Cttpt. CHAS. DEERING,
notice) Xlailroud

$10,000.00

1870,

PEH

Will leave (until further
Wharf, Portland, every

Loan

$767.60

$

Publisher calls attention to its

6,867,39
AND RECORD-

44,500.00

the

to

The Favorite Steamer
LEWIS TON,

62,99

$ 2.900 00
102.85

HIP

275.30

Total issue of 180S,
89 Bonds $500 eaah,
76 Bands $i000 each,
Total issue of

OWK

2,446,96*

100 Bonds $100 each,
70 Bonds $200 ach,
278 Bonds $600 each,
406 Bond6 $1,000 each,

1,800.00

Agt

PROBATE NOliCTS.

PENOBSCOT* MACHIAS.

VIZ:

$125.74
2,191.81

RAILROAD BONDS ISSUED
ED, VIZ:

$1,100.00

Bean, City

Iteceivedof M.P. Woodcock,
Central District,
Received of T. C. Nickerson,
District 15,

the Journal to
new

Highway Fund,
School Fund,
Fire Department Fund,
Cemetery Fund,
Liquor Agency Fund,
Railroad Fund,

$32,989.24

Poor, Sup’t of

Cemetery,

s

mi

D.

Liquor Agent,

insideIhne

$5:633.92

APPROPRIATION^UNEXPENDED,

12,000.00

Fuller, City

Liquor Agent,

Received of A.

COLUMN

Contingent Fund,

18,900.00

Bickford, taxes,

1870,

ENLARGED!

>

«

E.

oi

ARRANGEMENT,

COMMENCING MAKCH 10.

APPROPRIATIONS OVERDRAWN. VIZ.

THORNDIKE, City Treasurer.

1809,

Received

SPRING

j

In Account with T. Thorndike,
City Treasurer.
1671. Balance in Treasury March 7, 1870, $03,080.38
March 6, Received oi D. L. Pitcher, taxes, 1868,
$2,089,24
Received of E. Bickford, taxes,

JOURNAL

$692,654.97
601,900

above,

as

$90,754.97

City of Belfast.

REPUBLICAN

32

Less Stock

or

To the City Conncil
Gentlemen: 1 herewith submit the annual stntemct, showing the amount oi money received and
expended for Municipal purposes, lor Schools, for
interest on City Loan, on the account of Railroad
and Loan to same, and for administering the government for this city, for the year ending this day.

$

-.

...

City

A

A

City Treasurer.

of

Report

a
on

Cothe

BUSINESS

In all Its branches, at Poor’* Milla, Belfast,
informs the public they are ready to attend to busit le r lme*
•». TOWL A SON.
ue,Vw
Belfast, Jan. 1,1871.
3w'M*

The

simplest, ohcnpo.t, light.-st draught machine
existence; has no side draught, nouscless boxes,
hearings; easily managed; has no hinges or
joints, the pitman protected from obstructions of
any kind or si/e; always in line. Knife running
equally well in any position, Ironi a horizontal to a
perpendicular. This mower lias been thoroughly
tested, and is adapted to rough land, having a tloating cutter bar. We invite the attention ot Farmers
and others interested in Mowers, to examine our
Mkadow Kino the coming season.
For selling agencies and descriptiv e catalogue,
apply to or address
FIIGII. AT WOO M, Winterport,
General Agent for Maine.
Feb. 20, 1871,
fiw33
in

or

A

S.

JL U C E
at Law!

Attorney
IIAH'OKH BLOCK.

Belfast, Maine,

All business entrusted to his care will meet with
prompt attention.
Best of reference* given if required.
t!34

pniVAIU) NIJIOXTOX,
Attorney at Law!
AND CONVEYANCER AT
SAIN'T TAUL, Minnesota.

Special attention paid to conveyancing and examination of titles of Real Estate; The
payment
of taxes; or Th collection and investment of monpurchase and sale of Lots and Lmd* in the
ey; The
of
Saint
Paul, elsewhere in MinueBota.
city
Post Office address, 218 Third Street, 8n4nt
Paul, Minnesota.
tf.'H

marguerite—Massachusetts Bay,
Tic. r"’>ii:s '.mg la the
blossoms grew:
1
imnu'i M»rrow
Knew!

1769.

i

the buds and the robins

raining Dog?.

*

train a puppy from an intelligent stock.
That
poodle's grandfather ran one
in the i
hundred nights hand-running
‘Orphan’s Friend, or Innocence Avenged,’
A3fCY.-Any lady or gentleman
can make $1,000 a month,secure their own hapin the old country, and his grandson !
piness and independence, by obtaining FSYCHOlearns most anything at one showing.
SlANCY, FASCINATION, or SOUL-CHARMING.
Fond of him ? Of course lam. I have
400 page?: cloth. Full instructions to use this pow
er over men or animals at will, how to Mesmerize,
seen tight times, but I would just as soon i
| become Trance or Philosophy ot Omens and Dream
think of selling a child of mine as of part- j
T io extensive use of these watches for the last Brigham Young’s Harem, Guide to Marriage. Ac,,
all contained in this book; 10",ooo sold; price by
ing witlfhim. That dog would steal for fifteen years by Railway Conductors,
Engineers and mail, in cloth $l.‘?o, paper covers $1. Notice.—Aliy
me if I told him to.1*
the most exacting of watch*wearers, person willing to act as agent will receive a sample
Expressmen,
“Are you kept pretty busy ?*’
copy of the work free. As no capital is required,
“FretH much so, though alone, as a has thoroughly demonstrated the strength, steadi- all desirous ot genteel employment should send tor
ness, durability and accuracy of the Waltham Watch.
the book, enclosing 10 cts. for postage, to 1. \V.
business it would not keep me.
At night
EVANS A CO., 41 South Sth St. Philadelphia.
that class in all these respects, is to deI am a scene-shifter. Americans have to To .-atisfy
a.-* to the real value of these timebe educated up to my art. There, is get- cide the question
v aricocele, Fistula, llermorrhoids, i
Irritable Bladder, Starvation of the Blood and
ting to be a private taste for it. Christ- keepers.
Nerves
by exhausting discharges, Circumcision a
More than .>00.000 of these watches are now
mas
week I sold tour dogs at a good
cure for arrest of developement. 4! pages.
L'octs.
speaking for themselves in the pockets of the peo- By E. 11. Dixon. M. D.. New York P. O. ‘‘Every
were
all
price. They
good romping dogs.
and a guarantee of their superiority
line from the pen of Dr. Dixon is of value to the
It takes a good deal of patience to in- 1 ple—a proof
whole human raco.—Horace Greeley.
ovt all others.
struct a dog thoroughly.
It ain’t hard t-»
The superior organization and great extent of the
make him fetch and carry, nor to jump
HEIIICAL
V?<»Ol4
BKAI
and
IS 8ECHGTN for Ladle? and
Company’s Works at Waltham, enablesthem to pro- u
through a hoop, but when it comes to duce
watches at a price which renders competition Gents. Sent free for U stamps. Dr. Bon.p.nte A
balancing, and playing dead, and crip- tutile, and those who buy any other watch merely ( Co., Cincinnati, O.

“Dogs Educated!” Such was the in- |
scription on a neatly’ painted tin, with I

notice nHived, that business could be at- ;
tended to “only between tin; hours of 1<>
lay,
and 2 o'clock.” We remember very disr
'!i
nn
g<n\ t I' ll the light ot the ;
tinctly the signs on the Pont Non!-—“On
April day.
coupe les chiens et les chat, et on via en |
1 In n.;b ibe dusty window curtained by the j
ville”—and wondering what new phase ;
spider’' warp and woof.
the profession could be found, we
»u lb1' lo i-fdvd ilmir of hemlock, on oaken j of
j
mounted three flights of stairs, deliber- J
ibs ,,f
knocked
at a door, expecting to be j
1
ate.ly
1
d-;uih*' fad al patchwork. the teacups j answered
by a clamorous barking, but
on tin .'land.
v
we
wepe
i
mistaken, lor nothing canine
I wi:h 11 ax 'ii tangle as it dropped
hand
!
from h'T 'i'-k
was audible.
Presently the door opened
and a very pleasant person, the master of
Wnat ! h nv;i< the song of the robin, or warm
tin' premises, on our expressing the demorning light,
la.-, in tin trance of the dying, heedless sire for full information, politely ottered
"f
nd or sight?
us a chair, and gave us some interesting
1 »■•:»*■ was the work of her hands, she had eaten details of his method of instruction.
her bitter bread :
“You do not mean to say that you
Th-- w rid o! the aiien people lay behind her make a
regular profession of it, do you?”
dim and dead.
“Oh. yes, certainly—though there ain't
l’les”—
1’ n her
ml went ba«-k to us child-time: she
more than three in the whole country as ;
“\\ hat’s that ?
'UW
h<- -mi oYrtl >w
Most of them com- j
follows it strictly.
W uii _• Id i!
Ibisin of Minas and <e*. over (fas- bines exhibitions with their
“(ietting lame. It’s a matter of six
animals, or i months.
A good letter dog that makes
pereau.
has a line of fancy d -gs in connection
no mistakes is good for a years work.”
1‘ii" i-o.v. b:,rr 1:!i' at ebb tide, the rush of the
with the business. Sometimes I have a
•How i< the tetter trick done r‘
'••a at 11
1
few nice dogs to sell, sent to me by my
“Well, there is lots of humbug about it.
Idiroiuh the mland creek and ri\er, from
Pnglish connections, but Pm rather suspi- It don’t go much beyond finding out yes
d.ho lo upland wood ;
cious about them mostly. Pm afraid they ami no.
Though I’ve seen a dog as could
i in _iiiI> in the n d oi morning, the fish1
have been stolen in the old country.
most spell
h iwk'< ri'e and fall.
Wellington Certainly the
I
ii 11 -l lie fog in moonshine over the dark generally can tell a stolen dog.”
letters is rubbed with some kind of smell?”
“And. pray, how
eori't Wall.
ing stutf, and the man makes signs to the
“Why <ome of the signs is easy. A dog. That poodle's lather knew two
'h" -aw the face of her mother, she hoard the
is
a
rare
in
America.
real Isle of Skye
dog
letters certain, O and I, and never made
If he's good lie don't leave home; he's a mistake.
\;:d f-.r-Ml. la.inti>, slowly, the hell for vespers
Begging your pardon, sir,
It's the
worth more there than here.
not knowing your polities, he was most
with the most high-bred dogs.
I v h* r ! 1 :11• Irii'd-faccd niislr«*ss sat sniooth- same ease
entitled to vote.”
nest
The
le wrinkled .'heel,
place for a thorough-bred
“What is the price of a regular first11
lb
i t*
ii;-- f u e so helpless, and feeling
Pnglish dog, especially a fancy dog, is at class performer, such :i" would draw at a
b
-e..id feet.
homo. A dog that is stolen is mostly circus ?'■
taken from rich people, who don't uatch
AV'it Ii
\ue n-morse atoning for her greed
“You can’t put any fixed price on a
and long abuse,
him enough. Then, when you have got star
dog. I have been offered stsot.) for
lb
>i
no bum' hi-eded, and pity too late lor
him, his ways indicate former good and
here, by a professional is was going
U'c.
He won’t sit down on the Billy
kind handling.
to the Brazils.
A good dog, one that
I’p ’.'ii' of ihe garret softly the soil of the bare iloor when there is a strip of carpet, could
play in the ‘Montargis* piece, and
mi'tl-i-" 'ieppi d,
and, what is strange, and I believe 1 have had
good size, and looked the part, 1 see,
la -.iicd o' er the In id-board, covering his lace
particularly observed it, when he barks was sold in Manchester this summer for
a id; his baud', and
wept.
at a beggar it ain’t as much on account
£*JbO.
Three years ago. Bill’s half brother
»ii' -:
I,
ihe mother w ho watched him, sharp- of his
rags, but because the dog has been was sold
me for £4">0.
lie went to
!>. will) l.p'W a-frown,
accustomed to people who were cleanly California. byThe
last [ heard of the. party
‘A h i:
1 ‘n «* v..ii the papist, tin- beggar, the
in their habits; not to put too fine a point was
charge of the town?”
that he had retired from the. business
to it. who were sweet scented, and lie
and was running for the legislature.
I
1> -i
or beggar, who lies here, I know
can't stand bad smells.
Except you buy hires out dogs sometimes. I have got
mu! (. >.l knows
a dog, or a puppy, from a very particutwo travelling now with a minstrel troupe.
1 !«.ve her. aw; fain would go with her wherclar friend, I am safe in saying in London, I
e\ i- 'in goes !}
get S-d for the month for the two. Inand just as likely in New York, nine- sides a
'» mother!
guarantee of 840O in ease they are
sweet face came pleading, tor
tenths of the full-grown dogs sold are
not returned.”
love mi athirst;
V •: >a\\ hut the town-charge: I knew her stolen.’*
“JJon t they sometimes throw up their
on train dogs, then .J
(Judd angel at tirst."
and come back to you ?’’
•*I prepare the subjects for preformanee. engagements
“So they does, and it is a very trying
•making her gray head, the mistress hushed
Mostly I takes a puppy from his birth
dow n a hitter cry :
of
tlie
business, and expensive telepart
\ud. av-'d hv the'ilencc and shadow ol death and brings him up; sometimes a dog is
graphing over tin' country about dogs.
But I don’t do Of
drawing nigh.
sent to m-* to educate.
course. I have to whip them, and keep
anything in monkeys. They arc very them until called for. There was one
Mi" inrmtir. d a ’Malm of the bible, hut closer
troublesome : kind of uncertain-like. You
ii young girl pressed,
dog I owned once that broke loose twenty
'Villi til" 1 :i't of her life ill her titigers, the cross think, after so much pains, you have got
I couldn’t break him of it.
times.
At
to her hr. ast.'
one. that is well up in his part, regularly
last he would run lip the steps, look over
do
to
credit
but
and
;
•'Mv s.ni.niiiie away," cried the mother, her
likely
you
posted,
the threshold at me or keep the other side
\ ..ruel grown :
one
tine morning you find he has bolted of the
street, just so as to have a sight of
•'M,
M joined
t.> her idols like Ephruim, let
his work, clean forgotten it. and you have
me, and then, kind of satisfied, would
her alone!"
The public is ento begin over again.
clear out again. That little retriever is
J'.iit he km 11 v. ith his hand on her forehead, his tirely mistaken about him.
(Jenerally just worthless when away from me. and
the rule in monkey-training is to give him she is a
li| to her ear.
very intelligent dog. D uly, my
And lie ralli-d 1 :i< k the soul that was passing :
a good licking at the start, and then to
slippers, pipe, tobacco, aiid a match."
‘•Marguerite, do you hear?”
keep up a lively hiding all the time. These orders were given very quickly,
Hi" pa;i-.‘d mi the threshold of heaven : love, Most
especially this will hold good with and the dog scampered around she room
pity, surprise.
llie smaller kind, though 1 have heard
and brought what was wanted, one thing
AV i'tfni. i.-nder. lit up for an instant the cloud
tell that the bigger the monkey the more
of her yes.
after the other.
“Talking about dogs, l
like a man he i<. and the more sensible. can train
a dog to he a regular lire exWith his heart on his lip- he kissed her: but
Yerv few people know more about
lew -T "In ek grew
ed.
tinguisher. They scent lire and smoke in
monkey habits than I do."
And tiw w’ords the living long for fie spake \v.
1 had a big dog once who
a moment.
••Where did you learn the business?”
the ear of the di ad.'
could put out an ordinary
lire in a
‘•In England, sir, most forty years ago. moment
And lie robins-ang in the orchard, where buds
; he would roll over and over in
As
a boy ! travelled with a
sir.
booth,
to bios-.mi'
rew :
it, even though it burned him. until lie
»
We had a kangaroo, a wild boar, and a
t.
Id Id-a I liand- and the -till face never the
put it out."
trained dog. I rose in the business, and
robins knew !
-Imix (J. WilITTIKlt.
“You si-em to he an nthusiast : have
me and that same dog was professional
read much of .logs?”
I was once one of you
over three years.
for
Sonq.
“Oh. yes, sir. '1 here is no reading I
the under-keepers oi the monkey lodge at likes so
well.
Mr. Pmlwer’s romance
J’.V I h N’.
K.i lt<; K. I.fNT.
1 might have
the Zoological (hardens.
dogs is poetry dogs, but no equal to Mr.
been
now but for a : accident.”
there
* hi. *ii'
-aid, l.4i away, o'er the blue-rolling
Dickens’ dogs. They D true to the life,
•'How was that ?”
wav".
and if dogs could speak, for they do think,
i"
I
i'land- of verdure, unchanging and
‘'Why, you see, sir, we had a very large they would talk just like Mr. Dickens*
bright.
company of monkeys, and the whole, of dogs.
V. here thr wind has a voice, like a shell’s from
Only one tiling, sir, and if you
them, except the very rare and savage don’t think it a
it' cave.
liberty, 1 shall presume to
Lords and remark
I'h ii
m
ini tie whole suit 1 in a dream of de- ones, was divided into lots.
which it i- in regard to dogs, do
commons we
used to call them, or senalight.
what you may. good or had treatment,
! tors and representatives. The monkeys
never will perform their tricks and
Tin i*■ ila murmur of ocean, that falls oil the
kind of understood the distinction, and they
shore.
Now, to make you
carry a good tail.
stood
on
their
each
E .ut' in rli'tanee awav with a nm-i.-like tone. ;
privileges,
party understand, do you see that yellow-spot\ ml tin- 'W"
bird
tlines
his
lovedaileti
wire
divided
from
Hie
other
a
singing
by
being
ted dog? That dog knows we are talklore.
lattice. They could, if tln*y wanted to.
I war l-ow
ing about him, and he’s pondering on us
w ho-.-bright
ro-c', forever are
their
hands
feet
but
and
squeeze
through,
Mown.
Dogs dor- a deal of pondering. That
as
sure
as
ascertain
did.
just
just
any
dog’s an inventive dog. sir, and is capable
\ud lie g!.>r\ of summer, so freshly and green.
would some monkey on tin* other side of
1'Ii•.g' i:- |o\. ;:W" \. r them all tin year long.
striking oil* for himself a perfectly
bite them; so, save making faces at one
And the days 11i<• it awav, like a fairy-built j
original line of characters, only, sir, when
another and (dialling of themselves, they
s.
II".
up to the beauties of Ills part, hiuspired, I
'Mid lb" rapture of beauty and fragrance and
were as orderly a set of politicians as you
may say, regular hiuspired, lie will drop
song.
j would want to see. One day the upper his tail. Some dogs draw their tails more
< diMIwre eonl.| w
ll\. till the world and its
keeper (knowM nothing about monkeys, than others: some carries them right hesell el ill s.
sir.) handed me a pretty nice specimen tween their legs, which takes ever so
1.ike
..ii
loiid-galhi-red pageant, grew distant from middle Afriea.
Says he, "Size much away from the ’traction of the pier *.
and dim.
that monkey and put him in his own deThen- ihe light of our life should be paradiseMay be, sir, you don’t know much about
the
smaller
monkey- plays where the dog is tile actor. The
partment.” Now,
dreams.
we
and
called
number
the
And t' musi all nature's perpetual hymn!
two,
larger ■female lady character say-: “()h!m\
ones number ones.
So, seeing he was
let the de A a r f.,r gold, with Ins w.arisome
dog’ my faithful dog! how joyously lie
in
1
him
the
twos, hounds thiunder-sized,
rare.
popped
way ! W'e are saved ! \Ye are
<«rope for In art-ehiiling treasures, that freeze which was the member of parliament side.
saved! lie conies! He comes!” Now to
a“ W
He seemed to take to it right off and made see a
elasp.
dog come in with his tail down like
\ ia! Ha- minion of fane- for that phantom of air,
friends quite naturally.
His chums kind a
;
t'iii'" lli<
luii'-ilti! h i':.'ties that break in the
whipped cur takes all the life out of the
of trooped all around him, and he kept
piece. Dog human nature notwithstand| chattering away, and they listening like ing any of the arts of man, will show itself
l1- :1 dearer Ilian all. of which poets have told.
and all was a gaing on as there. Once I
everything,
..nr life and our love in those magical
got acquainted with an
serene as
a quarter session.
That very Italian.
lie knowed most as much as any
AVh- iv thr hear!'' daily sunshine could never ! night you would have thought the very man I ever saw on
dogs. Ho had a big
devil had broken loose. Such a shriekgrow cold,
as was a most natural
spaniel
dog.
\n ! our bo|.e- and our joys fed forever on
and gnashing and tearing 1 never I seen dog,
ing
that
Sindh's.
dog perform a dozen times,
did hear.
Hang me if the little monkeys and that dog had no drop in his tail,
hadn't made a sortie, broken bounds into
his play was cowed like and not
A Corps-' Driving a Horse.
the big monkeys’ house, and the awfullest though
Of course, his master would not
; free.
! tight was going on you ever see. What let mi handle him. But I
paid a friend
Dr. Win. I»ir -1,who resides at do!) tin strangest thing was, that the litth- j
of mine to have that dog sent to me once,
>oiith Cherry street, died at 0 o'clock last monkeys were
tin*
ones
like
lug
whipping
j
just for ten minutes, and I found it out
veiling under the most peculiar circum- smoke. Evidently a-leading of them was The
dog was nicked, sir; the muscles at
stances.
About half an hour previous to tin- new comer. Like a good
he
general
the joint of his tail had been clean cut. so
hi- demise he had driven to the residence wasn't
doing much of the lighting, but that lie couldn’t drop or wag it if lie tried.
"I conductor K lward Wells, near the Dewas all over the
edge at the same time, a
Ili.it ain't true art, and I’m above it.
catur depot, who lay very ill of inflam; rking of himself, a-lashing of his tail,
It’s tie* ambition of
however,
matory rheumatism. After leaving some a-grinding of his tusks, and chattering to sueeeed on that onemy life, I
point.
suppose
instructions with his patient he got into and
gibbering as 1 never saw a monkey ! if I had a very young puppy, and trained
his buggy, and started his horse homegibber before, Hv the time we had in- him up alone, apart from any other dog.
|
wan!.
| tertered, one line Senegal monkey had !I and we neither of us ever lost our temSudden death, like a stroke; of lightning, been most chawed
up, and several of the | pers. we might .succeed.
In tin* meanovertook him probably before he had driv- best
specimens had been knocked out of time, as you see, 1 satistic- my craving
en more th.au a few hundred yards, and
time. Of course, it was all put on my |I for
perfection with short-tailed dogs.
the late living, -peaking human being, shoulders, because 1 wasn't
up to assort- Nature and Inn* defects ain't as
perceptible
who a few moments before had talked ing
Hut'T
ask
how
sir.
you,
monkeys.
in a bob-tail cd dog.”
ealinls and quietly, alter his usual man- was I to know?
Why didn't the keeper
“Will
allow
us.”
we said, “to
you
ner. to a patient and that patient's family,
tell me he was a talking monkey, which thank
you ? for really you an* a conscienand had even joked with a little boy whom is the most
quarrelsome of all the species? tious artist; ii is difficult to meet such.”
he met by the street side as he entered If lie had
only mentioned that, common
“Thank you, Sir,” was the reply.
The
h.- buggy, -lill -.it4‘stark and stilt* upright sense would have told me to have
given living I pick up is one thing, and the
upon liis seat, the reins clutched in his him a place to himself?"
satisfaction I derive from mv calling i.s
hands, -taring eyes looking out upon the
“You wouldn't mind showing us your
another.
It ain't often I am appreciated,
street, driving homeward—a corpse. Fa- dogs, would you ?"
ther of ii< all, what was it that those who
“Oh no, by no means. They are out
met the horse and vehicle saw in the face of school
now—otherwise, as there are
“It Nkviu; Kxm.onr.s.” Mr. Gray, an
of the driver that made them shudder and some
very young scholars among them,
ingenious gentleman of Sussex county,
hurry oil a little faster? Death looked couldn’t do it."
Delaware, invented a new,
out from 1 hose lifeless eyes, and it was he
Hereupon our show-dog friend opened burning fluid, and invited non-explosive,
his friends to
who guided the unknowing horse plod- the door
the
and
upon
landing, whistled,
come and witness a test of its
qualities.
ding on towards his late master's door, presently we heard a scratching at a door He
a select circle around :i barand those who looked into that vehicle
opposite as if something was fumbling, red gathered
of
the
fluid
in
tin*
up
and, to
garret.,
felt a something awful and indefinable with a latch, and the door
opening, out prove how non-explosive it was, lie stirwhich made them shudder, perhaps, and came a
(half dozen dogs, not riotously or red it. with a red-hot poker. In six
hasten involuntarily forward. The horse
indecorously, but with the same order as seconds the inventor and his friends were
drew up at the familiar hitching post, but a
properly instructed class of public seen to emerge from the roof, with
no master descended, and he stood
trapgentlv school children.
doors and chimneys and things on their
the
anon
the
pawing
“You see," said our friend, “that
ground,
lines,
jerking
heads, and send away to the northwest,
but he got no answer to these signals, poodle
leading the lot? He is kind of towards the river. While enjoying a line
however oft repeated. No familiar voice boar-leader to mv
That dog.is
family.
bird’s eye view of the State of Delaware,
which had so often chided or cheered him my best friend, sir. He has
got just as at an elevation of
thirty thousand feet or
in long jaunts.
Then he pricked back much sense as I have.
His business is to
more above the level ol the sea, Mr. Gray
his ears and jerked the reins a little hardthe
other
and
when
keep
dogs quiet,
they observed to the friend nearest him that
<•1.:11»«i nsieneu, mu inen; was no
response are young and foolish to prevent them he
s:i\ i* the
perhaps he had made a misgrating of the leather over the from running away. He is worth a takethought
in mixing too much benzine, in the
dash-board. What could it all mean. salary."
fluid. Mr. Gray did not wait to hear his
And now Mrs. Burdett looks out of tin*
H tide In* was saying Hus (he
dogs had friend’s reply, because he apparently had
window and says, “Well, I declare, the all
into the room, without evincing
piled
an engagement higher up, and he seemdoctor’s come, but why don’t he get out?” 1
any cognizance of our presence, as much ed in
hurry to go. His widow will sell
Sin; looks a moment, but he doesn't move, as
by the wag of a tail. On our mention the patent for the non-explosive fluid
and she says, perhaps lie wants some- ing
this fact, the professor replied:
and she needs the money
thing, and then she trips out to the street, “They know no one but me. Now sit very cheap; because Mr.
very badly,
Gray scattered
looks ii]» into the buggy, and says, “Well, down,
doggies."
so much around Sussex county when he
William, what is it?” No answer. And
The animals all sat down on their hind
came
had
to bury him
that
she
down,
then she bends forward a little, and the legs, all save one little
spaniel, who
next three weeks.
light shines fuller on the figure there. Jt could not keep his perpendicular, but gradually during the
is her husband, but the face is livid, and toppled over
every time he tried it,
the eyes blindly staring.
“William, oh j though he kept at it persistently. On a
Bound to find IIim. A letter passed
William!” and she grasped him by the sign from his master, the
led the through our Post Office day before yespoodle
hands, still clutching the reins; they arc I little fellow to a corner, when getting up terday, actually addressed as follows:
cold and stitV. He is dead.
and finding a prop, lie
“Mr. B-,
got along quite
Through the assistance of several gen- i comtortably.
Pontine,
Dr.
Burdett’s
Said the dog instructor, “Of course,
tlemen,
body was taken inMichigan.
to the house, where Coroner Brien held
as
we
are, as is used to
The first name of Mr. B---is not
people, such
an iiujuest.
The jury returned a verdict theaters and performances, don’t care known, he has a
running sore on or near
of death 4fom disease of the heart. [Nash- much about rehearsals, so 1 won’t
put my his ankle.”
ville Banner.
to
It that description don’t find the man,
dogs though, only remarking
you that
poodles are the most intelligent of the writer may as well give it up as a
Some men find life unendurable if they all creatures.
have
and
bad
good eyes
They
job. [Detroit Tribune.
cannot lay wagers.
At Binghamton a fa- ears, and ns line a scent in a pointer.
That.is nothing. There is a letter in
vorite mode of winning “the drinks” is for Next to them comes a retriever, one that the Cleveland Post
Office, directed as
a sharper to bet with a
yokel that he can has a good cross of water dog in him. follows:
stand an eggonend “right out on thetloor” liull-tcrriers,
“To the big ml faced Butcher,
though nice, dogs, are most
and the yokel can't, break it with a haltWith a large wart on his nose.
stupid under training. I lihve been exbushel measure. The bet is taken and the
perimenting with Esquimaux or Schock
Cleveland,
liend in human shape puts the egg precise- dogs; they are gifted dogs,
< )hio.”
only too much
m
tin!
and
if
to
know inclined to be llighty. No dog is as good
corner,
ly
The clerks expect a licking when they
you wish
how it is yourself you would do well to as a
poodle. You won’t be surprised to deliver tin* letter. [Cleveland Plaindealknow wind a dili'ercnce it makes when I ej\
try the experiment.
in

an
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experience has proved of real practical
use.
Having had the refusal of nearly every Invention in watch-making originating in this country or
in Europe, only those were finally adopted which
severe testing by the most skillful artisans in our
works, and long use on the part of the public, demonstrated to be essential to correct and enduring
time-keeping.
Among the many improvements we would parthat
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Prospectus of the best Illustrated Family Bible
containing Bible History, 1‘ictionary,
An tlysis, Harmony, and History (d Keligions. Sent
tree on application. HORACE lv lN(i, Publisher,
Thonipsotiville, Conn.
| YSt.

FI n’ir« Family IMiytician
piges; sent by mail free, leaches how
to cure all diseases of the person; skin, hair, eyes,
compi-’xion. Write to 711 Broadway, New York.
4. H.

INCREASE 'I’he fast-growing West

can afford to
pav 1" and l-‘ per cent, interest on
first-class security. Address Fkan

YOUR

Smith, Broker,
given.

< is

I

«

IlE.tl.l

j

monthly

or

I*ul»li4itt‘d

Ivitlou, IB I ilk «• mu it,
Taylor A Co., Hew Y'urk.
TSm* fc{M‘iic4‘rian pixteui is more practical,
more thorough, and more
original than any other
systi iu. It is rcpuhlisued in Fugland, and advertised
tit- re .i- fhe American Standard. It is the uecred• v««! «uu ■*«*«* from which the Im‘%1 |M*iini<*n of
the cv mi try hav-- «l«*rivoil t hoi Ln»n ledge and
skill in the art.
It is used in more Y'oriual
Mctiool* ami lB«i*iii«‘x» College, than all
otli«‘i* systems combined.
It is more generally
usi'd than any other system. Circulars containing
prices and full particulars furnished on application
as below.
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superior English manufacture
Elasticity of Action with Smoothness
are a nearer approxim.ition to the real
BY Olil.l than anything hitherto invented

tlo~
I fl

M

IMPLi;

by mail

sent

on

all the

receipt

o!

* >

moderate,

very

"omnnuiic.itions

sa-

be tlte disease, condition or situation of anyone,
married or single.
Medicines sent by Mall and I xpress to all parts of
the United States.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to insure an answer.
Address Du. E. Dix, No. Jl Kndieott. Street, Hu*
ton. Mass.
Boston, Jan. 1, 1S7I—1 yr.

containing
artistically arranged aud securely

iiniiiiM’rt.

inclosed,

riBIO.

are

creii'y confidential, and ii.l in: y rely on him with
the strictest secrecy and confidence', whatever may

ot

are

A Book for

K XU,

Publishers,
No.

Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

peculiar to females, is

ease-
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advertisement

MONTH

In Thirtv-oue First-class

MAINE

NEWSPAPERS,

Including I- ive Dailies.
" <• reft to the publislu of this paper, to whom
our responsibility is well known.
Xj i. a t; fei? o lit 3? x* o o.

lar

ithiM'liting
A

SHOllO
engage in

4i

K'ut li
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great*.
Me«

Rom

Wonderful and Ingenious; no humbug, but a perfect Reciprocating Steam Engine, with
Copper BoilSteam Chest, Cylinder, Tiston, Fly-Wheel. &c.
No possibility ol explosion, Instructive and amus
iug, showing the whole science of steam power.
Sent in box, by mail, prepared, for $1.30, and
given
atony to any one who will procure 7 subscribers to
the Young /‘copies’ Helper, (5u cts. a year), the best
)onth’s paper for the price in the country. Address
».
YO*K, Hac k land. Me.
USE T1IE “VEGETABLE

I

I QQjf
Q^/A
iOC'l)PULMONARY BALSAM.”10 I U

WM. E. HOOPER & SOMS.
■iallimor.-. ’II.I.

Co-Partnership
rilH E
CARLE
Kor the purpose ot

&

on

the

Hardware Kin-moss.

remedy tor Coughs, Colds, ConNothing better.” Curi.KH linos. &Co„

j

oei iim. n

require you to purchase
■•locli’M V -I!!' il'llgc, 1)0
litriv ar. ,10 s<M«t|lUt tin* initialspurlieu*
are It.
A.
lets is the article that has been so
!:i<
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Favorably

Known Since 1829,

And purehasers must insist
if they do not wish to have
toreed upon them.

ROYAL HAVANA
Prizes cashed ami inloriinition

UPHAM, Providence, li. I.

EMPLOYMENT
N4L4,|1
Vlll/ pc uses, to sell our
eries.
Address It. Swkkt &

on
an

having it
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LOTTERY.

or

lor

a

Boarding House,

new

Schooner loi* Sale.

oh

Belfast,

The Sch IDA MORTON, of 7.1 tons,
o. in.built of white oak, and In good order, will be sold at a bargain. Enquire
E. A. KNOWLTON, Agent.
March 1,1871,
thU

OYSTERS!
FRESH ANI) SOLI D,
Received

an

de-troy-.i J.y
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Jeweler and Optician, is Sole Agent for
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For Diseases of the Throat ami

Lungs,
such as Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma,
and Consumption.
Probably never before in the whole history of
medic i'i.'. has anything won so widely and m> deeply
upon the -'onnd-'iii'o of mankind, us this excellent
remedy lor ] mmonary complaint-.. Through a long

■

of years, and among most of the races ot
lias risen higher and higher in their estinmtn-u.m il has become better known. Its uniform
li tractor an l power t<> cure the various affections
i-r the lungs and throat, have made u known as a reliable protector again.-t them. While adapted to
milder forms ot disease and to young children, it is
at the same time the most effectual remedy that run
be given for incipient consumption, and llm dangerous affections of the throat and lungs. As a pro
vision against sudden attacks of Crou/t, it should:
be kept on hand in every lamilv, and indeed as alL
etiiiit
subject to colds aud coughs, all
a
i be provided with this antidote for them.
A
m )( -ettS'd Consumption is thought iu"ui ti• 1
still great numbers of eases where the disd
ea-e
-ilied, have been completely eured,
ir ! tne patient restored to sound health’ by the
So complete is its mastery
( fu rry I’l-rtoral.
over the di
uders of the Lungs und Throat, tlial
th" most ob-tmate of them yield to it. When nothcould reach them, uuder the Cherry I’eeing el
tnrul they su'o-ide and di-appear.
ninyrr.i and 1‘itblic Speakers Und great proteetion from it.
isthma is always relieved and often wholly
eureil by it.
lironehitis is
cured bv taking the
Cfn rry /’• eforal in snialf and frequent do-ei.
>•■> generally are its virtues known that w e need
publish tin* eertiileutes of them here, or d more
Ham assure the public that its qualities are fully
maintained.
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Ayer's Ague Cure,

—Of

10.000. 000 Acres
Mineral Lands

in

Amerioj.

acres
eh »ic*
inning 1
line ot tile road in the

1.000. 000

%T\rZ']

For Fever and Ague. Intermittent Fever,
Chill
Fever, Remittent Fever, Dumb
Ague, Periodical or Bilious Fever,
ami indeed all tho affections which arise
from
malarious, marsh, or miasmatic
poisons.
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—of

Best Farming
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to.

on

or

it* name implies, it. does Citrr, and does not
Containing neither Vr-eme, Quinine, lli-uuith,
/me. nnr au\ other ininrra. or poisonous substance
whatever, it in nowi.-o injures any patient. Tho
>|
i.
uid imoortam e "l it' ein es in the ague distri d*. are literally beyond aeeount, mid wo believe
"
t re ’I 1 'M the hi.-lory ->t Ague inedieiue
itiiled by the acknowledgments we
1115 1
rc-'-ivo
t'i. radie i| lire* effected in i-bstinate
a-'
and where *»?j,**r remedies had wliolly failed.
I he
Inn.lied ).ev-"H*. either resident in, or
travellaig ilinei-b ntu- maiie tonalities, will be pro
taUm i*
ft i: /
it; r
lail
I ■; ’.III
m filrt infs. arising tY>m
torpidity
"I II;- I.iv
u i- i.i excellent r.-iue b
stimulating
A*
• ail

In the
tiUKAl FI,A 1 1 1 \ AIJ.I Y,
Now fur sale, tor cash or er< -lit at l.o.v
lerost.
These land- are near the 11-I parallel id
North l.atitnde, in a mild and health-, romao
nei
lor grain growing and stock mi in.bo
by any in he I 'nited Mate-*.
Convenient to market l.oi li
i-; aid m t.
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J. C. ROBBINS ihJwm» his iWeml*

A

met th. public Hi .t tic has leased the abovi
wa ll k11"v\ ii
e-r..hli*hmeiit, where tic offers
entertainment i,i the travelling public.
Me will ihur.uigli
renovate the house,
> and
iv way coii I orai to mod
proveim-ut
need*. Tin table will 1 supplied with all the

ern

delicacies tint can be pr.'ti red, and special utten
linn given fe
del and neatiic■.-•* ill the sleeping
apart menis.
All t’
'tag'- having the city take their ill
Conches run regularly
purtui'e tia■ in this le u-e.
l,i the boats, and gu.-ts conveyed t<>
any part
the cit y or country
It Oil. 1st, Ma\ III, I-,. 0.
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boots, Shoes

Belfast & Moosehead L; R, B,
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BELFAST.

A First Class Investment.
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Oho Trip per Week through the Winter.
RKTl liNINE Will leave BOSTON
day at 4 o’clock 1’. SI.
EARE TO BOSTON.
$2.50.
<■

I Mst rc*si ng eases of 1‘lit liisic i n a few min
Inhaled with the breath, it goes directly t
ung.s and air cells, and relief is immediate umi;

I’.’

Capt. H. S. RICH
M
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Styles,
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nu-: coy op
Bl- l.l'AM, <>,. w.-l 1,1. of I'hi ulx It.. ., ov.-r
ItiaekC Straw factory
Tin *e I riink* are offered to the public ut whole
ile >r retail, ami as cheap is they can be purchased
in Ibeston.
Tliey .-if" w.irr mi d ?. nit. Trunks and Valises
made to tad* r.

Line !
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Manufacture of

In all Varictios and

ARRANGEMENT!
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Dr. Dow, since 1M5,having confined his whole attention to an office practice lor the cure of Private
Diseases and female Complaints' acknowledges it"
superior in the United State*.
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or
they will not be answered,
'dice Hours from 8 A. M. to y P M.
Boston, July 25, 1879.
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and Pre-emption laws, and can be taken h.
AC U AL SI. 1 Ll.hltS, UM/i
An opportunity never 1" ue pn
nted fur
curIng homes near a great Uailroad with all the
venienees of an old settled c.*mi::>. New edition
of descriptive pamphlets with maps, ie.»v rea.ii ai.,1
sent tree to all parts ot the I iot.d Mat- s.Canadi
..
and F.uroja
i\ i>a\Is.
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irfientine Hair ■>}«■>, long and lni.irabii know n to the public, stands peerless ami un
rivalltil. ft i- tic hist, quickest, cheapest, thu
most natural, durable, harmless and effectual llalr
in the world. It colors hair or whiskers Brown
<>r Black
instantaneously, and giv* s them a perfectly
nalunil uppc.u.tnee, and is unattended with any
injurious iihct. lb gnbir package, with brush und
«. KO. «"’■
<»<>OD-nge coinp !< te. only $1.00
IN \ O'. Sold by a’I druggi.'ts.
i.mosb't

ft

ni

ANT. Maine.
These
obtained.
ivdlers, at any price.
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\\ li< »N.—None genuine unless hearing their
in n k<> -( imped on every frame.
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FOR SKIN DISEASES, I
rt
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p.
lihc.ii.i, Blntclios, SiPin:;
a
SeuM-II
1,
bunclcs, Bing-Worms,
P
cias, Itch, Scurfs, Discolorations of tin-.•
and Diseases of the Skin, of whan v
m.
are literally tint; up and carried out ofth
n
a
?ysi
nhort time by Iii''is; ofthe> Biticrs.
it! in
sueli cases will conviue.: the r.iotd i.ie. ■'.!:;]
of
.r
curative fleet.
Clean: e ih Vitiated |’,l >n.l whenever > *u
it<
1
.'
i.
impur.i.os hunt.:m through P.
1
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1
el. a:.
it v. In a y :i :;
tin ns or S..r
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new

peculiar
Mounted in the Finest Manner,
-i quality, id ull materials used
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art*
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vi-ion. :iJ in the natural.
•uting ..!! unpleasant sen
ring and wa\' Mil* of sight,
to all others in use.
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MORTGAGE BONDS.

I"
I

FI1HE attention of nersons making invr-t nonl
X
of money i« called to tin
i\ n. >ir il.i.
The Bonds run tor twenty y. urs, .u >j\
security
per cent, interest in gold, and are M.-uivd upon
the roadbed ot the corporation, which .-,.sts nt .ul\
nine hundred thousand dotlm
I he v. |, ,i, ,ini,.,i;,i
ot these bonds to be issue,! is limited t
one hun.l
red andl fifty thousand dollars, ouch bond beuiu-.a
certitieate ot one of the trustees that it is a
tion of the said limited amount
The money markets of the w o Id do not
present
a better or safer security.
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EXPRESS COMPANY!
\

On and all.i

I umarv

M. t ho KASTKK.N KXCUKs.**
CO. will run a

Daily Exprosis

POO U

this

Co., Marshall, Mich.
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CORONER!
foTALL
BELFAST, Maine.
WEEK,
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and useful discov-
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years.

Knowltou, or to
PETER THACHER, Agent of Proprietors,
No. 2 Kimball Block.
thill
Rocklaud, Jan. liii, 1871.
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convenient for one or two families. A perfect title
will be given tree from all claims to dower. The
premises may he examined on application to Beni.

furnished bvy GKO.

1IIK WOKKING CLASS. —We are now preto furnish all classes with constant
employment at home, the whole ot the time or for the
spare
moments, business new, light, and protitabie. Persons ot either sex easily earn from 6uc. to
per
evening, and a proportional sum by devoting their
whole time to the business. Boys and girls earn
nearly as much as men. That all who see this notice
may send their address, and test the business, we
make the unparalleled offer: To such as are not
well satisfied, we will send $1 to
pay tor the trouble
of writing. Full particulars, a valuable sample which
will do to commence work on, and a
copy of The
People's Literary Companion—one of the largest
and best family newspapers ever published—all sent
Iree by mail. Header, it you want
permanent, profitable work, address K.C. A I.LF.N &(’(>., Atu.iii.HTA,
Maini*.
IO

pared

private dwelling,

liil'.'i

ii;:For I illinium;. I ory nil. Ilironie !!in
li.sui and Gout, DyHpep-in or I .idige-t ion,
I
eii!
n
nd
erniit
enl
*
Keiniu
at
Bilious,
imu!
Discuses of the lllood. I.ivcr, hiihicy
i>
Bitters ha.
Bladder, the
ean-. !
f.il.
Vitiated
Sileli Diseases aBlood, which is generally iii
1>; d.-ran/ me-.'
of tie* Digest I vi* Organs.
I. a
INDIGESTION.
DYSPEPSIA DU
ft!
ache, l’aiil in the Shoulder.*, Coughs, I a.it
Di
Chest,
Bad last iii the M.-tith. I'.’;.*- Att-.v-:. T'.'.'d ;; d:
of the Heart, Inflammation of t'.* Fungs. Pa n ;n tl:
.<.n\
regions f tiie Kidney* and u mivlr d oMier
P.
Symptoms, arc tnc c, nr
;.iu
They invigorate the £ eunuch :t:
mlf u
phi'.iver and !• \v. 1, w’,;, :
efficacy In cleansing tin? id -hI

I»H. DOW, Physician and
Surgeon, No. 7 Kndieott street, Boston, is consulted daily lor all diseases
incident to the female system. Prolapus Uteri or
falling of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression,
rind other Menstrual Derangements, are all treated
ou
new pathological
principles, and apeedv relief
guaranteed in a lew days. So invariably certain is
tint new mode of treatment, that most obstinati
complaints yield under it, and the afflicted person
soon rejoices in perieet health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt bad greater experience in
the cure of diseases ot women than any other
pity
sielun in Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patient-* w
may
wish to stay in Boston a few
days under In-* fr at-

TWO STORY DWELLING HOUSE
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To Females in Delicate Health.

FOR SALE A T A BARGAIN.
A Perfect Title Given !

Mioultl

1

F A HE

C’ ,i i

a. <• vki.k.
i:. i. mokkikon.

—o—
1N OKDKIC TO C'l.OSK A CON-X
1
c°rn, the Two Story House and L,
hTT
,u Rockland, on South side of Rock■
html street, adjoining Benjamin
■Ht
Kuowlton’s, will be sold very low,
and possession given immediately.
1 he house is
pleasantly situated, in a good neighborhood, liv» or
six minutes walk from the Post Ollice, High School
and Churches. It contains sixteen finished rooms,
numerous closets and other conveniences.
Cellar
under the whole. The house is in good repair, has
two handsome parlors, parlor chambers and spacious entries, above and below, ail which are eleIt is very suitable for
gantly papered and painted.

••

are

ar.il Her!.."

WINTER

At the old aland of F. A.
CAUI.E, No. Sd Main St.,
lake this method of
informing all old customers
and others that we are now prepared to offer
goods
<d the best
quality and at prices as low as the lowest
by adhering strictly to our motto, quick sales and
small profits. Wo hope to meet a liberal share of

patronage.
Belfast, .Ian, fi, 1S71. :imosg7

hut

Nut.,

Independent

a

MORRISON,

carrying

at. 1 vuji

""App !■
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trim Medicine, mu
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Notice.

UNDERSIGNED, having this day formed
Copartnership under the name and s’f vie of

-1:

>

yr.

•a-Soml for rricc-I.lst.

The old standard
Boston.

an answer.
1 1671—1
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er,

sumption.

conceded by all,

TWINES AND NETTINGS,

PER

our new

DOLLAR STEAM ENGINE!

j

insure

1

as follow
Leave Belfast,? A. SI.
A. M..
ity Point.
Brooks 7.1? A. St. ; Thorndike, >.jo A. SI.. I i.
MM A. SI.; Burnham, Ar
\. SI ; Mixed. LI
P.
M.
a.; P. M.. J I? P. M.;
:« 1'. SI.
P. M.
l.:;o P. M.. Leave Mumhaui,
la P. M.; l.'nil v
P. SI.; Thorndike, >'>.
P. SI., Brooks,
..« I’
M
<’ity Point,: a; p. si., B< It;.-.
I*. M., Mix,
A. SI.
10.IU A. SI. 10
I
A. SI
A. M
A. SI
1J. 14 P. SI.
I do not wish to inform you, reader, that I>r. \\ on
Passenger I rain h-.iving B iii at : A. SI
derful, or any other man, has discovered a remedy
that cures consumption, when the lungs are half nects with Trains on Maine lY-ntra K
consumed, in short, will cure all diseases whether of Burnham tor Portla.nd, B.
a
1 p,
mind, body or estate, make men live forever, an 1 we*t of Burnham, on Maine < vntr 11
and Kennebec Railroads.
leave death to play for want of work, and i* designMixed l’rain leaving Beli-t at 1 1
Oil to make our sublunary sphere a blissful Paradise,
cmnweiwith Train on Sluim Central Railroad tor \ngn-ta
to which Heaven itself shall hr but a side show.
and Skowhegan, at.d with Ira n gmug 1 :;>t |,.r
You have heard enough of that kind of humbug
...
Bangor and all Stations on Maim Centi il
gory. But when 1 tell you that l»r. Sage’s Catarrh
penn & North American Railroads.
Remedy will postively cure the worst eases ot Cu
Trains ovr Slaine Central Railroad having Ban
tarrh in the Head, I only assert that which thou- I
:
sands can testily to. A phamphlet giving symptoms
gor at 7.do A SI., and 1 rain over Portland and iu:.
nebec Railroad going Hast) leaving Augu-; at
and other information sent free to any address. This
A
M arrive at Burnham in season to cm met with
remedy Is
Mixed Train over Belfast and Mooseluad Lake
SOLD BY MOST DRUGGISTS IN ALL PARTS
Railroad, arriving at Beltast at pj.lu.
OF THE WORLD.
Stages will leave Belfast for Searspm t and Stockon on arrival of 7>.J7> P. M. Train from Burnham,
Price 50 cents. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt
returning in season to connect with tie- 7 A SL
of sixty cents, or four packages for two dollars. BeTrain lor Portland, Boston, &e.
ware of counterfeits and worthless imitations.
See
Through Tickets to 1*.»rt
that, my private stamp, which is a positive guaranat all Stations on this line.
tee of genuineness, is upon the outside
wrapper.
tl'-*5
A. 1! \
folile
Remember this private Stamp, issued bv the United
States Government expressly for
stamping my niedicienes, has my portrait, name and address, and the
words
U. S. Certificate ot Genuineness,” engraved upon it, and need not be mistaken.
Don’t be
swindled by travellers and others representing
themselves as Dr. Sage; I am the only mau now 11 ving that has the knowledge and right to manulueture the Genuine Dr.
Sage’s Catarrh Remedy, and I
never travel to sell this medicine.
K. V. PIERCE. M. P
:<mos.".»
l'ld Seneca Street, Buffalo, N’. Y.

FISHERMEN!

York.

business make from $;» «<
$10 per *la.r in their own localities,
ull par
tic liars and instructions sent free by mail. Those
in lu ed of permanent, profitable work, should ad
dress ot once. GEORGE STINSON & CO., Tort
; land, Maine.
who

to

Boston, Jan.

Address CiEO. »*. ROU ELL A CO.,
Mo*. *40

now

....

I

arid .if t
Mo ml.; v, 1 > -e.
between Belfast and Burnham

(both in tills country and Europe,} iliat lie excels
all other known praeticioners in the safe,
speedy
an-f effectual treatment of all female
complaints.
liis medicines are prepared with the express
purpose of removing all diseases, such as debility,
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of
the womb, also discharges which flow from a mor- |
bid state of the blood. The Doctor is now fully |
prepared to treat in his peculiar style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the female sex,
and they are respectfully invited to call at
X«. il Kndieott St., Ho*ton.
All letters requiring advice must contain one del

FOR $2 PER LINE,
We will insert

tl

:••!•<:

(>n

rPO THE LADIES.—The cclebratod DR. !.. DfX
1
particularly Invites all Ladies who need a Medical or Surgical adviser to call at his Rooms, v»i
Endlcott St., Boston, Mass., which tliey will find
arranged for their special accommodation.
DR. DIX having devoted over twenty
to
this particular branch ot the treatment ofyears
all dis-

Booksellers and Stationers.
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taste, culled
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OPEN

Address

W. A. WILDE & CO..
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all Alcoholic Stimulniil*
I.KKAT ill ODD IP U1F1F.U mid \ 1.51
v .t
ri
Be
GIVING nclN( I PI .E
lnvigorutor oi'Uio System, currying oil' all
l.t
matter and rest Tin. the hi
it
■•line
No person can tak. tin. Bluer-
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Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman tkf.a i-rd < »k
I’llYMol OGKAI.I.Y AND 1*A 1 Ilor.oOK A II Y 1 ro III
Infancy to Old Auk, with elegant Ji.i.i'stimtivk Enorayins.
pages, bound in beautiful
French cloth. Price

11

STEEL PENS.

fie

A Uo»k for «*v«*rr >IIhii
THE SCIENCE «>F LIKE, OR SELF-PRESETYaI ION. A Medical I r< atise nu the Cause and
Cure of Exhafstkd Yitai.ma Pkkmaii i.r. I> 1
I.ink In MAN. NkuvuIs and Phi " af I)ki:ii
lTY, 11 Y imi'HON im'.ia and all other disease* arising from thP Errors of Youth, or the Indiscrktions OR KxiTs.sks ot mature year*.
I his is
indeed a book lor every man. Price only $1."'
pages, bound in cloth.
A lloou for every Woman.

*•

EH I AN

e
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era.*’
driuikenn.

(O|»]»oi(t<> Ilevere Zloi:***.)
I’AKKKII, Assistant •’hysician.
•ledical knowledge for everybody.
e<>pies

NOSTRUM-MAKl- RS.

In

■
•'

Du. W, II.

Through the ignorance .if the Quack Doctor,
knowing no other re mod >. he re’ica upon Mi:u< ruv,
and gives it to nil his patients, in Kills, Drops, &o.,
•o the Nostrum-maker, equally ignorant, adds to
his so-called Extracts, Specifics, Antidote, ike., both
relying upon its effects in curing few in a hundred,
it is trumpeted in various wav- t iroughout the land ;
but, alas' nothing i< said of ti e balance, some ?*t
whom die, others grow worse mid are left to linger
and suil'er for months <>r years, until reliev. ! or
cured, if possible, by competent physicians.
BUT AIX QUACKS ARE NOT 1GNORAN f
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts arc kuown to
some quack doctors and no.-ti um-makers, \rt. regardless of the life and health ot others, there are
those among them who even perjure themselves,
contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or
that it is contained in their no-drums, so tint the
usual ice” mav be obtained f.
professedly curing,
fraction of it," mav be obtainor
tlie dollar,” or
ed for tlie nostrum.
It is thus that many are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for experi
merits with quackery.

PENMANSHIP

D R I N K

ik! Uelii*it‘ 1 .•.(lias's

c;i..d t

No. 4. Bulfineh Street, Boston.

••

SPENORRIAX

a

l.ii

tnii'

imparting

yij At 1Y .V »a IV Al- JI A I'.ltJS,
through false certificates and refercrces,and recommendations of their medicines by the dead, who
>r who. besid. s.
caunot expose or contradict them
from medical
to further their imposltioui, cup;
hooka, much that is written of ihe qualities and effects ot different, herbs and plant-, and ascribe all
the •nine to their rills. Extract-*, Specific-*, Sec,,
most of wluoli, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of i*.s
curing everything.”
kill more tl an is cured," and
but now known to
those not killed, constitutionally injured for lii"
IGNORANCE OK QUACK DOCTORS AND

ipiarterly installments.
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other means, and
I oint of repair.

Mattered by the reception ot. and great demand
for. the above valuable and timely treatise, aiul also
to meet a great need of the present age, the author
has just published a new book, treating exclusive! v
of KKRVnrs AN1) MKNTAI. DISKASKS.
!
Price $1.00, or s:m fkfk on receipt of
pp. cloth.
$3 lor the othe two hooks, postage paid.
These are beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published.
There is nothing whatever that’the Makkikp ok
Sixoi.e, of KiTin'i: Sex can either require or vviah
to know, but what is fully explained, and many
matters of the most important and interesting
character are introduced to which no allusion m u
can be found in any other works in our
language.
All the N i;\v Discov hums of the author, whose experience is such as probably never b« fore tell to the
lot of any man, are given In lull. No p. rson should
be without these valuable books.
V'Al.L'AUt.E Rooks.— We have received the
valuable medical works publi-hed by the Peabody
Medical Institute.
These books are of actual merit, ami should Had a place in every intelligent lamily. 1 hey are not the cheap order of abominable
trash, published by irresponsible parties, and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but are written by a
responsible j rofessional gviitleir.au of eminence, as
a source ot instruction on vital matters, ooneerninLr
which lamentable ignorance exist-,
t he important
subjects pri st nted are treated with delicacy, ubilitv.
an<l care, and, as an appendix, many useful prescriptions lot prevailing complaints are added.”
'Coo? Republican, Lancaster, N. II.
"The author of these books is one of tim most
learned and popular physicians ot the day, ami is
entitled to the gratitude ol nur rare for these nivalcable productions. It seems to be his aim to induce
men and women to avoid the cause ot those diseases
to which they are subject, and lie tells th.-m
just
how and when to do it.”
jChronicle, Farmington,
Maine, Sept. 7, lady.
Kit her book sent by mail on receipt of price.
N. 15. The author o' the above named medical
works is the Chief Consulting Physician "f the
Peabody Medical Institute, and is so constantly employed in consultation with invilnis from all part?
of the country, that he has no time to attend to
mere business details.
Therefor.- all h tb rs should
be addressed to the PK.UP )DY MKDlc AL INS 1 1
1TTK, or Dr. W. II. PA UK K R. the Medical A
sistant ol tlie author, and hi? business Agent, who,
well a? the author.jifimselt. m.iv hr consulted on
all diseases requiring skill, seer, ev and
experience.
IXVIOI.AUl.K SKOUSCY ASH riARTIS RKI.IKK
1 yr 17

Tlio Scientific Principle
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constructed brings the core or
dinctlyiu trout of the eye. pro-
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who know but little of the nature and character of
Special Diseases, and less to their cure. Some \hibit lorged Diplomas of Institutions or Colleges,
which never existed in any part of tie* world others exhibit Diplomas of the Dead, how obtained,
unknown; not only assuming and advertising in
names of those Inserted in the diplomas, but to further their imposition assume names <»f the celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by

at i:x niKMia.v i,mv tuicks, (-hk ca-ii, uruixu
ms mi»s n, or will take a part cash and balance in
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UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferi.igs in being
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations,
false promises, and pretentious of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,

^
waters,
N. Y., will dispose of One Hundrid Piwms. Mi-h.odkons. and
Okuans of six tirsi-class makers, including Waters’,
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observation.
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proudly refers to Professors and respectf.blo Physicians—many ot whom consult him in critical cases,
because of his acknowledged skill and reputation,
attained through so long experience, p.-actice, and
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SPENCER & CO., N. Y.,
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AND FOUND A 1 1. \S I
D restores and prevents the Mali from
:veoi;iiii£
Oi ty imparts a soft, glossy
npp<-.i; mice, renn>vi-s
Damirufl', is cool and relie.,h'in» to th<- head, i. <•!,
the Hair from lulling oft, and restores it to
extent when prematurely I -t. pre\enf- Headaches
cures all
Humors, eutancou ruptie,is, and unmtural He.if. AS A DKFSHNH FOR THF HAIR
IT Is Till-: l’> FST ART'CLF IN I'll F M ARK I- I'.
DR. (r. SMITH, Patent* e, tirotou .linielion,
Mass, l’repared onh by I’R' H 1FR HR* > MI FUS,
(iloueester, Mass. The Ue.mirie i.-jut up in a pancel bottle, made express!} lor it, with tin- name of
the article Mown in the plus.-. Ar«k \our Druggist
tor Nature's II:.u Res»ur:itt\e, and take no oilier.
Kuclose a llire« cent stamp, and s. nd foi
Treatise on tl.e I[uman Hair,” which
wortli faoo.oo to
any person.
Ciuos-'T*

Al
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Transparent and clear

I.E ■■‘r«*giilari<i«»M ami Oliitruction*.—Dr. W. Foster's Female Periodical
Pills regulate and remove all obstructions. Nothing
injurious to health. Jiubox. Office No. IIP Nassau
st., Room 14, New York City. .Sent by mail muwhere on receipt of the amount.

Indianapolis,

Reference

N C 0 ME.

THE DIAMOND
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AFFLICTED AND

published,
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DR. DIX

'1IT.4 HTKI)!—Wide-awake Canvassers for .!. S.
y\ (’. Abbott's Prussia and the Franco-Prussian IFnr," in hidli Knglish and Herman. Book for
the times, B. B. Russell, Pub., Boston, Mu**.

■

Contains no LAC SULPHUR—
No SUGAR OF LEAD-No
No NITRATE
LITHARGE
OF SILVER, and is entirely
free from the Poisonous and
Health-destroying Dru gs used
in other Hair Preparations.
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WILL BE FORFEITED BY Du, L.
M f 1)1 \ it failing to cure in less time
ticularize :
than any other physician, more effectually and per
The invention and use of a centre-pinion of pecumanently, with less restraint from occupation or less
iar construction, to prevent damage to the train
to all weather, with safe and pleasant medbv the breakage of main springs, is original with ; exposure
icines.
tlie American Watch Company, who, having had the
SELF-A B US E AND SOLITARY HABITS,
refusal of all other contrivances, adopted Fogg’s i
patent pinion as being the best and faultless.
Their effects and consequences ;
Hardened and tempered hair-springs, now univerSPECIAL AILMENTS AND SI l UATD »NS,
sally admitted by Watchmakers to be the. best, are
used in all grades ot Waltham Watches.
Incident to Married and Single Ladles.
All Waltham Watches have dust-proof caps, proSECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
tecting the movement from dust, and lessening the
necessity ot the frequent cleaning necessary in other Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and a!! diseases of
the Skin; Fleers ot the Nose, Thr u*, and Body;
watches.
Our new patent stem-winder, or keyless watch is
Pimples on the Face; Swelling of tie- .Joint.?; Neralready a decided success, and a great* improvement vousness. Constitutional and other Weaknesses in
on any stem-winding watch in the American market
youth and the more advanced, at all age?, of
and by far the cheapest watch of its quality now ofboth sexes, single or married.
fered to the public. To those living in portions of
the Tinted States where watchmakers do not abound
R1K. V. 1)1 H’S
watches with tin1 above mentioned improvements
P RIV ATE MEDIC A L O F FI C E,
which tend to ensure accuracy, cleanliness, durabil21 Kudicatt
Boston. Mioui,
ity and convenience, must prove invaluable.
The trademarks ot the various styles made by the
is ?o arranged that patients never sec or hear each
Company are as follows :
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his office is
Amkkii an Watch Co., Waltham, Mass.
Ho. 21, having no eonmetioe with his residence,
Amn. Watch Co., Waltham, Mass.
no family Interruption, so that on no
Amkkican Watch Co., Crescent S!.( Waltham, consequently
account can any person hesitate applying at his
Mass.
office.
i:\oy & v o.,
Aril.'- ion,
iiitnam, Mass.
DR. D1 X
A mi-ilk \ n W a tcii (Jo., Adams St., Waltham.
Mass.
boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, exWaltham Watch Co., Waltham, Mass.
cept by quacks, who will say or do anyth ng, even
P. S. IIakti.ktr, Waltham. Maps.
perjure themselvot, to impose upon patients.) that
Wm. Ei.i.kuy, Waltham, Mass.
he IS THE ONLY RKUUI.AU GKAIH ATK PHYSICIAN
IIomk Watch Co., Boston. Mass.
ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.
Examine the spelling of these names carefully before buying. Any variation even of a single letter,
TWENTY YEARS
indicates a counterfeit.
in treatment of Special Disease?, a fact so
For .-ale bv all leading jewelers. No watches re- engaged
we are known to many Citizens, Publis ier?, Mertailed by the Company.
chants, Hotel Proprietors, &o., that he is much reAn illustrated history of watch-making, containand particularly to
ing much useful Information to watch-wearers sent commended,
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
to any address on application.
IIOIBIBIY* A Al'PLETOY.
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native quacks, more numerous in Boston th hi in other
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in vain every advertised
a simple means ot self cure, which he
Addrfs?
will send free to hi? teilow sufferers.
,J. H. TU 1TLE, 78 Nassau ?t. New York.
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discretion, causing
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STRICTURE

pay from ’Jo to 50 per ceut. more for their watches
than is necessary.
These lime-pieces combine every improvement

V IN EG-A li
Hundreds o"

WATCHES.

It!

Buy

FOR SIGHT is PRICELESS!

HE ST OR A T l V E!

PSYCIIOH

Cannot

Money

EAIS

daily from Portland, by

Edward.

Oross,

and for sale by the PUT, <117 ART or (ML
HOM. Also (-rttcken, I*fcklc«. KoicIiii|»m.
Ac., besides a good assortment of fruit and con-

fectionery.

HT«xt «lo«»r to Hie Court lloutfO

Belfast, Maine.

IMliis! ifc )lhiis(‘lir;ul E. R. R.
I

at Bl IJN II VM
in. mi Id isro.N’ .nd

Connecting

___

has
n0iTlMt'n*
Penman

the

Pkuuvian
Hark,") blown in tha glms
ijTRrp,r.(m,(
A
33
pago pamphlet- sent free. J. i> DussioRR
^
Proprietor, 30 Dey St.. New York.
Sold, by all Drnggiata.
■■
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TETTER! TETTER! TETTER!
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Tl»r Mchooner Nenatur, 35 tons,
m'>a very good vessel in every reWell found in Sails and
Rigging, has 120
fathoms new cable. Will be sold
very low.
K. B. GARDNER.
Bucksport, Me.
tfl8

COOPER is still at the old stand of
HALLS Sc COOPKR,
where he will keep constantly on band a
good assortment of iuwlH*r,()(*msnt,
Munil
*****
a,8° Corn. Flour and Groceries.
1 hnnkful for past favors he
respectfully solicits a
continuance of the same.
M. R. CnoPf'R
Belfast Feb. 10 1870.
tl32
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Warranted to Cure
tor sale

by

or

Money Refunded.

all

Druggists and country stores.
F. B. IIIESK El.l Proprietor. Bangor, Me.
D. C. Uoodwin &(h>., Wholesale Agents, ::*> H oi
over Street, Boston, Mass.
Price .V» cents n,-r
Box.
lyr’l

P

a.

MICH Bn

HUN,

A/tornei/

OFFICE, 1IAYFOBL)

11I.OCK,

DEPOSIT.

ponny earned.”

made on or heiorc the 1st of any
month, will be placed upon interest every
month.
xcopt May and November! and Interest
compuii .l upon the same in June and December.
Deposits reeiived daily at the Ranking Iloom,
Irom
to I: A. ,M., and _■ to t P. M. Saturdays from,
'.‘to 1 A.M
JOHN II. QCIMBY, Treas. ASA KACNCK, Brest.
Belfast, July Id, 1870.
til
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at Lair!

Belfast, Ma

Bank

la »>I | s

At wholesale

Counsellor $•

a

to and’

HO.lll, Agnul.

Savings

IS THE

“A penny saved is

FISHING VESSEL FOR SALE.
spect.

Belfast
M>U

with expresses
POH II AND.

MI

>
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or

retail

at

COAL?

the lowest market

A. J. IIARRIMAN &
60 Main St.
EVb. n, 1-ri.

o.

price by

CO.,

Belfast, Maine.
till-

